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The point of no re
Pike kicked off campus; Greek organizations vie for the uninhabitable house
MARK JUSTICE

man said, later adding, "the house is a huge
apartment the night of his death.
Yancy's parents are convinced that members expense'" but "a terrific opportunity for whoevembers of Pi Kappa Alpha are of Pi Kappa Alpha and incidents that happened er moves in"
Dan Corah, executive real estate officer for Pi
facing a new kind of "hell at the fraternity house contributed to the death
Kappa Alpha International, told the Future that,
week" after the apparent sui- of their son
cide last fall of a freshman
Patricia MacKown, director of Student "The university has given approval of the Pike
pledge and a hazing suspen- Rights and Responsibilities, wrote an e-mail to house corporation to find another fraternity or
sion so severe that the Alumni House Corp. is the Future that said the fraternity "pled in viola- sorority house corporation to which the propersearching for another organization to place into tion to disruptive conduct and hazing for events ty can be subleased." He also said, "This particular house needs work before it can be occupied,
mi Oct 31, 2004."
their Greek Park residence.
UCF administrators said there was no relaThe current suspension affecting the friiter- and that will be part of the process in identifying
tion between Yancy's November death and the nity prohibits members from participating in a tenant and negotiating the sublease."
The Pike alumni corporation owns the oncurrent suspension of PKA.
any university-related or fraternity-sponsored
In an e-mail, Linda Gray, assistant vice presi- activities. The fraternity Will be eligible for campus house. Though the university was given
dent of University Relations and the director of review in August.
the opportunity to buy the house, it declined,
News and Information, wrote, "The current susDespite that review, the campus chapter has Corahsaid
pension of PKA happened before the unfortu- . informed the Alumni House Corp. responsible
The house was closed down in January
nate suicide of Mr. Yancy ... and they are not in for its Greek Park property that the members no because of numerous fire-code violations disany way related"
longer wish to occupy their house on the comer . covered by Orange County fire marshals, and its
residents were forced to find new housing in
John Yancy, a Pike pledge, apparently killed of Greek Park Drive and Gemini Boulevard
himself on Nov.19 after being charged with posSteve Mogerman, current president of Pi scattered locations just days before the start of
session of cocaine days earlier. A Seminole Kappa Alpha, confirmed that they will be leas- the current semester.
Frank Sardinha, the father of John Yancy,
County Sheriff's Department investigation into ing their home to another organization
his death is continuing, as is an investigation ofa
"Our alumni house corporation and internaPLEASE SEE DRY ON AS
break-in that occurred at Yancy's off-campus tional headquarters figured it was best:' Moger-

M

Staff Writer

Efforts are being made by Barnes
and Noble Booksellers to accept the
debit feature on the UCF SmartCard so that users are able to make
debit purchases at the UCF Bookstore.
"Technology is not at the level
where we can accept it yet," said
Denise Berrios, the general manager of the UCF Bookstore.
Barnes and Noble associates
from the UCF Bookstore will be
attending a trade show in March
where they will actively look into
making the technology upgrade.
The UCF SmartCard, which can
be used at the local McDonald's and
Domino's Pizza, is declined at the
UCF Bookstore. No debit cards are
accepted at UCF's bookstore,
though Stan Frank, a national
Barnes and Noble representative,
said most college campuses do
accept debit as a payment option
"It would be in the company's
best interest to get the debit SmartCard feature," Berrios said. Enabling
the debit feature would reduce the
$250,000 a year that Barnes and
Noble is forced to pay for credit
card transaction fees.
She said it's only a matter of time
before debit becomes available.
"There have been two major
upgrades in software in the past
year for our 33 computers," though
more will be needed to allow the
bookstore to accept debit cards.
The SmartCard is the UCF-·
issued student iD, but also doubles
as a debit card for students who
have a SunTrust account. Financial
aid recipients automatically have a
SunTrust account opened for them,
which links their money onto the
SmartCard, unless they decline
before the start of the semester.
PLEASESEE PURSES ONA9

Senate plans
to passbook
.resolution
KATE HOWELL .
Senior Staff Writer

Still, how the candidates will
accomplish their ideal grading system
is the real issue. Bentley and Woolsey
were quick to remind that SGA has no
direct control over the grading system
and said they would "launch an effort"
to bring a plus-only system to UCF.
Such an effort would include researching the plus-only method being used at
the University of Florida and lobbying
the faculty and staff at UCF to adopt a
sjmilar policy.

The SGA Senate is considering a
resolution aimed at saving students
$1.2 million a year on books.
Resolution 37-05 unanimously
passed its second reading at Thursday night's Senate meeting. The resolution calls for the faculty to stick
to the established UCF Bookstore
order deadlines, ·with the goal of
cutting down the amount of new
books which would be ordered and
sold.
The UCF Bookstore only purchased $452,958 worth of used
books during the spring buyback;
They have a buy-back budget of
$600,000.
According to the Pro Temp Mark
White, who worked with bookstore
staff to author the bill, if 95 percent
of faculty book orders were turned
in by the established deadline and
the. bookstore was able to purchase
its full budget of used books, the
potential savings to students would
reach $1.2 million
The bookstore is required to
submit the orders to the off-campus
bookstores, allowing savings from
that avenue as well.

TALAKALA ON A7

PLEASE SEE BOOKS ON A9
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SGA election focus on changing grading system

, 'Presidential candidates discuss need for improving optional plus/minus grade scale
KATE HOWELL &MAJlK JUSTICE
Senior Staff Writer &Staff Writer

A unified grading system may be
headed for UCF, if the current hopefuls
for the top SGA executive spots have
· their say.
All three candidates for next year's
SGA president are in favor of pressuring the administration to decide on a
grading system and stick with it.
Adopted by the Faculty Senate in
1999 and implemented in 2001, the
plus/minus grading scale was supposed to provide professors with a
more precise way of grading. However
the system, which isn't uniform across
the faculty, is random and often likened
to a lottery.
Some professors use the plus/minus

.system, while others prefer a straight Winward Truitt, his vice presidential
letter method. Some have adopted candidate, went a step further parts of the system while neglecting emphasizing their desire for an A+
others and no one seems to agree on . option as well as unifying the faculty
how much an A minus or a B plus is on what system to use. They "stress
worth to a student's overall grade point having an A+,"· Taiakala said A unified
average. All the current SGA presiden- grading system is part of United Stutial candidates want to change this.
dent Alliance's official ticket, accordKeith Rea, the founder of the Gold- ing to Talakala, who spoke over the
en Ticket party and current unaffiliat- phone. Talakala is currently finishing
. ed SGA presidential candidate, and his up research in Texas but plans to be
vice presidential candidate Joshua back at UCF in time to campaign
Edmundson want to add an A+ to the
SGA
presidential
candidate
current grading scale. "I'm in favor of William Bentley, who is endorsed by
the plus-minus system, more in favor United UCF, favors a "plus only'' gradof adding an A+,'' ~ea said. Edmundson ing system. He and vice president
added, "I'd rather the option of A+ than hopeful McClain Woolsey said the curno option"
rent system can harm students, espePavan Talakala, the United Student cially when applying to graduate
Alliance's presidential candidate, and school

A statement issued by the BentleyWoolsey campaign said, ''While many
students appreciate the boost a plus
gives to their GPA, having a minus
attached to the grade is especially

painful."

PLEASE SEE
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Around Campus
News and notices for
the UCF community

BattleBots begin!
The UCF BattleBots team
will recruit new members for
this year's national competition
at 4:30 p.m. today in the Engineering 2 Building Room 203.
For more information, contact Buzz Dawson at 407-7332899.

Library
Old buildfug needs
new budget, books
to compete with
other universities
NASEEM sown
Senior Staff Writer

love therapy
The Counseling Center will
launch a program dispelling
relationship myths and assumptions. It will also teach skills
needed to maintain a healthy
relationship. The program
begins at 7 p.m. today in the Stu- .
dent Union Key West Room
218A

For more information, contact Andrew Blair at 407-8232811.

Spike Lee alert
Spike Lee is coming to UCF
at 7 p.m. tomorrow to speak
about social ·changes in the Student Union Pegasus Ballroom.
Doors open at 6:15 p.m. The
event is free.
For more information, contact John Schell at 407-823-4197.

With honors
Phi Sigma Pi, a co-ed national honor fraternity at UCF, is
looking for new recruits this
year at its Dinner and Game
Night events which begin at 8
p.m. Tuesday· in the Math &
Physics Building Room 359.
For more information, e-mail
Theresa or Diane at gxrecruitment@yahoo.com.

Rest and relaxation
The Campus Wellness Center will hold a meditation workshop at 5:30 p.m. Wednesday in
the Recreation and Wellness
Center Suite ill.
For more information, contact the Campus Wellness Center at 407-823-5841

Be my valentine
The African-American Student Union presents the Black
History Month Valentine Gala at
7 p.m. Wednesday in the Student
Union Pegasus Ballroom.
For more information, contact the Office of Student
Involvement at 407-823-6471.

•

The Library, UCFs first and
oldest building, sits quietly in its
spot and watches the fountains
dance in the Reflecting Pond At
42, it bears the signs of aging
here and there through a leaking
roof or a few books whose yellowed pages bear the FTU
stamp on their edges.
This old giant, which served
some 2,000 students less than
half a decade ago, is now the
information source for more
than 40,000 students. And yet, it
is hard to imagine that a library
that serves one of the top three
largest universities in Florida
fairs only average, according to a
recent state-wide survey.
While different colleges on
campus are continually budding
into their respective building Ils
and Ills, the Library remains
bound to its five floors, and plans
for -its expansion are barely
drawn out. In comparison With
other campus buildings, the
Library is overdue for an expansion. The last expansion of the
Library was about 20 years ago.
'We are in the process of preliminary planning of library
expansion and renovation," said
Barry Baker, director of the
Library. But, he added, the implementation of the plans "depends
on funding." According to Baker,
there are no plans to build
branch hbraries across campus.
Currently, the Library has
two sub-divisions. The CurriculumMaterials Center in the Education Building is home to hundreds of children's books and
teaching materials, while the
Rosen School of Hospitality
Management has its own hbrary.
Although the Library's budget has steadily increased since
1998 - $9 million then compared to $11.5 million this year most of the increase has been
spent on personnel and operat-

Nation &World
Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

Students suspended for
distributing homemade rap CD

Where UCF stands among university libraries

Volumes
Held
Volumes
Added/year
(gross}

University of Florida State
Florida
University

University of
South Florida

4 Milron

2.6 Milli()n

1.8 Milli()n

91,000

49,000

76,000

Univ~rsity of

Central Florida
I

1.5 Million
70,000

Total
Expenditures ·$26 milli()n

$14 million $14.9 million $11.5 million

ARL Member Yes

Yes

No

N()

Population

36,000

41,000

42,000

48,000

SOURCE: 2002-2003 ASSOCIATION OF RESEARCH LIBRARIES STATISTICS, OFFICE OF INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH

ing expenses. The budget for
library materials has remained
steadY at around $5 million.
The Library, however, has
managed to add roughly 70,000
volumes - of all sorts - to its
11.5 million-volume collection
each year. This increase, according to Baker, ''is higher than a lot
of universities."
But this growth is still not
enough to put the Library at the
same rank as libraries like the
University of Florida. The UF
library is one of three in the state
- out of 39 public and independent libraries - that is a
member ofthe prestigious Association ofResearch Libraries; the
others are the libraries at Florida
State University and the University of Miami.
"Being a member of ARI.
means that you are more of a
state-of-the-art library," said
Steve Shorb, director of support
services at the UF library. To
become a member of ARL, the
libraries have to fall under certain criteria of growth and collection strength.
UF, for instance, adds 85,000
volumes to its 4-million-volume
possession each year, and has a
total budget of $25 million dollars; $10 million ofwhich is spent

on library materials.
Library has been dealing with.
The UCF library aspires to
''The main obstacle for being
become a member of ARL
. open longer is expe~s for the
"The university's goal is to staffing," Baker said He added
become the premier metro uni- that in order to stay open, the
versity in the state and becoming entire library needs to be open,
a member of ARL is in line with which means staff and security
that goal," Baker said
have to be in place in different_
In order to do that, 'We have areas.
to increase the number of our
''We have looked at the need
volumes and current serials, for additional hours," he said "If
which means we have to we felt like there was a demand
increase the number of volumes to stay longer,.we would considwe add each year," Baker said er staying open longer." ·
He added that the increase in
In 2003, for instance, the
material translates into increase Library began opening at 7:30
in the Library's total budget and a.m. instead of7:45 a.m.
"Plus, you can have electronthe size of professional and nonic accessibility to the Library at
professional staff.
Baker explained that the any time," Baker said
But not all students grab
reward of becoming an ARI.
member is that people would _ open the heavy entrance doors
"know that the library is strong of the Library with the aim of
and a central part of the univer- finding a book.
Meg Scharf; associate direcsity:'
But, he saw this goal · as a tor for public services at the
''longer-term goal" and accord- UCF Library, believes that "this
ing to Shorb, the near future of is an interesting time for
1ibrary budgets do not look that libraries.'' She added, "Libraries
bright. "The hbrary budget may are good environments for stube declining because of inflation dents to learn, to study and to
and the increasing prices ofjour- collaborate with each other.''
According to Scharf; despite
nals and electronic databases,"
the sudden growth of electronic
S4orbsaid
Hours of operation are also
PLEASE SEE SOME ON AB
another issue ·that the UCF

The price is right
The Central Florida Hillel
Jewish Life Center will hold a
date auction at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in the Student Union Room
221AB.
For more information, contact the Jewish Life Center at
407-362-3317.

A look back into the Future's past
The school paper
had an odd list of
names to choose

Correction

SHANNON BENNETT
Staff Writer

"Don't let TV teach your
kids," an opinion column that
ran Feb. 3, incorrectly said that
Denver PBS station KBDI will
not be showing the controversial "Postcards from Buster"
show during the daytime.
KBDI will be airing the
show at the regular time slot of
8 a.m. Feb. 13, after Wednesday's primetime airing.

let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an .e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

It was more than a month

into the school paper's circulation that The Future nameplate appeared on the front
page, finalizing the name of
the FTU, currently UCF, publication.
For about a month, the staff
advertised a contest to name
the paper. The first issue,
released on Oct. 17, 1968,
advertised the plea on the second page of a newspaper with
its first front-page headline
reading "FTU Opens."
The contest spanned out
over the first weeks of the

Tangerine's Orange Remedy

News, and "We need help
keeping the snack bar table
clean," the latter of which was
submitted on a napkin. "One
suggestion, The Horse Sheet,
was considered but judged
inappropriate as a newspaper
name."
This particular suggestion,
however, became a commentary column on page 4, run by
a student who referred to herself as Mort. She had her own
views concerning the situation. She wrote, "About the
name of our newspaper, the
originality of this campus is
unbelievable. FTU News,
Gazette, Sentinel. Personally, I
think we should remain the
FTU ??? - now that's got
class."
Mort eventually settled on
calling the paper the FTU
Watchamacallit until it was
successfully named.

It was an Orlando insurance salesman who finally put
an end to the search. His name
was H. Gordon Robbins, and
after being inspired at one of
his business meetings, he submitted the name The FuTUre.
It seemed that this proposal met all of the staff's standards concerning originality
and ingenuity. Indeed, it was
an appropriate newspaper
title that cleverly instituted
the school's initials into it. The
original paper had a sketch of
an atom next to its name.
With the school newly
minted as UCF, the paper
apparently wanted to keep the
name it had worked so hard to
attain, so "Central Florida"
was added to accommodate
the university's new title:
The paper may, in fact, be
the only piece of UCF that
bears both of its names.

•

Facin9 Shiite landslide in Iraq,
Sunms willing to participate
BAGHDAD, Iraq - Facing
the prospect of a Shiite Muslim landslide, Sunni politicians offered on Saturday to
participate in mapping the
nation's political future. But
Sunni rebels showed no sign
of compromise, killing three
U.S. troops and at least 33
Iraqis in a string of attacks.
Officials of the Shiite-led
coalition that has rolled up a
big lead in last weekend's
elections said it wants the
prime minister post in the
upcoming government casting doubt on chances that
U.S.-backed Prime Minister
Ayad Allawi can keep his job.
Allawi, whose ticket is
running a distant second in
election returns so far, had
been seen as a possible compromise candidate if the Shiites and their allies don't win
the two-thirds of the 275
National Assembly · seats
needed to pick the government.
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Edwards makes poverty center
of.post-campaign speech
MANCHESTER, N.H. Former Democratic vice
presidential nominee John
Edwards, getting the 2008
campaign cycle off to an early
start, said Saturday that
poverty "is one of the great
moral issues of our time," and
he pledged to help fight it.
The setting of Edwards'
speech was as notable as its
content. A visit to New
Hampshire, traditionally the
site of the leadoff presidential
primary, is the first public
sign that a politician is considering a White House bid.
Edwards, who left the Senate last month, said in an
interview that he has not
decided whether to seek the
presidency.

•
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Rice says Russia needs to
embrace to 'basics of democracy'
ANKARA, Turkey - Russia needs to show a commit- •
ment to a free press and other
"basics of democracy" and
cooperate with former Soviet ..
republics such as Georgia and
Ukraine where democracy is
taking hold, Secretary of State
Pl.EASE SEE
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1968-1969
school
year. The
newspaper, frustrated
· with the
submissions, kept
issuing
extensions on its contest.
"Various names were
offered for use, such as: Tech
News and Views, Pegasus, Citronaut, FTU Star and the
Paragon," wrote the editor,
when explaining the first
extension. "It · was decided
that none of those entries
were appropriate since most
lacked originality and ingenuity."
The editor then followed
up with the admittance thatthere were "other, off-beat
suggestions" including Dr.

JOHNSTON, RL - Fourteen students at Johnston •
High School have been suspended for producing rap
music CDs that administrators say are offensive and
have angered parents in town.
The musicians rap about
vioience, binge drinking and •
mention some female students by name, and that they
are prone to have sex.
The CD started circulating •
around the school this week,
and about 50 were sold,
according to school officials.
Parents caught wind of it and •
alerted administrators.
Schools Superintendent
Margaret Iacovelli gave each •
student a five-day suspension. They also must perform
10 hours of community service and receive some in- ,.
school sensitivity training.
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Valentines Day
Student Discounted
Rose Sale
. for
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You will receive

2DOZEN
big blossoming, long stemmed,
magnificent, roses.
Various colors to choose from.

Shipped from

all over the world.
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Higher Education
What's in the news at

colleges around the country

More colleges making
health insurance mandatory
TOLEDO, Ohio - A
growing number of public
universities are requiring that
students have health insurance before they are admitted, to save the uninsured
from huge bills and college
hospitals from getting stuck
with the cost
Students who lack coverage must buy into a school's
student health care plan or
obtain their own insurance.
Costs vary among schools.
Undergraduate students at
UCLA paid $558 for a full
year; the price is $1,211 at the'
University of Toledo, where
insurance is required.
.
. Surveys from insurers and
schools indicate that anywhere from 10 percent to 30
percent of college students
do not have insurance. Most
are still covered under their
parents' plans.

Governor to seek tuition freeze
at state universities, colleges
HARTFORD, Conn. Governor M. Jodi Rell said
Saturday she will try to hold
the line on tuition at state colleges and universities.
Rell said the proposed
budget she will present to the
General Assembly
on
Wednesday will keep tuition
charges at current levels for
the fall.
Tuition and fees have
gone up 59 percent in 10
years. Tuition increases at the
state's community colleges
have risen by 58 percent
increase in 10 years.

Nearly five months after
pledge3 death, charges filed
BOULDER, Colo.
Twelve University of Colorado students have been
cited for giving alcohol to a
minor five months after a
pledge in their fraternity died
of alcohol poisoning.
The men, members of the
Chi Psi fraternity chapter in
Boulder before it was closed
by the national office, were
ordered to appear in court
Feb. 16. They face maximum
penalties of a $1,000 fine and
a year in jail.
They are charged in connection with the death of
Lynn Gordon Bailey on Sept.
17. His body was found in the
fraternity house the morning
after he and 26 pledges were
taken to the mountains, given
whiskey and wine and told
not to leave until it was
drunk.

aash raises questions about

free speech on campus

KEENE, N.H. - Political
bumper stickers and articles
posted on a professor's office
door are raising questions
about free speech at Keene
State College.
Shane Calchera, a student
and military veteran, accused
associate history professor
David Stowell of harassment,
saying tire anti-war, anti-Bush
administration statements on
his office door created a
learning environment that is
hostile to veterans.
The college cleared Stowell of the charge --:- a charge
he did not learn of until
receiving a letter stating he
had been exonerated - but
the professor said that the
investigation itself was an
attack on his free-speech
rights. He filed a complaint
Wednesday with the American Civil Liberties Union.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Pope John Paul II, 84, listens to Bishop Leandro Sandri, left, reading the pontiffs address from
a window of Rome ls Agostino Gemelli hospital Sunday. The Pope had breathing problems.
FROM A2

Condoleezza Rice said Saturday.
Rice,
moving
quickly
through Europe on her first trip
as President Bush's chief diplomat, also said European diplomats seem eager to put the
estrangement caused by the
U.S.-led war in Itaq in the past.
Polish Foreign Minister
Adam Rotfeld said as much .
after meeting With Rice in Warsaw. Poland was an early and
durable participant in the invasion and occupation of Iraq.
But the stationing of Polish
troops there has proved unpopular at home and with Poland's
neighbors.

Pope sends emissary to read
speech in his name at the Vatican
VATICAN CITY - Pope
John Paul II was strong enough
to turn the pages of written

Week in Health ·
NASEEM sown
Senior Staff Writer

African Americans in South
at higher risk of stroke
Black men in the South
have a 51 percent higher
chance of dying due to stroke
than blacks in other parts of
the country, new research ·
shows.
· They are also four times as
likely to die of stroke as white
men living outside the South.
The research, which was conducted at the University of
Alabama at Birmingham
School of Public Health, compared stroke deaths in 10
Southern states to 11 nonSouthern states.
Researchers believe that
along with racial and geographic differences, the South~
erners' poor general health,
tendency to smoke more, be
overweight and have high
blood pressure are the leading
causes of these differences.
The "stroke belt," which
passes acros.s the eastern part
of the nation's midsection, has
long
been
known
by
researchers, but the role of
race and geography were not
well-known.

Young people driving like· ·
Miss Daisy while on cell phones
. · A new study shows that
young people who are on a
cell phone while driving tend
to drive like 70-year-olds,
whether using hand-held or
hands-free cell phones.
In fact, the numbers show
that they are more impaired
than dtunk drivers with blood
alcohol levels exceeding 0.08.
Researchers at the University of Utah compared 18-25
year olds using a cell phone to

greetings Saturday and speak in
a clear voice, a visitor said. But,
still hospitalized and recovering from the flu, the pontiff sent
an emissary to read a speech in
his name at the Vatican.
In a hopeful sign that the 84year-old pontiff would be well
enough on Sµnday to say a few
words to a public apprehensive
about his health, giant video
screens were ordered to be set
up in St. Peter's Square, where
'thousands of faithful were
expected to gather to pray for
his recovery.
Vatican broadcast technicians were told to prepare for a
possible video or audio connection with Gemelli Polyclinic, the hospital where the pope
was rushed·to on Tuesday night
by worried aides after he developed breathing problems during a bout with the flu.
._:__ASSOCIATED PRESS

65-74 year olds while driving.
The reaction times of the
younger group slowed to that
of the older group who was
not using cell phones.
Their braking time, for
instance, slowed by 18 percent,
and it took them 17 percent
longer to regain speed after
losing speed.

America's favorite drinks
marry in a bottle

401-211-1665
(At 408 & E. Colonial)

· 1Uerlnesrla3
1<d13uf(Wednestftf}j"

11

2. for f 1Cljer: 13omhs ~ Cherr:; 13om6s

111{(!Midi1ight .

. $ t'.00 DoJP Sti:~ Dtaf:ts .
~·
$2.50 Michelob Lit~ Michelob Eager,. & IJicbelob ·Ultra

$3.50 Jager Bombs & Clteft.y Bombs

11.cross .tfre street {rom t4e Uf!<F ca,;,pus
·
in the UnfversJty_· ~hoppes .
r;2531.JnJva~SifJ 'Sfva
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STRAIGHT TEETH. NO BRACES.
now available for teens and more complex treatment!

a
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Fid9et to lose weight; even minor
activities aid in overall health
Minor physical activities
throughout the day can make
the difference between lean
and obese people, according
to a new study.
Researchers report that the
extra daily motion by lean
people can. burn up to 350
calories a day, which adds up
to 10 to 30 pounds a year. The
study,' which is the most
detailed of its kind, shows that
lack of movement .can be one
of the causes of the obesity
epidemic.
.
Scientists also believe that
cei:tain brain chemicals might
be making some people more
active than others. R~gardless,
they encourage people to "be
more fidgety."

High Society Piues &Cigars ( • •"'\
"Fine Gloss Smoking Accessories"
• Phat Pyrex Pipes
·Wood Pipes
·Metal Pipes
•Sherlocks/Bubblers .

.,

~Ofl ofub: fn{o ~. ~?P r¥Jf .rvafionJ: (407] 2f3-C.C.1J'8 ( 2582)

1Jo or 1J3e Salott, Officiaf Sedan of Cfu6 <"fr3 ( 407JG38-2t2:t

Caffeinated beer is the latest miracle coming out of
America's largest brewing
company, Anheuser-Busch.
BE - pronounceCl. B to the
E (Beer with something Extra)
- is'sold in 10-oun.ce cans and
contains·54 milligrams of caffeine, about half of what is
found in an average cup of coffee.
As for its taste, the brewmaster who created BE says,
"It has an aroma of blackberry
and little bit of cherry." ·
Others have described the
taste as "tangerine-type" or
"citrus-flavored Red Bull."

·"Oetoxify"Oeaners
, ·Scales
•Hookahs
·Wat.er Pipes

\V
'"---··'""

• Hahd Blown Glass
• Ceramics/Aaylics
•Incense/Pipe Oeaner
•Body Jewelry

543 S. Semoran Blvd, Winter Park· 407-679-8365

10% Discount with Student ID
· Must be 18 to enter, ID required

BAHAMAS

,pl,.800-618--6386

lodvdes Port, HOtef & 0..pclrluno
Tqxf1$, Transfers & Tip•I
Recognized lo 2002 Fot
Outslll~ ~

ORTHODONTICS
.. .your experienced specialists
in Invisible Orthodontics •

407'9'359-1960

12191

www.SpringBreokTravel.com

<

Dr. ·Da.v id R. Lach, DDS, MS, . PA

PATiTY
CRUISE

CLASS A PLACE
12727 East Colonial Drive• Orlando, Aorida
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www.lach-ortho.com
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Dry fraternities vie for house
FROM A1

')

SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENIN.G
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.
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DATE: WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 2005
TIME: 8:00 PM

"oo.

seemed pleased by the news that
Pi Kappa Alpha would no longer
be a presence on campus, but
declined comment on the situation.
His wife, Suzanne Yancy~
Sardinha, wrote in an e-mail to
the Future, "I do not feel that any
person or organization should
support the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity financially by renting
their building."
Because of the scandal, real
or implied, associated with
Pike's decision to vacate the
property, some students are calling for a more reputable orgamzation to take the coveted spot
on Greek Park.
One possibility would be an
organization with an alcohol- '
free housing policy.
Although relatively few of
the Greek organizations at UCF
hold such a policy, Theta Chi
International, which recently
began the process of founding a
chapter at UCF, is a firm advocate of alcohol-free housing.
Joshua Wilson, a leadership
and education consultant from
the fraternity's · international .
headquarters, explained what he
saw as the advantages of a "dry"
house: "The advantages are the
concentration of values and ...
not just the social aspects."
Wilson said that since Theta
Chi endorsed alcohol-free housing, he had seen chapter houses
become cleaner and members'.
GPAs improve. Perhaps most
importantly, he found that
. "members were still enjoying

COURTESYTHE SARDINHA FAMILY

The Sardlnhas say the man presumably
doing drugs Is wearing aPike pledge shirt,

their lives."
While Theta Chi has yet to
become an official chapter at
UCF, Phi Delta Theta also maintains an alcohol-free housing
policyl and is larger and more
firmly established at UCF.
Phi Delt is actively pursuing
the Pike house. Members have
contacted their international
headquarters to get involved
with the campaign and to advocate for Phi Delt to assume
Pike's lease.
.Phi Delt President Ryan Fischer said that when other fraternities see a successful dry house
on campus, they may be
inspired to follow suit. "Placing
Phi Delt on campus would Pe a
step toward returning Greek
organizations to the noble princil'les they were founded upon,
and moying away from the

unfortunate stereotypes that
nave come to define them as a
result of alcohol abuse," he said.
Fischer also listed examples
of the benefits of a "dry" house.
'!As students realize there is
more to fraternity life than simply drinking at local bars, we've
been able to recruit members
interested in our founding principles offriendship, sound learning and moral rectitude."
- He continued, "Since we've
had a dry house, we've swelled
in size to almost 100 members,
and in addition to being involved
on_campus, our active members
claimed the highest GPA the
pastthree semesters:•
Although other organizations - including the Delta
Upsilon fraternity- are expected to express interest in the
property, Fischer said, "Phi Delta
Theta has both the financial
resources and a more than adequate membership to occupy
the house, but our alcohol-free
status is what distinguishes us
from the pack."
.
With the recent increase of
alcohol-related deaths occurring
in fraternities nationwide, it is no ·
wonder many are supporting
alcohol-free housing on campus.
Director of Greek Affairs
Greg Mason said, "There are
benefits to dry housing:' and, on
· a broader scale, that "any organization would benefit" by
becoming alcohol-free.
Mason said he did not know
which organization will take
over the house, but stated, "Per
the sublease, the university has a
say in what is done."

LOCATION: WATERFORD LAKES REGAL CINEMA
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT: STUDENT UNION ROOM 208
IPONIORIOIY
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Theater Is overbooked to ensure capacity, ARRIVE EARLY: Seating Is on a first come, first seated b11sls.
PASSES DO NOT guarantee admission and passes must be surrendered upon demand. No one will be admitted
without a tlc~et or after the screening begins. Issuer reserves the right to refuse, revoke or limit admission In Its
sole discretion 1t any time.Admission constitutes consent for the lnuer to photograph and record bearer, and to
use the likeness of bearer for any purpose wlthourpayment~

NO RECORDING
This screening will be r:nonltored for unauthorized recording. By attending, you agree not to bring any recording device Into the theatre
ond you consent to physical search of your belongings and person for recording devices. If you attempt to enter with o recording dJwlce,
)'OY will be denied admission. If you attempt to use a recording device, you consent to your lmmedlatt removal from the theme and
fnrfrltur~ nf Th~ d~vlct> snd In cnnTent~. IJnamhorlred recordlno w~I bfl report~cl TO lnw ~nfnr<:tm~nl ind may 1ub)~c1 yllu to crlmlnal ond
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STOMPS DOWN AT THE

UNIVERSi'l'Y OF n.DRJDA
· UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
S 'l'EP saaw

16TH ANNUAL FLORIDA INVITATIONAL
SATURDAY. FEBRUARY 12TH

6PM

DOORS FOR THE

STEP SHOW OPEN AT
THE STEPHEN C. O'CONNELL CENTER

$14 w/STUDENT ID
$16 IN ADVANCE
$18 AT THE DOOR

tickets available at all Ticketmaster
loc<1t1ons and at: www,ticke_tmasto~coin
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CALL

13ti2J ae2 • 1651'.1 ext 32'1
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Vote Online Feb. 21-23
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RUNOFFS: Feb. 28 - March 2·
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Taking you to the head of the class
Are you considering a career in
teaching? Barry U:niversity delivers
2+2· degree programs in education
that offer the ultimate in convenience
'
and quality. You can meet all the
requirements for graduation and full
teaching
certification, including
.
. a
teaching internship, within two years
of completing your AA - on or near
.

f'

your community college campus!
And our new 2+2+1 program enables \
you to earn your master's degree in
just 15 months of additional study,
without delaying-your teaching career.
But even n1ore important than what
we offer is how we teach. Compassion
is 'the hallmark of our classrooms, and

our practi".al m~thods are as timely as
our subject is timeless. Learn more
about us at www.barry.edu/2plus2.
We're designed to help you graduate
equipped, and eager, to preside over a
classroom of your own.

where ·you beloeg

l'

.

B~l\l{l{Y

For location information,
call Bill Henderson at:
321-235-8405 or 800-695-2279

UN IV E'R SIT Y

www.barry.edu/2plus2
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TIRE SAVINGS
AND NOW
90
DAYS
SAME
AS
CASH
PASSENGER 411,.(JIJ(J M!J.E WARRANTY!
P155/80 R13
P165/80 R13
Pl75/80 R13
~~

P185/80 R13
.P185/75 R14
P195/75 R14
1'205/75 Rl4 ·

P205/75 R15
P215/75 R15
P225/75 R15
1'235/75 Rl5

Now~:.,.!~ ®I~ ~
TIRE SPECIAL
TOURING
50,000 MILE WARRANTY
P175/70R13 ..............2099
Pt75/65R14 ..............2899
P185/65R14 ..............2899
P185/70R14 ..............2499
'
P19s;soa1
s ..............3299
P205/60R15 .......:......3499
P205/65R15. ........-....3499
P205/70R15 .............. 3399
P215/70R15 .............. 3399

0UALITY BRAND .SPECIALS
P205/65R15 Continental .... 4499
P215/60R16 Continental· .... 6999
P225/60R16 General .......... 4499 ·
P225/60R16 Pirelli ....... :...... 7999
P265/70R16 General ..........8999
fr.l{Z!!ti"§fcl JAPAN
TIRE-SPECIAL
P195/60R15 ........4099
.
P205/60R15
....... .4299
P215/65R15 ........4599

.

60 000 MILE.WARRANTY
SllmltlEtl'lllllE·
.TIRE ·SPECIAL

P235/75R15

4999

P205/65R15 ........ 39"
'1>205/70R15 ........ 3699
P215/70R15 ........ 3999

70,000 MILE WARRANTY

65,000 MILE WARRANTY
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MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Josh Edmundson, left, and Keith Rea are running for SGA vice president and president, respectively. They have several years of SGA experience.

4TIRES 8IBEELS SPECIALS
Talakala: 'Promises brOken'
21J ,,
P275/45R20

STARTING AT:

t$flB

~,.Ct

~

Se Habla Espanol
200 EAST COLONIAL DR. ORLANDO
""4mlt.

· P/zMile East of 436J

· www.tireswa .com
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Howwou·ld
you score?

FROM A1 -

Rea and Talakala both want
to use the SGA. president's seat
on the Board of Trustees to
drive their plan through. Rea
described the board as "one
avenue of communication" ·
Talakala and Truitt were
also extremely communication
oriented. "I don't see enough
communication between SGA
and the faculty," Talakala said.
Truitt added, "I want to push
for a better relationship
between faculty and students."
Talakala leapt at the chance
to criticize the current SGA
president and vice president
who beat him in last year's election. "The current administration abandoned campaign
promises," he said. He said that
those failed goals are his driving campaign force, "I owe [the
students who voted for me] for
their support."
None of the candidates mentioned advocating a SGA Senate resolution that would pressure the administration to unify
the grading system. While it is
true that the SGA cannot force
the administration to act, resolutions are frequently passed
with the goal of encouraging
the administration down a certain path.
All three candidates have
V¥}'ing levels of leadership
expertise. Bentley is vice president under current SGA President Kevin Petel'S. He has been··
· involved in the UCF trial team,
John T. Washington Honor

MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

McClain Woosley, left and Willie Bentley, Jr. share several years of executive experience.

Society and the African Ameri- be a good thing. He said of Rea,
can Student Union. Also, in "Bouncing ideas off him and
case ·anyone missed it, Bentley hearing his perspective helps
was this fall's Homecoming . us come down to ideas we can
king.
execute."
For his part, Woolsey is an
Talakala has run .for presiexperienced SGA senator and dent twice and has extensive
the current SGA Director of Senate experience as well,
Governmental Affairs.
being the founder of United
Rea and Edmundson are Student Alliance. Last year, he
also eX:perienced in the legisla- made it to the run-offs but lost
tive branch. It's where they met the campaign with slightly less ·
and where they began a feud so than 50 percent of the vote.
intense it is almost a legend.
For his part, Truitt has been
They buried the hatchet involved in a laundry list of
three months ago to run what organizations, .including the
they call a "grass roots" cam- business fraternity Delta Sigma
paign. According to Edmund- Pi and the Pre-Physical Theraso:r;i, this is one case where py Club. However, he has no
arglling with your partner can SGA experience.

Take· a FREE practice test at ·
.Kaplan's Test Drive and find out.
Date: Saturday, February 26, 2005
Time: 10am

Location: University of Central Florida

Higher test scores guaranteed or your money back..

IDJf

Call or visit us online today to register!

KAPLAN

1·BOO·KAP· TE·s·T
kaptestcom/testdrive

.Test Prep and Admissions •Test names are registered trademarils of their respective owners. •*Conditions and restrictioos apply. For comple1e guarantee eligibility requirements,
visit kaptest.com/hSg. The Higher Score Guarantee ooly applies to Kaplan courses taken and completed 'ltithin the United States and Canada.
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The Library has 1.5 million vol1m:1es as opposed to University of Florida's 4 million volumes.

Some have never
checked out a book
.

'

the finals, and it would be great
if it was open 24 hours during
databases, "none of the the finals week," Howell said.
resources [previously used] The only place on campus that
have vanished from the is open 24/7 during fmals week
libraries."
is the Student Academic
Sheena Howell and Stephen Resource Center, which can
Denny, both juniors majoring in hardly seat 50 students.
molecular biology, ''have never
In efforts to serve the stuchecked out a book" from the dents better, the Library particiLibrary. Yet, they were peaceful- pates in an annual nation-wide
ly working on their assignments student survey; which measures
on a Friday afternoon, just one the library services in different
hour short of the Library clos- dimensions. The results showed
ing. .
that the UCF Library placed ,
"We usually study · here above average in comparison to
because it's quiet arid we can the state libraries, but slightly
focus;' Howell said
below the non-ARL libraries'
For the same reason Justin national average.
FQrbes, a junior ill nursing,
"I think we do a good job and
found a small desk tucked away providegood customer service:"
in a coiner qf the fourth floor as Baker said 'We constantly look
a good place to study. He too, , at what faculty and staff need
thought "it would be cool" if the and we are planning a focus
library were open 24 hours a group involving students to talk
;ibout the library [and its needs],
day. '
"They should really have the because the students are an
library open the Friday before important part of what we do."
FROM

Fully Carpeted Stores
French Door EntryWays
Amazon Theme w/ Magnificent Waterfall
Family Entertainment
Arcade/Children Ev'ents
Food Court and 155 Shops
filled with ...
Clothing, Jewelry, Gifts, Printing,
Mortgage Services, Luggage,
Health and Beauty, Computers, Toys,
Auto Accessories, Sporting Goods,
Home Accessories & Much More) .

Cosmetics
· •Wedding & Special Occasion
Makeovers
•Dermalogica Skin Care
• Vera Bradley Handbags,
Luggage & J\q:;e~sori es
•Day Spa Services - Facials,
Massage, Waxing, Ear Piercing,
:Mic1'0derma bras ion

Cosmetic Studio & Dqy Spa
Oviedo Marketplace Mall
14 10 Oviedo M arketplace Blvcl
407.971.0590

Open
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A· FEW GOOD GRADUATES!.
•

AUCFNews.com Poll:

Can you find what you need.at
the Li_
brary?
.

.

.

ALL UNDERGRADUATE.MAJORS & .
NON.,BUSINESS GRADUATE STUDENTS

Alway$

tt " . ,,
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•
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Good GPA and GMAT/GRE
Prefer guaranteed classes ·
Little/ no work experien~e
Prefer internship opportunities
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I

Never

FULL-TIME DAY MBA
12 month full-time course of study
meets daily Monday-Thursday while
allqwing students to gain professional
work experience.
WWW.UCF'MBA..UCF.EDU
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100 I

.

•
•
•
•
•
•

1-YEAR AC.CELERATED PROGRAM -·
AACSB ACCREDITED
CGHOBT GROUP
CAREER-ORIENTED INTERNSHIPS
AWARD-WINNING PACULTY
MERIT SCHOLARSHIPS roa
SS,000-S 10,DOD AVAILABLE
·• .TDP:-NDTCH EDUCATION 4T STATE TUITION

A~PLICATION DEADLINE FOR FALL ADMISSIONS: APRIL 15, 2005-_
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B USINESS ADMINfSTRATION

For more information: 407-UCF-GRAD
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RELOCATION
Brand New Offic~!
Dr. Tiffany Taylor,

formerly locatedon UCF Qampus

407-447-7793
Optometrist Owned &Operated

.•Advanced
Diagnostics ·
• Digital Imaging
•Huge Designer
Fra·m e Selection
• Prices Fit Every
.Budget

3151 Alafaya Trail, Suite 102. Orlando
(3 lights South of University, 2 lights North of Colonial)
(
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Purses allow students to purchase
FROM

Al

The UCF Bookstore
· became affiliated with
Barnes and Noble in 1996,
while SilnTrust Visa cards
were first produced for student accounts in February
2002.
. The UCF SmartCard
holds funds in three separate
purses. Pµrse 1 recently
replaced the old library copy
cards and serves multiple
purposes for on-campus
spending. It can be used at
campus vending machines,
copy machines, computer
- CHRISTINE MULLEN
ON.THE SUNTRUST DEBIT CARD
lab printers and laundry
machines.
Purse 2 is an academic
purse that can be used at the dents to budget their money
bookstore and for tuition without the fear of overdraftonly. Purse two has a $5,000 ing. The SmartCard also
limit, is PIN~protected and allows parents . to restrict
can be transferred to a new their children's expenses to
card the next business day if - on-campus or near-campus
the card is stolen or lost.
places.
Purse 3 is similar to Purse
Christine: Mullen, 19,
2, however, if the card is lost, believes allowip.g a debit feathe money is not replaced ture to be available through
even though a new card is the UCF SmartCard at the
issued.
bookstore would be in the
The debit feature on the best interest of students.
SmartCard is similar to hav- "The money would come
ing a SunTrust Visa card that ·directly from financial aid
most UCF students already and I would be able to keep
have on them.
better track of it if it was all .
The purse option of the on the SmartCard," the sophSmartCard is a way for stu- omore said.

"The money
would come
directly.from
financial aid and
Iwould be able
to keep better
track of it."

Books would be in
FROM

on time

Al

"This is something that the
students want to see happen,"
White said. "It's something
that could easily happen."
According to White, there
is no written agreement that _
requires faculty to meet the
bookstore's deadlines, and
there is no legitimate reason
for the d;ites to be consistently
missed. Last semester only 86
percent of the requested book
orders were turned in on time.
''Realistically, there are only 2
to 3 percent of the teachers
who don't know they're ~each
ing next semester," White said.
An SGA Senate· resolution
does not have the power to
force UCF f~culty to adhere to
· bookstore deadlines. However, White feels that a resolution would put sufficient pressure on faculty members to
ensure their compliance.· He
said that it should be possible
to sit down with the ad.ministration and hammer -out a formal date for bookstore submissions.

E)2_~5 GRA.DUATE
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. ~~CHI_,ORUM
The· ' 2nct Annual showcase of Diverse Student Research
-,

Hosted by the UC
Graduate Student
will include poster
research and creati
graduate students
welcome to attend.
The submission d

Visit www.gr~
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Will you.
please just
cut it out?
National Signing
Day is worthless
JEFF SHARON
Staff Writer

Wednesday was National
Signing Day. God help us all.
I admit, I'm guilty of being
an NFL Draft junkie of the first
class. I watch every minute of
every hour ofboth days of coverage bn ESPN, ESPN2,
ESPN5, ESPNU, ESPNXXL
and ESPN W. Bush. And I love
it.
And then there's signing
day - the day when all 100, •
and-something Division I-A
football programs invite the
big boosters (lumped under
the euphemistic baloney title
·.· of "friends of the university")
to the alumni center, wine and
dine them with a spread
rivaled only by the one the
coaches and recruiting coordinators lay out for the recruits
themselves, and proudly proclaim before them and the
under-assigned local media
. that this is ... wait for it ...
"The · greatest recruiting
class in the history of the program!"
.
What?
I'm a student at UCF. Last
year, UCF finished 0-ll, making the Knights the only team
in all of Division I-A to not win.
a single game. George O'Leary
is · the head coach. Yeah,
remember him?
Well, he and. the lapel- ~
pinned car dealers' club had a
spring fling Sunday afternoon,
at which King George I, as '!le ..
so lovably call him, announced
this latest class of 19 high
school children. They all sent
in their faxes on time to
O'Leary's office, and they got
their names, vital statistics,
hometowns and DNA struc-

tures on the Web site. Hey -

~

that's one written assignment
that they got in on time during
the apex of senioi:itis.
Hope you got a good look at
them, because it's the last time
you'll see some of their names .

.1

PLEASE SEE

NATIONAL ON A11
~

Men·g etkey
road win
over Troy·

<

.j'

Peppers continues
· his~lutch play
Left fielder Dee Brown returns as a senior leader for UCF baseball. During the offseason, Brown made the decision to quit foot.ball and pursue baseball full time.

ANDY VASQUEZ
Staff Writer

Dee Brown and.UCF baseball are picking up
where they left off by taking two fro.m F1u·
JEFF SHARON

whether to stretch [Billek] into the sixth or not because
of the pitch count, but he went out in the sixth inning
and pitched very well"
There's only so much you Can tell about a ball club
The Knights scored their first two runs ofthe.season
in its first two games of the season But if the Knights' in the bottom ofthe second inning, without recording a
opening series against FIU is any indication ofwhat the hit Four walks by FIU starter David Asher precipitated
2005 season will be like, then the folks that bought sea- an error by Yosvel Barroso. Buteraandi+ewcomer Johnson tickets will definitely get their money's worth.
Michael Howell came in to give the Knights a 2-1 lead ·
The Knights took care ofbusiness on the home field
Barroso would make good on his gaffe in the top of
in typical small-ball fashion on opening weekend, ·the fourth, as his RBI sac fly drove in Yema, squaring the
defeating FIU J-2 in both games. .
game at two. It was a pitchers' duel the rest of the way,
In Saturday's 10-inning game, with Dee Brown on until Brown singled through the box-with one out in the
second and two out in the top ofthe tenth, Drew Butera· bottom of the tenth.
singled to right, bringing home Brown and UCFs first
· After Ryan Bono moved Brown to second on a
win of the season
·
groundout, Butera stepped to the plate with two down
''Well, it's better than being 0-1," Coach Jay Bergman and a chance to end the game and delivered the gamesaid following the victory; ''Weve got 55 more games ... winning hit
but it was encouraging."
·
"Otir team composure was very good," Bergman
Junior opening day starter Mike Billek threw six said "It's showed in the experienced players, and the .
solid innings of four-hit ball, giving up two earned runs, components ofwinning the game with Dee Brown and
· striking out five and walking just two. Sophomore lefty Drew Butera ... that's a good sign." .
Brian Brooks picked him up in the seventh, getting
'Butera finished the day l/5with the RBI hit and a i:un
credit for the win after throwing four shutout innings, ·scored It was the second time in as many years that he
surrendering just three hits. Billek's effort was especial- tallied a game-winning hit against FIU.
ly encouraging to the Knights, as injuries have handiPitching to· be the dominant theme in Sunday's
capped. the UCF pitching staff before the start of the game, as Tllll Bascom threw 71/3 innings of three-hit
season
shutout ball in his first career start
"I think we got what we expected out of him and
Brian Broqks, too," Berginan sai4 "We didn't know
"·
'PLEASE SEE BUTERA'S Otf.Al2
Staff Writer

BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Drew Butera knocked in the game-winning run against FIU\Saturday.

•'

After admittedly plaYing bad
in Monday's game against Lip.scomb, Josh Peppers stepped up ~
when his team needed him and
hit the big shot
He carried that momentum ,
.into Saturday's game against Troy;
and led the Knights, with 22
-points, to a 77-73 road victory at
Trojan Arena
c
The Knights now trail A-Sun
conference leader Gardner-Webb
by only one game in the standings.
fl
Peppers matched.a career high
withhis 22 points, which included
five 3-pointers, as the Knights t
built a 12-point second half lead
with just over eight minutes
remaining.
The Knights (15-7, 8-6 A-Sun) t
have had a habit of making double-digit second-half leads disap~and this game was no exception
~
With less than two minutes to
go, the Trojans (9-13, 7-6 A-Sun)
went on an 11-1 run to ctit the lead ,
to 72-70. Troy had .t he ball and a
chance to tie or take the lead, but ·
the UCF defense came to the res-·
cue again.
•
Kingsley Edw;rrds stole the
ball from 'l;!uy's Bobby DixoJJt in
the backcofut and converted "the
PLEASE SEE
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Enders records .first shutout of season
Soft}:>all scores 10
runs in second
inning Saturday
)

ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

· UCF softball is off to an
average start, as the Kiiights are
flirting with .500 after their first
week of play in the 2005 season.
After splitting a series with
Bethune-Cookman last weekend, the Knights -yv-on two out
of five this weekend at the
Clearwater Invitational.
UCF dropped its first two
~.

,Q

.

~

Houston, Hudson
continue
to hurt
.
defenses from arc
Senior Staff Writer ·

,

"Lindsay is ·a much more put their best foot forward and
.a ggressive pitcher when she rose to the challenge."
In the day's second
has the lead," Luers-Gillispie
said. "It allows her to use all the matchup, the Knights had their
pitches in her arsenal at her dis- first look at Atlantic Sun action
posal."
'
in 2005. UCF made a strong
Enders received the lead statement to the rest ofthe conwith a little help from a DePaul ference as the women stomped
wild pitch and a lot of help Gardner-Webb 10-1.
from a two-rµn single by
Home runs by Cat Snapp
Amber Lamb.
and Crystle Krafft ignited the
"That was a huge hit for us," · offensive burst for UCF. The
Luers-Gillispie said. "We were Knights scored all 10 runs fu the
able to take advantage of the second inning, allowing pitcher
wild pitch, and it gave Lindsay Kelly Mcintyre to coast.
[Enders] a little more breathing
"The girls were really hitting
room out there." ·
the ball strong in batting prac"It was good for us to jump tice," Luers-Gillispie said. "It
out ori DePaul early," Luers- was· good to see that translate
Gillispie said. "The girls really on the playing field."

Roberts comes up big as women win again

MATT DUNAWAY

.

games of the tournament Friday, losing to Tennessee and
Florida A&M. The Knights also
fell in their final game, a 6-1 loss.
to Florida yesterday.
· But it was the two wins Saturday that mattered for Coach
Renee Luers-Gillispie ind her
Knights, as they gave her a
glimpse 'of her team on full
throttle.
In Saturday's early action,
UCF slapped DePaul with a 3-0
shutout. The Knights relied
heavily on.senior pitcher Lindsay Enders, as they likely will
all season. Enders held the Blue
Demons to four hits to notch
her first complete game
shutout of the season.

scored paced by two three-balls
by guard Francine Houston.
"They were in a zone at that
point in the game, and we really
kicking it from the inside to the
outside," Striegler said. "When
.we hit started to hit the outside
shot, they had to get out of the
zone so we went back inside .
getting some good looks for Ali .
[Roberts] and Tater [Allen]."
The Knights carried a 34-29
lead 'into the locker room; but
Stetson tightened the screws
holding UCF to just one basket
in the first eight minutes. That
allowed the Hatters to grq.b a 3736 lead with 12:37 remaining.
The lead went back and forth
three times with two ties before
a Roberts lay-up gave UCF a 4644 lead for ' good with 463
remaining. Roberts scored a
game-high 15 points.
,
UCF used another Roberts
lay-up at the 1:22 mark to make it
50-47, and put the game away on
an offensive rebound by forward
Shelby Weber. Weber hit both
free throws giving the Knights a ·

The UCF women's basketball completed two sweeps over
in-state foes dismissing Florida
Atlantic 61-47 Wednesday night,
and sliding past Stetson 54-49 on
·
Saturday afternoon.
"'Everybody in our conference ·is very close," Coach Gail
Striegler said after the Stetson
win. "It was one of those gam~s
that you grind ·all the way
through to get the win, and
that's exa~tly what we did."
The Hatters (8-10, 5-6 A-Sun)
came out strong taking a 12-4
lead on a three by guard Nefertiti Walker in. the first foiir minutes of play.
Stetson held their biggest
advantage_at 20-11 at the 10:45
mark, but UCF (12-7, 10-2 A-Sun) two~possession.
went on an 18-2 spurt over the
"She really jumped out of the
next 6:17 as six different players gym for that one," Striegler.said

of Weber who added 10 points.
"It was big rebound, but she hit

even bigger free throws. When
she knocks those free throws
down, that putit'out ofreachfor
Stetson."
The Knights started the week
down in Boca Raton against
Florida Atlantic, and jumped out
to a quick 13-2 in the first 6:55 of
the game.' Gliard Celeste Hudson scored seven of the first 13
for UCF, ap.d would finish 15
points.
FAU (9-10, 7-5 A-Sun) closed
to within 25-18 at the half, and
evened the game at 36 with 11:35
left.
After a media timeout, Hudson canned a three on the right
wing giving UCF the lead for
good.
The Owls got within 44-43 at
the 6:41 mark, but the Knights
finished the game on a 17-4 run
behind strong inside play by
Roberts. UCF held a 38-12
advantage in the paint.
Roberts scored a game-high
17 points, and went over the
900-career point mark becoming only the 12th UCF player to
reach that feat.

"It was one of
those games
where you
grind all the
way through
to getthe
·win."

FROM A10

ON WOMEN'? HOOPS BEATING STETSON

UCJ2' gets back to action
tonight against Jacksonville.
Tip-off is set for 7 p.m. before
the Knights play five of their
next seven on the road.
"We've got to get where we
can execute in the half court and
score," Striegler said. "That's
why it concerns me when we're
in a dose game at the ·end,
because we have to be able to
execute in the half-court to have
a basket when we need it."

1

)

on anything digital.
I always wondered 1f the
entire coaching staff would
huddle around a fax machine
awaiting their prized letter of
. commitment as though the
thing was about to give birth to
the player himself.
.How any coach can declare
any recruiting class the best
·since the Congress of Vienna is
parsecs beyond my alreadylimited comprehension. Here
in Florida, they have a weekly
hour-l01:1g TV show completely dedicated to the anticipation
of this holy day of obligation.
Florida is the football talent
capital of the world. Heck, had
I suited up my senior year at
Nova High School in Fort
Lauderdale and done nothing
but hold on extra point
attempts, I. could have at least
received offers from Duke,
TCU and half of the Sun Belt
Conference. I even might have
been able to announce my
1

decision on the sideline at the
U.S. Army All-American
Game.
That's my favorite part the piayers ~nnouncjng their
i:lecisions on television. One
guy from Florida delayed his
decision - and I'm not joking
- three hours so that he could
announce on -:r:v. They project
such an image of confidence in
their performance as · they
thank God (who,' by the way,
has absolutely nothing to do
with the recruiting process why do you think Notre Dame
has stunk of late?) and coyJy
stutter through their pubescent, brace-ornamented smile,
"I have decided to go to the
University ... (at this point he
takes his hat out from under
his desk in English class) ... of
Florida State."
Gasp.
Of course, as enough of
these guys declare which college they'll try to play for, each
·s chool gets stacked in some
system of ranking that is sup-

posed to tell us whether or not
therr group of players -will be
able to beat up on other colleges' guys. The only . thing
more meaningless than the
rankings themselves is the
combined social life of the
guysthatdotheranking; Realistically,.there is no way to tell
how much better a school's
class of recruits will be than
anyone else's, unless you rank
them by number of players that
are actually growing facial hair,
and even that is not a reliable
indicator of football talent ~
just look at Randy Moss.
The recruiting nuts 1are
screaming dght now, interspersirig their obscenities with
references to Adrian Peterson,
Marshall Faulk and other
freshmen who made impacts
in their first . season. They all
have one thing in common:
their teams were desperate..
Peterson had to step in at
tailback for Oklahoma because·
the only other alternative was
starting Jed Clampett. And if

Men onlY one game
·back in tight ·A-Sun

- COACH GAIL STRIEGLER

National Signing Day is nothing but hype and pageantry
FROM A10

BREIT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Josh Peppers and the Knights have vaulted back into contention for the A-Sun title by
winning their last three games. UCF trayels to Stetson on Thursday to face the Hatters.

you want to bring up Faulk, I
ask you, has any rt,J.nning back
other than Faulk not ended up
on the back of. a milk carton
after playing at San Diego
State?
The bottom line is, please,
just make it stop. Half of these
guys won't II,lake it all four
years. A fraction of them will
be starters, a fraction of those
will be solid contributors, and
an even more infinitesimally
miniscule fraction of those will
be the subject of an NFL
scout's passing glance.
Even fewer W:ill le.a d their
team to · a national championship sometime in the next
four years. So for once, can we
let these kids take the SAT, go
to the prom and accept ·their
high school diplomas without
them getting more overexposure than Janet Jackson at a
Super Bowl party?
Thanks.
Jeff Sharon can be reached at
sports@UCFnews.com

easy lay~in to squash the Trojans' run and preserve the UCF .
victory; while avoiding another
frustrating come-from-ahead
loss.
With the victory, UCF
became the first team to sweep
a season series from the Trojans
since Georgia State did it three
years ago.
.
The win was also UCF's
third straight since the end of
their three-game losing streak
last month.
Somehow the Knights overcame a ·season-high 24
turnovers including six from
Gary Johnson and five from
·
Marcus Avant.
Despite the turnovers, both
·had solid games as Avant continued his remarkable offensive awakening this season
with 15 points, adding three
steals and nine rebounds. Johnson chipped in 13 points and
three assists, and had three
steals. The 6-foot-2-inch guard
. also led the game in rebounds,
·grabbing a career-high 10
boards.
The Knlghts' c;loinination of
Troy on the glass was complete.
·ucF out-rebounded the Trojans
48-21, including 20 offensive
rebounds, which led to 19 second-chance points for the
Knights.
In their two games this season, the men out-rebounded the
. Trojans by a combined margin of
92-39.
''I think the difference in the
game was how . they outrebounded us so badly," Troy
CoachDonMaestrisaid ''!didn't
think we could out-rebound
them, but we at least wanted to
close the gap. We'll have to see if
we can get ollrselves juiced back

up after this game."
Troy got off to. a fast start in
the first half; leading by as many
as 12 with eight minutes remaining.
UCF rallied to take the lead
just before halftinie, but a jumper
as time expired gave Troy the 44- ·
43 halftime lead
The weekend did nothing to
clear up the crowded A-SUIJ.
standings, as the top eight teams
are only separated by two games.
Gardner-Webb is alone in
first pl,ace at 9-5. Alone in second
place is Jacksonville, a half-game
back at 9-6. At 8-6, UCF is in a
four-way tie for third with Merce~ Georgia State and Belmont
Stetson sits in eighth place at 8-7.
In their final six conference
games the Knights will face five
of the other seven teams that are
· currently in the top eight Three
of those pivotal games will be ori
the road
One of those critical games'
will be just up the road in
DeLand Thursday when the
Knights and Stetson resume
their heated in-state rivalry.
. In their last contest on Jan. 11 ..
at the UCF Arena, the Knights
overcame 20 points by the Hatters' Anthony Register, including
12 straight from the guard in the
·
·
final 10 minutes.
UCF won 7G-66 in an evenly
. matched game, which featured 11
ties 'and 13 lead changes. That
was also the last game UCF's
Justin Rose played before
returning to the lineup Saturday against Troy.
Rose, who played only
seven minutes against Troy and
was held scoreless, is one of the
Knights' more athletic players.
His ability to return to the
Knights' offensive rhythm will
be key in the final weekS of,ASunplay.
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Domin'ance of 2004 will be hard to
duplicate for the Knights this year

INSIDE THE

.47-18.24-6 in the A-Sun Conference.27-4 in a31-game stretch.
It all meant nothing on the night of June 6, when the Knights were dispatched 19-3 by the Florida State
Seminoles in the NCAA Regional final, agame short of the Super Regional.
Now, ayear removed from one of the most successful seasons in r~cent memory, aseason where it seemed
the ghosts of UCF pitchers past rode on the shoulders of Matt Fox and Kyle Bono, the Knights couldn't be further
from their dominance of 2004.
Coach Jay Bergman enters his 23rd season in Orlando, 25 wins shy of 900 in black and gold. This year is shaping up to be one of his toughest tests atthe helm, as he will command aclub whittled with injuries arid chockfull of youth.

('

·-NUMBERS
23

<.'

Years Jay.Bergman has been the
coach of UCF Baseball

2

JEFF SHARON
Staff Writer

Pitching

UCF All-American pitchers
drafted by MLB teams
after.last season

Starting Pitching: Tim Bascom; Mike Billek, Taylor Cobb; Darren
Newlin
ltwasn'tsupposed to be like this.Aside from Matt Fox and Kyle Bono taking their combined
22-4 record, 1.94 ERA, 12 complete games, 8shutouts and 232 strikeouts to the league where
they play for pay, UCF got the worst possible news recently when, in the span of 10 days, both
Taylor Meier and Brett Bordwine suffered season~nding injuries. In their stead, Bascomb and
Billek will battle for the top spot in the rotation.The four hurlers at the top of the heap for UCF ·
combined for nine total starts last year, with Cobb not throwing apitch due to injury. Billek only
started three garpes in 2004, going 0-1 with an ERA over six.
Last season's best returning performer was Newlin, who went 5--0 with a 3.13 ERA, and
nearly threw a perfect game against Belmont.
,

Position players returning
to the lineup for UCF
Baseball in 2005

Relief Pitching: Brian Brooks, Derek Abriola, Matt Rhodes, Jeremy
Thome, Jaager Good, Matt McClung, Ray ~odriguez, Dominic
Petracca
In 2004, relief pitching was not much of a factor. Of course, when you have Matt Fox and
Kyle Bono atthe top oft~e rotation, yo4 don't really need that much relief pitching.The bullpen
by committee of last year will be counted on more heavily this season, with the suspect rotation, but this will be a source of worry, considering that the arms in the bullpen this year have
acombined 77.2 innings undertheir belt from 2004.Three newcomers will throw their hat into
the ring, most intriguing of which is redshirt freshman fireballer Matt McClung, who was ini-·
tially slated to play the outfield, but has made the move to the mound. BrookS is the only lefty,
but Rodriguez,Petracca and Rhodes should carry the load out ofthe pen, being the most expe- '
rienced pitchers. Thome and Good may compete for the job of closer, but any of these arms
may be asked to take the mound in a starting capacity,especially if things get out of hand in
the rotation.
·

c

.,
UCF's national ranking in
Earned Run Average
· in 2004

c

Outfielders
Dee Brown, Tyson Auer, Kevin Richmond, Drake W~de, Courtney
Probst

Josh Peppers who had 22 points, including five 3-pointers in
Saturday night's victory over Troy. ·

The Knights' hitting begins and ends With Dee Brown.The senior will start in left for the
fourth straight year, and comes in well-seasoned, having performed well in the summer
leagues. Brown's victory in the Valley League's home-run derby with a wooden bat gave
some indication of his potential at the next level. Last year, he broke out after a sophomore
slump, leading the team in batting average (.373) and RBis (68), and finishing second in
homers (5) and total bases (117). The loss of Clay nmpner to the San Francisco Giants' system opened a huge void in center.Auer, Richmond and Prob.st will all compete for the everyday job. In right, Drake Wade has the inside track to the everyday spot, but Auer and Richmond will also challenge.
·

Who's not

Upcoming

Infielders
Ryan Bono, Dave Lambert, Matt LaFleur, Chandler Rose; Matt Ray,
Matt Horwath, Danny Kash, Marshall Bernhard, John Michael. .
Howell
The infield is one of the most experienced and solid units on the club, in 2005. Bernhard,
Ray, Hor.Vath and Bono comprise arguably the best infield in the A-Sun Conference.The trio of
returning players each finished 2004 in the top six on the team in hitting, and none finished
with an average lowerthan .299.Horwath stepped in and impressed the coaching staffso much
in the fall that he has all but sealed up the job at second, while Bono will split time with Rose at
first.Ray has moved to shortstop from second, and Bernhard will getthe bulk of the chances at
the hot comer. Lambert and Lafleur again serve the role of pinch-hitters in Bergman's statjonto-station offensive strategy.John Michael Howell from UF will fill in some added reserve expe- .
rience OR the diamond and at the dish.

Catchers

•

Troy basketball vs. the UCF men. UCF swept the season series
from Troy, the first time a team has done that since 2002.

Women's basketball hosts Jacksonville at 7 p.m. tonight at the UCF Arena;and
takes on Georgia State Thursday night in Atlanta ... Women's Golf hosts the
UCF Invitational at Stoneybrook Golf Course today and tomorrow . :. Baseball:
hosts Bethune-Cookman tomorrow at 3 p.m., then LeMoyne comes to town
for a double-header on Friday afternoon . .. Men's basketball travels to
· Deland to take on Stetson Thursday night .. . ·Softball heads to Las Vegas on
Friday to participate in the Louisville Desert Classic.

Quotables
"We've got 55 more games ... but it was encouraging."
- UCF COACH JAY BERGMAN ON BASEBALL'S CLOSE WINS

"It's just about relaxing, and not letting the situation get
the most of you."

Drew Butera, Ryan Bono
Rounding out the lineup, the Knights sport one of the top catching tandems in the nation.
Both players honed'their skills in the Cape Cod League over the summer, and picked up right
•where they left offduring fall ball.Butera has the best arm of the pair, but it was Bono who provided perhaps the single greatest moment of 2004 for UCF, with his walk-off 3-run job against
Oklahoma State in the.NCAA Regionals. Bono's bat won't be completely lost if Butera gets the
nod - he can play first as well.
·

, )

- DEE BROWN ON HIS STRONG HIT-TING AGAINST FIU

Next issue
Check out Thursday's issue for a full preview of the softball and men's golf season. ·
·

Butera's late single lifts baseball in extra innings
FROM

A10

"We probably left him in a little bit longer than I wanted to, but
· his pitch count actually wasn't too
bad," Bergman said following the
victory. ''If we had a 5-0 lead, fd
have gotten him out after seven,
but we're going to go through
those situations."
The Knights struck first in the
bottom of the sixth as Brown led
off the inning with a single, and
two batters later, &yan Bono
drove him in with a single to left.
The rally ended 5 2/3 'innings of
shutout ball by freshman FIU
starter Elih Villanueva.
In the bottom of the seventh,
an error by FIU's Michael Lopez
and two walks from a tiring Villanueva loaded the bases for Dee
Brown with two down. Brown
singled·through the right side,
scoring Chandler Rose and
\
BRITT HART I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE
Courtney Propst, and extending Dee Brown, who recorded his first steal of the season Saturday, drove in all three of UC F's runs against FIU yesterday.
UCF's lead to 3-0. Brown was ·
responsible for all three UCF
Things got dicey for the
'We've got to. find out about Knights are now 3-0 all-time in
runs.
Kiiights' bullpen in the ninth, as our bullpen, and the only way to season openers that go extra
"It's just about relaxing, and Ray Rodriguez walked the bases· do that is to throw them out innings ... John-Michael Howell,
not letting the ·situation .get the loaded with one out. Rodrigu~ [there].''
·the transfer from UF, went 0/4 in
most of you,'' said Brown of his hit FIU's Cody Jacobs with a fasthis first action as a Knight ... The
biggest hit ofth,e day. "So you just .ball, bringing in the first Panther Notes:
series was a matchup of two
sit back, relax and take advantage run with two out. Rodriguez
This is the fifth consecutive deans of college baseball coachof it. It's just about not trying to walked another, shrinking the season that UCF has opened ing, as UCF Coach Jay Bergman
do too much."
le.a d to one. Jeremy Thome with a pair against the Golden and · FIU Coach Denny Price
"Dee made a good adjust- relieved Rodriguez and picked Panthers ... Last ye~ UCF swept · have a combined 48 years of
ment,'' Bergman said "[Villanue- up the final out for UCF, strand- both games from FIU in Miami exp~rience at their respective
va] is a slider ball pitcher. He ing three FIU runners.
... The two squads split .both schools .. : ucits next game will
gave himselfup, and Dee put the
After the. game, Berginan, games the last time they faced be Tuesday night against
ball in play. That's experience, who celebrated his 66th 'Qirthday each other in Orlando, in 2003 ... Bethune-Cookman at · Jay
maturity, and that's what it takes SUI)Pay, was surprisingly content UCF now trails the all-time Bergman Field .. First pitch will
to win ball games."
about his bullpen.
series with FIU 46:-42 ... The be at3p.m.

Two Free tickets t() the~
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MTV.Movie ·Awards·!
•

To enter, swipe your valid UCF student ~.
l.D~ in at least 15 UCF .home spor'ting
events* between now and the end of
Men's Basketball Season. o.ne lu.cky
student and their guest will win an all
expenses paid trip to California for the
live taping of the MTV Movie Awards!

..

,,

.For a listing of sports schedules,
log onto www.udathletics.com
• includes football, volleyball, men and women's soccer and men and women's basketball
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2:30pm-5:3Qpm VUCF Arthritis
'•

Foundation~

Carpool 2:30pm, Millican Hall
Homecoming .Board applications ·due to
OSI,
. SU 208 by 5pm. www.ucfknightmare.com.
~

\

d~.d~g'dc
8- 1Opm Tuesday Knight Live Open Mic Night,
Wackadoo's

(1)~. J~ :l0-

f3U )~'f

8pm CAB Special Events Lego Knight,

African American Student Union
and the Muilticultural Student Center

Cqpe Florida SU 316

Feb 9th Black History Month Valentine's Day Gala
,. 7-11 pm, Pegasus Ballroom

d~.d~/c)~
11 am-12:30pm VUCF labor by Love,

Feb 11th Black History Month Funny Fridays
7-11 pm, Cape Florida Ballroom

SU Garden Key #221 AB

Feb 15th Black History Month Brain Bowl·
8· 1Opm, Student Unidn 221 AB

8pm Dance Marathon Date Auction,

Feb 16th Black History Month Tribute to a Black Artist
7:30-1 Opm, Keywest 218 CD

Gator's Dockside

Feb 20th Black History Month Gospel Explosion
7-1 1pm,_Pegasus DEF

VUCF Arnold Palmer Women's And Children's
Hospital Orientation Session for nevy Volunteers.

Feb 25th Black History Month Closing Ceremonies
7-11 pm, Key West ·

Email DiamOndsmO@aol.com for more info

For more Information on any of these events visit stop by

d~.d~//~
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the Office of Student Involvement SU room 208 or v isit

http://www.osi.sdes.ucf.e~u/

Late Knights board applications due. by qpm, SU rm
208. Visit http://osi.sdes.ucf.edu/ for more info

$~. -d~/.!2~
7:30pm VASA
{Vietname~e

Student

A~sociation)

Tet ·Festival. Celebrating the
I

Lunar New Year. V AB rm 132.

'

www.ucfvasa.org for more info ·
'

, a :i>uam &me [j

8pm CAB Spectacular·Knights pr.e sents

't,l,1£

ea:JJSp~:J~

Miss UCF Scholarship Competition,
Peg·asus Ballroom

.
fo, attend tfte
lJO-U
.
JJ!(L,~ ~iUJ 4 &wud fJlcvtida
. · SclwfWt;.,fUp ffcuµant
SatwulalJ, .t fte twdft/i 4 fie!Pauvuj
ilwa 5~atid atid fiioo
9'~U6 9Jaf1'w.om 8pm
~n uA:i'Y/J/J11 ~

~~

$~--~~/cJ~
'

8:15am· VUCF Xtreme Yard Makeover with Hands
on Orlando. Help beautifying the yard of a low
income senior citizen. Everything supplied!
Contact Steven at skay99@tampabay.rr.com.
• Carpool meets at 8: 15am at Millican Hall.

~~.d~/tj~
11 am -· 2pm Get Carded. Love Life.
Share Life: Student Union Pafio
I

8pm CAB Cinema and the Chocolate Club .
present 'the movie "Chocolat" with a chocol_ate
fountain and fondue. Pegasus Ballroom

...
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Plus/minus
debate rages on
D

iscussiolli. about the
plus/minus grading system have' become staples .
in student government elections.
Senators and presidential
candidates alike all debate the
pros and cons of UCF's unequal
and varying grading scale, but
year after year nothing is actually done about it.
This year it could be different. There are dozens of ways
student leaders could actually
make an impact on the way students are graded.
Right nqw teachers can practically decide on their own grading system - they decide if
they're going to use pluses or
minuses, some think only pluses
should be recorded and every
one of them has his or her own
idea of what makes the difference between a B and a B+.
The biggest problem concerning the plus/minus grading
, system occurs in Gorden Rule
classes. In Gorden Rule classes
- the required writing and
math classes that every universi1 ty student in the state must take
' - students must earn a grade of
' a C or better to pass the class. In
most classes, a D grade is ade- ·
quate to pass. With the advent of
the possibility of C-, dozens of
students are getting extremely
close to their goals without
being able to rea~ them -

because of an unspecified and
random way of measuring mastery of the subject.
However, the option of some
professors using a plus/minus
system and others not using it is ·
the biggest hurdle to a unified
system of grading. Student! leaders should not concern themselves with the plus/minus system itself, but should push the
administration to just make sure
that no matter the system, it's
instilled across the board.
It's unfair for students who
'a re juggling several classes and
jobs to have to prioritize
between classes. Yet, the lack of
uniformity in the grading system
fosters the environment of classes competing against each other.
When a student knows that
the same effort that would earn
a B in his calculus class will be a
B- in his history class, he's more
apt to slack off in the calculus
and work harder in the history
- knowing that in the calculus,
even if he does a little worse on
the quizzes and ends up with a
81 average, it will still result in a
R
Other students, knowing that
no matter what, they won't pull
their C into a B will just forget
about the whole thing - instead
of concentrating on little goals
like a C+ or B-.
College is a time of experi-

mentation, but it's also the time
in most people's lives where
they learn how to act like adults.
How can students learn about
the way they should be judged
in the real world when each
individual teacher in the university system has so much freedom in passing out grades?
It takes away a feeling of
objectivity in the grading system. Before, students had to earn
their grades. Now, students can
rightly say that a certain·teacher
gave them a grade - because
the grading rubric is usually.
unclear and impredse.
If the current pre~id~ntial
candidates really want to make a
difference during therr year of
leadership, they need to push for
a unified grading system. They
c~uld bring up the subject to the
Board of Trustees. They could
pass a resolution in the SGA
Senate. Or they could bring.
UCF's case to state attention by
lobbying to the Florida Legisla- ·
ture to 's tandardize all Florida
university grades.
Either way the future president chooses to handle it, the
grading system is something that
needs to be standardized. The
plus/minus system is just another area for students to complain
about - meaning it's about time
&ameone did something about it.
And soon.

·ouRSTANCE

·gration laws
ruining colleges
T

he American university·
university system helped build
system is no doubt the ·
America domestically, it has also
greatest in the world, and
helped tremendously with forhas been for much of the 20th
. eign policy. Students who come
century. The U.S. system has ere- • to this country to learn aI,ld then
ated a global brain drain, drawing return to their native lands often
in the brightest students from
become the economic, educaeverywhere in the world, leaving tional and political leaders.
.. all other countries helpless. The
America's ability to train the
brain drain doesn't seem to be
leaders of the world makes interending anytime soon. A recent
national relations a smoother .
ranking performed by the Interprocess.
.
national Ranking Expert Group
For how long will the rest of
(IREG) it showed that American
the world sit by and watch
universities held 17 of 20 top
America continue to dominate
positions and overall ranked 170
the global leadership scene?
of the top 500.
Since WWII there has been no
In comparisqn to other counsignificant effort to overthrow
tries, the American system out.the American university system,
shines everyone else and is sec"until Bow.
ond to none. Was anYthing else
The European Union underreally expected? As much as we
stands the importance of a highlike to complain about the unier-education system and has
versity system and all that it
decided to modify its education
embodies, it sure as hell beats
system by offering similar
learning anywhere else. HaVing
degrees to those offered in the
the best higher education learnUnited States. Australia and New
ing system in the world is the
Zealand have been recruiting
reason America remains as the
outstanding students from Asia,
only global superpower.
hoping they can help boost their
The ability to recruit the
economies.
world's smartest young men and
So what is America doing to
women from all comers of the
keep pace with the stiff competiglobe and educate them with our ·tion? Not much. Since Sept. 11,
nation's finest has been one of
.n ew immigration policies are '
the keys to America's success.
making it very difficult for uniThis nation's economic achieve- . versities to recruit the best interments would not have been posnationru students. The new Stusible without a great higher-edu- dent and Exchange Visitor
cation system. Technological
Information System (SEVIS), ·
advancements created by our
whii:;h has been designed to
own scholars have pushed Amer- oversee the flow of international
ica to the forefront and kept it
students and prevent terrorists
there for more than 50 years. · ·
from infiltrating our borders, has
Not only has the American
proved to be a major challenge.

False information provided by
American consulates and SEVIS
has made it very difficult for students seeking visas.
Many students travel hundreds of miles to U.S. consulates
just to .s it and get interviewed by
a consular officer, then have that
one person decide whether or
not they can learn in America
Any hewation in any answer or
any wrong vibe sensed by the
officer would lead to denial of
the visa. The interviews are
flawed, but the government ·
believes this is the best possible
method for weedi:r;i.g out terrorists.
In this country, we thrive on
the diversity of ideas and it is
programs like SEVIS that are
slowly killing that diversify:
Applications to U.S. graduate
schools declined by 28 percent
and enrollment dropped by 6
percent in 2004.
Does the goverriment realize
that CEO's from nearly 100 foreign countries manage American
companies today? Or that international students contribute an
estimated $13 billion to the
American economy annually?
Terrorists on Sept. 11 have
changed the way we think and
how we protect our borders.
what woUld be the best way to
combat these· terrorists? Cutting
out the inflow of new, foreign
ideas certainly isn't the way. If
the American university is to
continue thriving, there must be
a better way to recruit these students without worrying about
national security,
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UCF SMART CARD:
A/mosteverywher~

you want to be
BEN HENDERSON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

I'm a loser, baby,
so why don't you IM me?
law of gravity is the basis of
The Facebook: The more
friends you have, the 'cooler
you are. I, for one, am not
cool. I do not have a Face- .
book account. I am a loser.
. The Internet has provided' so many ways to keep in
touch with people you may
COMMENTARY have .forgotten about otherwise. Between AOL Instant
SHANNON MAU
Messenger and Web sites
Opinions Editor
like Classmates.corn, the
I consider myself a pretty never-ending search to find
computer-savvy guy and
your former high school
one who likes to keep as up
sweetheart is becoming a
to date as possible with
profitable business venture.
technology advances. I .µ sed
My opinion is that there
to think I w~s in the loop
are some people I don't
with everything but I guess I want to keep in contact with
have missed the boat on this· . or even know where I am. I
one. TheFacebook.com, the
don't particularly 'enjoy talksite that is ruining college
ing online or discussing anystudent's GPAs nationwide
thing via e-mail. Talking on
has taken over UCF.
the phone is much more
I'm sure most of you are,
time·effective in comparison
in fact, members of the site
to computer talking and
and enjoy endless hours of
takes less energy than typboredom mixed with proing out every emotion (fruscrastib.ation. The Web site
trated).
provides access to a n~twork
Call me old. fashioned but
of college students across
I prefer actually meeting in
the nation looking to accuperson. I may use the Intermulate as many friends as
net to conduct several conpossibl'e 'in order to improve versations at once or schedtheir status in the social
ule a time to' meet but
hierarchy. Or for guys lookbeyond that, you will mostly
ing to find chicks on their
see my away mei>sage. The
campus.
world is outside and it just
A theory just as true - if isn't the same looking at it
not more - than Newton's
through a computer screen.

It's hard to get up off
your ass and get outside to
meet new people, but trust
me, it is a much safer way of
meeting people.
I promise you will never
·make th~ mistake of having .
cybersex with a SO-year-old
man disguised as a 19-yearold female Swedish
exchange student like this
kid I know did once.
I can't wait for the days · .
when I'm old and senile to
tell my grandchildren that
there was a time when you
could watch a movie without a cell phone going off.
That there was a time when
people actually met face-toface instead of via satellite.
And there wasn't anything
you could buy with just one
nickel.
The Internet may be here
forever but I'm sure Facebook with pass with time
ju~t like other trendy sites
i.e. HotOrNot.com and
FatChicksinPartyHats.com
(my personal favorite).
Technology and communications have made the
world a much more global
place and interconnected all
of us for the better.
It's when people start
replacing interacting live
with electronic conversations that all of society will
begin t~ crumble.
-
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MAN ON THE STREET
T H E

WORD

A R. 0 UN D

CAMPUS

•'What would you do
for free books?'

"

/

SAREH SHORAKA

PHEDRA ARTHUR

SALMAN BAWANY

Micro molecular biology

Information technology

Micro molecular biology

"I'm pretty conservative so probably
not much, I'd rather just pay for them."

"I'd do anything .. .except my professors."

"You name it and I'd probably do it
because I'm really poor."

(enttal ·3=tortba 3=uture

t;
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407-823-6397 (UCF-NEWS)
News Desk
x213
11ews@UCF11ews.cu111

Entertainment Desk

x214

i11die@UCP11ews.com

· Sports Desk

(
ASSOCIATED
COLLEGIATE
PRESS

x215

sports@UCFnews.com

Advertising: 40 7-447-4555
Classified Sales ,
x251
classifteds@UCF11ews.com

Display Sales

x252

sales@UCFnews.com

Fax: 407-447~4556

Ap
Associated

Press

RYAN BERNIS

VICKI GAILEY

Business

Theater

"I'd streak through the student union
during lunch hours." .

"I'd shave my head completely bald."

GADIEL ALVARADO
Micro molecular biology

"I'd do theMan on theStreet question
of theweek,for free!"

.

CLASSIFICATIONS
~·

100 Help Wanted: General
125 Help Wanted: Part-Time
HelpWanted:Full·Time
Business Opportunities
For Rent: Homes
lior Rent: Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
for Sale: General
For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: Homes

150
175
200
225
250
275
300
325
350

375
400
500
525
550
600
700

ForSale:Pets
Services
Events

Events: Greek Life
Events: UCF

Travel •
Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted
999 lost & Found

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University CQurt, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. /3[ Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS

3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

PAYMENT METHODS

Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

(407) 447-4SSS • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
No experience necessary!
Training provided. Age 18 +OK.·
Call 1·800-965·6520 ext 107.

Now Hiring
Painted Oak Equestrian Academy.
Stable-person needed to feed, turnout
and muck stalls. Exp a must. Please Call
Judi @ 407-948-8502

MS Office ..

dobe ... Macromedia - IT Certifications

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
The Army is currently offering sizeable
bonuses of up to $20,000. In addition to
the cash bonuses, you may qualify .tor up
to $70,000 for college through the
Montgomery GI Bill and Army College
Fund. Or you could pay back up to
$65_,000 of qualifying student loans
through the Army's Loan Repayment
Program. To find out more,
call (407) 281-1274
Cook needed for· large Preschool in
Oviedo. Morning hours. 407-366-2100
for busy Pet Boutique in Oviedo.
407·366-81 ~7 HIRING NOW
Preschool in Oviedo
Teachers, Assistants & Bus Driver
(407) 366-2100

CONTINU GEDUCATION

Be a Hero .to
Our Soldiers.

Donate Plasma
Your-plasma donations can
. directly save the lives of our
troops wounded in combat.

Seminole Chronicle

UCF's award-winning newspaper
published twice-weekly.

Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs,
distributed every Friday.

·Classified line ads are published in both the Future and the Chronicle
• Local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
•Economic way to be placed in up to 40,000 weekly issues
•Reaching Oviedo, Winter Springs, UCF and East Orlando
• Ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

CAMP TAKAJO for Boys, Naples, 'Maine,
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls, Poland,
Maine. Picturesque lakefront locations,
exceptional facilities. Mid-June thru midAugust. Over 100 counselor positions in
• tennis, swimming, land sports, water
sports, tripping, outdoor skills, theater
arts, fine arts, music, nature study,
nanny, secretarial. Call Takajo at
800-250-8252. Call Tripp Lake
at 800-997-4347. Or apply online at
www.takajo.com or
www.tripplakecamp.com.
Cooks, Servers, Cashiers, Dish,
New University Keller's BBQ, FT & PT,
Call 10·4 pm, Mon.·Fri.,
407-622-5004 .

Summer Jobs

The Florida Elks Youth Camp
(FEYC) needs male and female
Summer Camp Counselors ages
18 and up. FEYC is an overnight
camp located off of Highwi!Y
450 in Umatilla, FL The camp
runs June 6 - July 23. Please
contact Krys Ragland at
1-800-523-1673 ext. 250 or
352-669-9443 ext. 250.

$$ INSTANT CASH $$
FLEXIBLE HOURS
HELPING HURRICANE VICTIMS
CLOSE TO UCF
CALL CHRIS 407-702-4814
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
AS INDEPENDENT CONSULTANT
Qualifications : Motivated, self-starter with
ability to lea~n. Job Description:
Independent consultants have unlimited
income potential, the ability to set your
own hours, run and maintain your own
business, job security, variety of avenues
of income, earn the use of a free car,
free training, continuous selfimprovement, self-esteem and selfconfidence, prizes and awards and many
tax benefits. Interested applicants call
Judy at 407-359-0764.

j

.

the Orlando/Winter Park area.
Seasonal positions avail. Great pay.
Immediate openings available.
407-971-9131 .

Place your ad in minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classlfieds@UCFnews.com

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED!

Have a fantastic summer and get paid for it
at Circle FDude Ranch! We are seeking
counselors for a traditional residential
summer camp in Lake Wales, FL Activities
include horseback riding, waterfront, sports,
rock wall/zipline, paintball, and more:
Staff arrives Tuesday, May 31 and
leaves Wednesday, August 3.
Call

407-295-0080

or visit www.circle·f·duderanch.com
for more information

150

I

j
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POSITIONS
THIS WEEK!

Assistant needed to be knowledgeable
w/ networking and familiar w/ advertising
design. $8/hr. '407-699-1992.

Housekeeping Help W11nted
Close to UCF, flexible hours, part-time.
Same day pay. Call Alex 407-592-8514.

Mother's Helper Needed
Weekday afternoons, to assist with
homework and after-school activities for
elementary school kids. Elementary
Education major a plus. We are looking
for someone energetic and enthusiastic
to make this time easier and more fun for
everyone. Pay plus tolls. Please call
Jennifer or David at 407-324-7793 to set
up an appointment for an interview.

ONE OF OUR CLIENTS
IS EXPANDING
AND WE NEED
YOUR HELP TO FILL

L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·· ----~
Computer tech wanted part time.

$800 Weekly Guaranteed Stuffing
envelopes. Send a Self-Addressed,
Stamped ·Envelope to: Scarab
Marketing, 28 East Jackson, 10th
Floor, Suite 938, Chicago, IL, 60604

In-Home Female Tutor Needed
History major for 10th grade AP student.
Please respond by
calling 407-947-2420

Dial America Marketing Inc.

!"'. Valet parking attendants needed ior • "!

I

Keybowl Inc., the Winter Park tech
company that developed the orbiTouch
Keyless Keyboard, needs someone 10 15 hrs per wk to build & test the product.
Must have prior exp and/or aptitude for
model building or product assembly.
Attention to detail and solid problem
solving skills are key. Flex hrs. Relaxed
atmosphere. $10 per hour. Call
407-622-7774, or email resume to
elaine@keybowl.com

Get Paid to Play!

Two Men and a Truck is looking for
FT/PT team members to move
residential/commercial customers.
Must be neat in appearance, have
clean driving record, strong work ethic, &
exc. customer skills. We offer excellent
wages+ tips & bonuses. 407-816-0915.
We are located west of the airport
at 2901 McCoy Rd, between
Conway and Orange Ave.

can or visit our site for a complete list ofcourses.
407.882.0260 I www.ce.ucf~edu

(entta{ '1oriba :Juture

• $2100
·Co-Ed Camp
• Seven Weeks
• Room and Board Included

Receptionist Needed

UCF

AD RATES

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

Call Today... Start Tomorrow!
Full Time Pay ...Flexible Hours!
We Offer:
- $100 sign on bonus and weekly bonuses
• $9 - $18 per hour average
• 2shifts to choo~e from
- Relaxed business environment

· Paid training with guaranteed salary after
·Career advancement opportunities
• 2 great locations
• Weekly paychecks
• 401 Kplan with discount and benefit plans

SPANISH BILINGUAL AND KOREAN BILINGUAL NEEDED! (For.the Orlando Office)

·

Call today for an immediate interview!
Orlando Off!ce: (407) 243_·9400

UCF Office: (407) 673 _9700

to speak with Lachelle or Chrissandra

r

Your plasma is manufactured into a derivative called
Albumin.This critical nuid is used to treat battlefield
injuries including shock, burns and blood loss.

~arn

up to $170 amonth donating regularly.
When you donate plasma, you are helping save lives.
Take being a hero to another level. Donate Now!

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
New and Return Donors: Bring this ad and receive
an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donations.

DCI Biologicals Orlando,LLC.
1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
Orlando, Fl. 32826
(321) 235-9100
www.dciplasma.com

Volunteer for a clinical research study of an
lnvestigational medication.
To Qualify:
• Ages 18 and older
• Stay 6 hours in Research
dorm
• Make 2 _
outpatient visits
• Make 2 telephone
contacts.
Compensation is paid up to $300.00
Call M-F, Ba-Sp: (407) 240-7876
Orlando Clinical Research ·Center
5055 S. Orange Avenue - Orlando Fl 32809
www.ocrc.net
'

t
Secretary needed Part-time.
Phone exp. helpful. 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Monday through Friday. $1 O/hr. Call
Nie at 407-467-4102.

ASP WEB SITE HELP NEEDEDlll
Involves Updating online calendar and
moving to new server.
Call Les at 407-898-5989

Looking for extra money while going to
school? Forget the interviews, resumes,
and hassling of looking for a job after you
graduate. Join Mary Kay today and get a
jump start on your career. Email for
information: lesliesherrill@marykay.com.
To shop online:
www.marykay.com/lesliesherrill

Available with mortgage company In
Maitland. Part-time; flexible hours,
with generous incentives. Position
involves phone sales and extensive
training is provided. Call
407-628-0440 or email resume to
jobs@specializedloans.com

Phone Sales
Experienced, Money Motivate~.
Only 20 hrs/wk. 5·9p.m. Moli.-Fri.
$350 base t comm &' other bonuses.
Call Nick 407-467-4102.

SALES POSITION

Gymnastics Instructor Needed.
Prior experience in gymnastics required.
Must be Energetic & Creative.
Excellent pay. Call 407 -679-6620
PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
***www.dogdayafternoon.net***
Cail 407-628-3844.

(entral 'lodba ~ture
The Student Newspaper Servmg U(f Smee 1968

NOW HIRING

MARKETING INTERNS
Must be energetic, hardworking, and creative.
20 - 25 hrs. per week.
Great Experien·ce and Fun Atmospher·e!
Send resume and available hours to
MiiaM@KnightNewspapers.com
Are you interested in an exciting career?

••••••••••

r

Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?

••••••••••
Do you know what you want
to do after graduation?

I
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U.S. A.Ill FORCE

R•O•T•C
CROSS INTO THE BLUE

·Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in
Air Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.
Incentives
include:

i

• Up to $15,000 tuition per year
• $600 in textbooks reimbursement
• Monthly stipend ($250-$400)

•Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers and Nurses
One year scholarships for qualified Seniors and Graduate Students
For more information,
please call:

(407) 823-1 247 or
visit airforce.ucf.edu

MERCHANDISERS &
INVENTORY AUDITORS
Immediate Openings. Monday-Friday
Daytime & Weekends, $8/hour
Reliable transportation/local phone,
PIT. Call RGIS Inventory Specialists:
407-678"6558
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Energetic and outgoing female clerk
needed for smoke shop on University
and 436. Flex. hours. Call High Society
at 407-679-8365 for more info.
Two Receptionists Needed ASAP
Split Mon-Fri, 8am-5pm schedule.
Good organizational skills. Great
phone etiquette. Able to multitask.
Please contact Jennifer at '
407-298-9159

Filing & Billing Clerk Needed

Mother's helper needed to pick up.
children from school 3 times/week until
parents arrive. Early Education major
. preferred. Call 407-448-3047 or
RJCBalvarez@aol.com
COPYWRITER
If you simply love to write words and are
interested in the aesthetic surgery I medi
spa industry, Candace Crowe design has
a job for you. We're looking for a part
time or freelance copywriter who knows
how to craft creative and effective
messages for web site content, print and
anything else thrown your way. Must
have a good work ethic, strong creative
writing, proofing & organization skills,
and show attention to detail.
Please send a resume to Candace
Crowe at candace@candacecrowe.com
or fax 407-384-7672.

Weekend hrs only. Good
organizational skills needed. Salary
· · based on exp. UCF area job avail
right away. 407-673-8787

GRAPHIC DESl~NER
If you are creative and love to design,
Candace Crowe Design has a job for
you. We are looking for a team player,
self-motivated, organized, possess
written and verbal communication skills
and capable of handling multiple projects
at one time. You must have a good work
ethic, prooftng & organizational skills,
and show attention to detail. To apply,
you must be competent in Quark,
Photoshop, Illustrator, Flash, and
Acrobat. Responsible for print, web, and
Flash projects. Working knowledge of
actionscript, HTML, and css is a plus.
Please send a resume to Candace
Crowe at candace@candacecrowe.com
or fax to 407-384-7676.

www.Uli11sy11d1esorlaaU.nm/intl

Front Desk Agent - FT Positions
Available
Excellent career opportunities
with Hilton Hotels Corp.
Apply in person :
8978 International Drive,
Orlando, FL 32819
Fax: 407-351-6267,
Job Hotline: 407-934-1040
EOE-AA

Very Large 3BD/ 2BA. 1 min from
UCF. New floors. $750/mo some
utils incl Call Bryan @ 407-595-6752
or email bmyx2002@yahoo.com

Orlando - International Drive Soutb/C.C.

Does Your Business Own You?
Take your life back. Real!stic $250K+/yr. potential. NOT MLM.
Direct sales from home. SERIOUS
ONLY. Recorded message
1-888-408-8368

Traffic Counts
$9/hr: 12 p.m. - 7 p.m.,
Tues-Thur from
Feb 8th through 17th.
Call 407-230-2219

The System Does It! Not MLM.
www.systemforprosperity.info
800-570-5086

NOW HIRING
SALES/MARKETING
positions-

~
~

UCF Apartment

UCF AREA Condo for Rent (or PL!rchase)
Large 212 with screened porch, club hs,
pool. $950/mo. Call 407-977-8085

Servers wanted PT/FT. No exp.
necessary. Energetic people with
positive attitudes. Only 20 min. from
UCF. Come in between 10 and 2.
The Briarpatch Restaurant
252 Park Ave N. Call 407-628-8651

Orange County Staffing

Awesome Brand New Home.

Avalon/UCF Area. Almost New 3/2 town
home w/ 2 car garage in Avalon Park.
Very spacious, great amenities:
' Call 407-275-9595
Legacy Reat Estate Groui: Inc.

HOTEL•

Test Engineer
Execute test procedures to confi rm the
satisfaction of system, software and/or
hardware requirements; document test
results; and generate concise detailed
problem reports. So~are testing
experience preferred. Flexible hour
schedule (20 hrs/week). Conv13nient
location near UCF. Fax resume to:
407-281-7011.

't

Great rooms avail Jan, near UCF, pool,
tennis courts, lake. $500/mo, yearly
lease. Call SherryfTodd @
954-753-3032 or 407-482-4969
EMBASSY SUITES

Looking for Programmer
With skills In Visual Basic,
html, asp.net, or .net.
Flexible hours, Mon-Fri.
407-339-2626 ext. 226, ask for
Dave.

Are you a responsible female with
leadership skills? RIA exp preferred to
manage a beautiful huge home near
UCF. 6/3, 2820 sq ft, large yard, tons of
storage space, comm pool. If fully rented
all util, cable & internet will be incl. If you
are able to rent out my home to
responsible female students on a 1-year
lease you could live for free or have
s~verely reduced rent. Also call me if
you're a female looking for female
roommates in a 4 or 6 bedroom house.
4-bedroom avail Mar. 1st. 6-bedroom
avail April 1st. Rent ranges from
$375-$475/mo. 913-908-8185 or
rebeccaduke01@hotmail.com

$SOOK+ a Yr.

Rec;ruiting Special Education Teachers
Interview with Colorado Springs School
District 11 . Feb. 10th & 11th,
4pm-6pm. University of Central Florida,
Education Building Complex Rm 305 .
Contact Ed Paulovich at
719-520-2173, 719-649-13133 or
Pauloe@d11.org to schedule an
interview. Drop-ins welcome.

Salesperson
Needed for the Oviedo/UCF-area to
hand out flyers for local firm. Contact
407-737-1848 or
n2phj@hotmail.com

Sunny Future
Entry level sales position w/
expanding & progressive sun care in
Orlando. Base + commission. Ops for
Mgmt & relocation.
Call Tim 888-877-7338

Receptionist
needed for local art studio. Must be
familiar with various computer
applications and administrative
tasks. Call Ramez @ 407-808-5558

Work from home ONLINE.
Earn up to $1500 Prr' or
$8000 FIT a month! Go to
http://makingdreamsreality.
theonlinebuslness.com

LONGWOOD CONDO
Lovely 2/1 condo. Newly painted and
carpeted. No pets. $795/mo.
Call 407-443-0022.
2 BD 2 BA Apartment + Loft
W/D incl. 5 mins from UCF. $750/mo,
Call 973-652-6496 .
or email mk21201@yahoo.com
WINTER PARK AREA
2/2.5, excellent condition. $900/mo, W/D,
water, and patio included. Minutes to
UCF. No pets. Community pool and
playground. Winter Park schools.
407-359-2058

~FOR RENT:
~Homes

UCF AREA HOME FOR RENT
3/2 split plan, Winter Park schools, very
clean. Fenced yard, remodeled
kitchen/bath, wood floors, fireplace, and
garage. $1175/mo. Call Bill.407-678-2160
$315/mo. Avail. Nciw! Room in house for .
rent. Screened pool, high speed Internet,
cable, W/D, garage & full kitchen.
Clean, drug free, NS. Mins to UCF &
Valencia. Call 321 -243-7170 or
email ditlet@aol.com.
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $649 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view ou~
rentals. RE/MAX 200,Realty.

1 room avail for female in spacious 4/2.5
house. All included+ internet & cable .
Only 5 miles from UCF. Contact Maritza
954-290-3564 -or- email
ucfnews4me@yahoo.com
ROOM FOR RENT
3BD/2BA home, room has private BA.
3 mins from UCF: $405/mo + utils.
Contact Andy @ 305-978-8025
Female roommate wanted to share 4/3
close to UCF. N/S. No pets. $500/mo.
Utilities, Internet, & cable included.
Call Angie 407-366-4Q35 or
954-494-8659.

ROOM FOR RENT-MALE
3/2 home, 10 mins from campus.
Tiled floors in great rm, fenced yard,
cable/roadrunner, 2 car garage, w/d.
$425/mo + 1/4 util. 407-222-2895

1-----.::Choffenger Parkway
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Individual Leases

Cable with 8 HBOs, MTV & ESPN
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Orpington St.

Lagoon-Style Pool Plaza.with Jacµzzi

Washer/Dryer in every Apartment
Fully-Fumished Apartment Home$

Fitness center with "Free-•eights
Covered Basketball Pavilion

Internet Access

WWW.JEFFERSONLOFTS.COM
1805 Loftway Circle Orlando, FL 32826

321-754~2000
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1 ROOMMATE WANTED
to share great home, min. from UCF.
Must enjoy yard, lake, internet,
cable, W/D, private room +awesome
small dog. M or F. Everything incl.
$500/mo. Call Jeff, UCF grad,
407-737-6690. Details/photos oriline:
www.thinkcybis.com/room.

'

Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF in
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh.
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve.
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys,,
high-speed wireless Internet. Room
w/other students. $500/mo. all utll.
incl. 954-816-3127

•

Roommate Needed! Beautiful 3/2/2
house with pool, fireplace, W/D, fencd.
yd, 5 min from UCF. Pets ok. $450/mo
includes cable/internet+ 1/4 power. Call
Brad @ 407-808-80391407-509-8632

•

Roommate Needed for Oviedo Home
Clean 4/2, $300/mo pius util. Current
tenants are three males.
Call after 5 pm, 407-375-4198
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
$400/mo plus util. Jan '05-July '05. 5
mins from UCF. Polos East
Apartments. Call Ann Marie
954-854-0553.

' I'

Room avail. for Male in 312 home
near UCF. Clean, quiet and
responsible senior or graduate
preferred. House incl. furnished
room, screened-in patio with
in-ground jacuzzi, home theater
system, lawn care, cable and wireless
internet. $500/mo. all util. incl.
March move-in. Call 407-709-5098.
UCF AREA-Female to share furnished
3/2 house with female $600/nio utll.
incl. Also incl. cable, pool, office.
Serious student or professional only.
Call ASAP 321-2.77-3851.
Roommate Needed For Fall '05
Unfurnished 3BD/3BA apt at Tivoli. Less
than 5 mins from UCF. $460/mo,
everything incl. Looking to sign lease
ASAP. Contact Kacie 954-415-3595 or
Melanie 954-263-8474

•

Room available, 15 minutes from UCF.
Utilities included! Only $400/mo.
Call 407-227-7579
Roommate Needed ASAP!!!
Available now: 1 BR/1 BA in a 2/2 house
off Alafaya Trail. Short drive from UCF &
Valencia. $450/month including rent,
W/D, Road Runner, cable, water, &
electric. Seeking M or F 18-25.
If interested call Chris@ 407-252-1735

•
..

***ROOM FOR RENT***
3/2 Oviedo home, 5 miles from UCF. N/S
female only. $380/mo plus 1/3 util. Incl
high-speed wireless internet. Avail
March 1st'. Call Diana at 407-366-3682.

..

UCF Cypress Bend
4 Two-Story Homes - 513 and
413/1 One Story. Gated/Brand New
2005. Prof. roommates. Rooms for
$390/mo + util. $600/mo for Huge
Master. Util. avg= $80. Photo: Model
home. Anette 407-716-0848.
Rooms in new house. Fully furn.,
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female only. All utll. Incl. $600/mo.
Call Nikki@ 561-212-6291.
Roommate needed for house in Oviedo.
3/2. Responsible student wanted to
share home w/ 2 brothers & fat lazy dog.
Available Feb. 8th I $400/mo incl. utils.
Call 407-375.-4001 ask for Alex.

'

2 ROOMS AVAILABLE
Large Fully Furnished House
5 mlns from UCF, prvt bdrm,
$525/mo all utils incl. Call Katie @
941-720-1886

3 HOUS.EMATES NEEDED
Brand new 4 bedroom lakeside
home. 5 mins from UCF. Everything
incl: all util, maid service, gardener,
wireless web, w/d, etc. $450/mo.
Call my cell-561-213-1805.

'\
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Private suite in large upscale 2/2 apt.
Two Mins. from UCF. Prime location,
gorgeous gated complex. Full gym,
· pool, spa - unit has lake view, W/D
built in. $450/mo + 1/2 util. - Incl. cable,
power, hi-speed net - Seeking 1 M/F
student roommate to move in ASAP.
407-595-9757

***LOOK!!!***
Roommate needed, bd & ba avail in 2/3.
Nice safe townhouse. $400/mo plus half
util. W/D incl. Two mins from UCF.
407-493-5583.

Village at Alafaya Club
Room avail in 3/3. $500/mo incl all
util, w/d, trash service. First month's
rent free. Rent negotiable, ready
immediately. Call 786-302-0511
Pegasus Landing Apartment
Looking for·female/$490 mo.
Includes: Private room & bath/ W&D/
Internet access/ cable/ utilities/ furniture
First Mo. Free/ short term lease, but can
renew. Contact Nicole at (407) 399-2273.

Room at University House
Master bed' and bath avail
immediately for F In 4/3. $519/mo
incl all util and ful)y furnished.
Transfer fee only $1 before Feb.
Call 9S4-S93-2474.
1 BDRM/1 BA in a 2/2 @ Pegasus
Connection. $575/mo all utils incl. W/D, 3
HBOs. Fully furnished & all amenities
incl. Immaculate, new carpet, patiol
Avail. ASAP. Call Keon @954-658-6161.·

NORTHGATE LAKES
F sublease, 1/1 in a 4x4 avail Dec 12.
$470/mo all inclusive, no move-in fees.
First month FREE. Call Sarah @
321 -501-1363

F roomie needed 1bdr/1 ba avail. in 4/4
w/ 3 fun loving girls @ Pegasus Landing.
Fully furn. All util. incl. except phone.
Cable, ethernet, W/D, gym & shuttle. Rm
avail. nowl Lease ends in May. $480/mo.
Please call Kaycee 407-443-5795. •
•••$100 Move-In Special...
I WILL PAV ALL TRANSFER FEES!!!
Pegasus Pointe, bd avail for F in 212
w/ private ba. $560/mo incl all utll,
w/d, N/S. Lease until August.
863-381-6404 or
critters0818@yahoo.com
Female Christian Roommate Wanted!
Pegasus Connection. Fl.lrn 4BD/ 2BA.
$365/mo (already includes $100/mo
disc). All utils incl! Lease now - July 31.
Contact Mandy @ 863-409-4196
FIRST MONTH RENT FREE!!
Pegasus Connection (Jefferson
Commons) sublease. $510/mo incl. util.
1 BR with private bathroom out of a 4/4.
Includes carport. 407-234-1324

Village @ Alafaya Club
Jan-Aug 4BD/4BA Huge walk in closet,
W/D, cable, ethernet, valet trash. 3 great
roommates.brand new furniture $490/mo
Call John @ 321-217-5264
FIRST MONTH RENT FREEi
Female roommate. $439/mo incl all util,
internet, cable w/ 3 HBO's, sewer, trash,
pest control, gym, computer lab. Lease
ends July '05. 1/2 mile from UCF, 5 from
SeminoleNalenoia. 321-271-6770.

$$ Willing to Negotiate Price $$
Master BDRM Avail in 4 BD I 4BA
All utils incl, ethernet, W/D, cable, nex1 to
clubhouse. Fully furn. Reserve Parking.
Call Bridgette@ 561-542-7646
...FEB RENT FREE***
Pegasus Pointe, 2/2. Awesome
roommate. $535/mo incl all util, cable,
ethernet, shuttle, w/d. I need to
move home. No transfer fees.
Call Chris at 239-634-4897

***FEB RENT FREE***
Great roommate who loves to cook.
Bd & ba avail in Pegasus Pointe
212. $535/mo incl all util,
ethernet, cable, w/d, shuttle, pool
basketbalVvolleyball cou·rts, and
fully furnished. Apt located
near the front entrance.
StephineSmith@yahoo.com or
901-412-2646
DISCOUNTED RENT! Must sublease
immediately! Lease runs through
7/31/05. 1 room for M with priv BA
available in 4/4 at Pegasus Landing.
Shuttle to UCF included!
Contact Heather@ 561-637-4050
WILL YOU BE MY VALENTINE?
Tell your loved one, club or organization
just how much they mean to you with a
special Valentine's Day Classified in the
Future. Call 407-447-4555 for details!
Sublet @ University House
$429/mo, lease ends 08/04/05.
$1 move in. UCF shuttle, utilities, cable &
ethernet included. Available for Spring 05
Call 1 (321) 720-6752

PARENTS! Real estate investment,
great return, better than rent. Let me
show you how! 3/2 w/ family rm,
huge fenced yd. $198,000. Oviedo,
1O min from UCF. Call Donna @
407-463-1120;
Keller Williams Advantage Realty.

({}/end~~
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Place a classified ad in the

CONDO FOR SALE
Hunters Reserve, near UCF. 212 full.
bath. All appliances, W/D, 3 fans. Tile, ·
Screened balcony, new roof. Pool, hot
tub, tennis. $115,000. 407-365-8721

el:entral 1loriba 1uture

Avoid Foreclosure!!!

~~~.·(all text in Red)

Mortgage Payments Behind?
We'll Take Over Payments
Sell your house in 48 Hours
No-Equity-OK/Pay No Fees
Any Condition/Price/Liens
Call 800-803-6584

•

WWW.UCFREALESTATE.COM
Dedicated to UCF Students/Families
Real Estate Needs. Avalon Realty
Call Eric Voss 407-489-0877
Email: ucfrealtor@yahoo.com

HOMES FOR SALE

. TV'S & ELECTRONICS
including but not limited to video games
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
.......WWW.BUYTVSNOW.COM**••••••
VVILL YOU BE MY VALENTINE?
Tell your loved one, club or organization
just how much they mean to you with a
special Valentine's Day Classified in the
Future. Call 407-447-4555 for details!

Twice.the un Valentines Day Gift 1
A Must For Someone Special $19.99
Includes: 2 Wine Glasses, Cider, Candle,
Chocolates, Teddy Bear, and Card
For More Details Call Angel
407-617-7271
Valentine's Qay Gift Basket
Customized to fit your need $19.99
Choose: Sweet Pea, Cucumber
Melon, Raspberry, Vanilla
Each Contains: Teddy Bear, Bath Salts,
Lotion, Wash, Body Scrub, Bath
Scrungie, Potpourri.
For More Details Call Angel
407-617-7271
COMPUTER FOR SALE
700mHz, 256MB RAM, 30 GB hard drive
Loaded with Windows XP, modem,
ethernet, CD burner, Monitor & sound.
Only $250111 . 407-222-0736
8' full slate regulation pool table
dark red felt wood outline
contact Micah @ 407-923-7379
mmackubin1 @atlas.valenciacc.edu

.Deadline February 11th, 5 p.m.
Paperworks - Helping to Make Writing
Papers a Breeze
Are all those assignments stacking I.JP
and it's becoming a headache to
complete them on time or you just don't
know where to start? Wouldn't' you love
to have someone help you with your
accumulated work? I'm here to help 24/7
with that problem, and I provide
professional typing services at affordable
prices. You provide the written material
and I type. $5/page, printing $3/page.
Package rates also available for large
projects and papers. For ever person you
refer, you get 5% off package rates, and
1 project 5-8 pages long for FREE!ll
Contact ansphere@msn..com
321-695-1932 (c) or 407-345-4774

NEED HELP MOVING?
truck loading & unloading, packing, trailer
towing (up to 5000 lbs), & more services
avail Fri thru Sun to (or from) anywhere
in FL Email: jsmccracke.n @hotmail.com

Crossword

FRENCH LESSONS
Exp. French born teacher. All levels.
Reasonable rates. Adults and kids.
Home teaching and translations. 5 miles
from UCF. Call 407-482-2343.

Lose Fat? Gain Muscle?
We can help you!
Safe, Effective Personal Training
ONLY $20 per session!
407-970-5431

BAHAMA SPRING BREAK
$189 5-Days/4-Nights
$239 7-Days/6-Nights
Prices include:
Round-trip luxury cruise with food.
Accommodations on the island at your.io
choice of ten resorts.
Free V.l.P. party package upgrade.
Appalachia Travel
1-800-867-5018
www.BahamaSun.com
WE WILL BEAT ANY PACKAGE PRICE!

SPRING BREAK IN BRAZIL
Trips to Rio de Janeiro VIP club
Passes, airfare, hotel, & more
Limited seats; Call 877-456-WILD
www.springbreakbrazll.com
Spring Break 2005 with STS, America's
#1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring
campus reps. Call for group discounts.
Info/Reservations 1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com .
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK CRUISE
5 days, $299. Incl meals, celebrity
parties! Panama City, Daytona $1591
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Nassau
$4991 Award winning company!
www.SpringBreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386

TopGradeTut.oring.com
Tutors available in ALL math, science,
English & foreign language courses.
Single sessions and group rates
available. Contact 407-427-0067.
MORTGAGE - 1st Time Home Buyers
100°/o Financing-No Income Verification.
Interest Only Option-No/Low Credit Ok
Reflhance/ Home Equity/ Investment Ok
Call Rosie 407-616-8359 United First

...SPRING BREAK' ..
Travel anywhere in the world
with travel agent rates and get
paid while on vacation.
www.prtmovie.com/payless

DISABLED. /PRESSED FOR TIME??
Freelance typist avail to assist students
or profs with typing documents & admin
work reasonable rates. Call Shanti @
·
772-528-5806 or
madhuban1 @hotmail.com

SPRING BREAK IN THAILAND
10 days for $950!
Tour island of Phuket with a UCF student
Accommodations , tours, & meals
included Tickets to shows, parties,
islands & more 407-766-0578 or
tektravel@yahoo.com .

DOWN
1 Wanders
2 J.owest deck
3 Othello's love
4 Surpasses

......
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Prices include:

Round-trip luxur~ cruise with food. Accommodations
on the islan~ at your choice of ten resorts.
Free VJ.P. party package upgrade. ·

ENGAGEMENT RING
18k, white gold, w/ Lg 12 sm princess cut
diamond. $1200, appraised $1850.
Call Kathy @ 407-366-7655 to see.

1-800-867-5018
www.Bahamasun.com
Tell your loved one, club or organization
just how much they mean to yoµ with a
special Va lentine's Day Classified in the
Future. Call 407-447-4555 for details!

Private bath, cable, ethernet, W/D,
utlls, shuttle. May 31 - July 31
Call 407-461-9942
: • FEMALE ROo'MMATE WANTED •,
I Bed & bath avail in 4/4 at Pegasus
j Landing. $~95/mo, Jan. rent is free.
•
Lease runs through Aug. Move-in
immediately. Call 2a9-848-0281

!
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5 Children's card
game .
6 Harrow's rival
7 Secondhand
deal
8 Adapted for
grasping
9 Decide
1O In one's sick
bed
11 Pastel shade
12 Dunne or Ryan
13 Back-and-forth
curves
21 Check prose
23 New York prison
27 Select a
channel
29 Mortarboard's
ornament
30 Dakar populace
31 Little white lie
32 Scull propeller
33 Measurement
instruments
35 Began
36 Caviar
37 Want
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"The _ of Genji"
Doggerel writer
Noah's peak
Part of USMC
A point ahead
Nurse Barton
Kind of drum
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54 Albacores and
bluefins
57 Night-flying
insect
58 John or Deborah
60 Observe
62 Coloring agent

STUDENT
LEGAL
SERVICES

.....
I I I ·I I

Looking for home or apt. sublease to
move in immediately.
Near campus. Around $400/mo.
Call Heidi 561-573-0117
Assistant needed for wheelchair
bound student start - Start ASAP.
MWF 9a.m. - 4p.m . Avg. $8/hr.
Comp. skills a MUST.
Call Anna Meeks 407-847-0788

Landlord/tenant problems affecting student's
living arrangements ~n the community.

•

Consumer problems confronting individual
students. ·

•

Traffic cases

•

Criminal law

•

Uncontested dissolution of marriage

•

Bankruptcy

www.stulegal.sdes.ucf.edu
Excellent condition, great college car.
Very Dependable., 2 door, real cold
AIC. $2400 n,egotiable (payments
optional) Call 407-733-9540

Sublease PEGASUS LANDING

414 Female or 4/4 Male $425/mo!!

12

•

Room for rent: Northgate Lakes
1 M needed, 4 BR, private bath, utils
incl, washer/dryer/spacious patio, across
the street from campus. $475 a mo. obo
Call Andrew @ 305,522-4348

11

Currently, enrolled students are entitled to consult with
prqgram attorneys about Jegal matters and receive
advice; In addition, legal representation, up to and.
including all stages of trial, may be provided in certain
types of cases, such as the fo11owing:

Appalachla Travel

UCF Butokukan .Club
Art, Sport, Self Defense
Co-Ed Beginner's classes now
forming ...
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
Classes are M 8:30-10PM & W 7-9PM
in Education Complex, Room 174A
Call Kyle at 407-227-7511 or see
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-ams
for more info.

10

. FREE LEGAL SERVICES -~

$189°0 / 5 oav~/ 4 Nights
s139oo 1oavs/6 Nights

PROFESSIONAL DJ
Madd Vybez Ent. Best on campus Dj's
, "You say It - We Play 'It"
Prvt parties,. School events, Clubs, Etc.
407-760-2216

ACROSS
1 Gangster's gun
4 Pipsqueak
9 Kukla's pal
14 Raw mineral
15 Horse opera
16 Twosomes
17 Gore and Hirt
18 Ordinary writing
19 Entrance
flooring
20 Styles
22 Okinawan port
24 Laertes or
Hamlet
25 Made haste
26 Bibi) and
iceberg
28 Sch. near
Harvard
30 Made ~parody
of
31 Film clips
34 Amoral deed
35 Gershwin or
Levin
38 Actor McKellen
39 _ Clemente
40 Coat a cake
41 Concur
soundlessly
42 Half a bikini
43 Writer Grafton
44 Religious
congregations
46 Bob Marley's
forte
48 Writer Hentoff
49 Of an ear part
52 Itemization
55 Simply
56 Body toss
58 Actor Reeves
59 Paper
measures
61 Wearaway
63 Light brown
64 Blender setting
65 Woodland deity
66 Stretch of time
67 Tire in a trunk
68 Old anesthetic
69
Moines

Pi Beta Phi
Rock the Arrow - Feb. 7th
Doors open at 7 pm in the
Pegasus Ballroom.

Uniquely Designed Valentines Day Pillow
Lovely heart-shaped pillow w/ picture
insertions, decorated pencils,
notepad, teddy bear, $14.99
Designed with Love in Mind
For More Details Call Angel
407-617-7271
Futon with black metal frame with Full
sized mattress, ma~oon color. Only $501
Call 407-322-5768 evenings only.

$5

(407) 447-4555 ext. 251 • (407) 447-4556 (fax}
dassifieds@UCFNews.com

Looking to Buy or Sell Real Estate? Call
· Adam @ Home Joy Real Estate
(407)275-0633
Your UCF Realtor

$30 1st HrJ $10 every additional
FREE mixing & mastering ·
::pure ... crisp ...quallty::
www.EarDrummahz.com/studio/

LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS?

Tommy:
Happy Valentine's Day!
I love you more than
chocolate.
Love, Kelly

$10

$8

•. ::: RECORDING STUDIO::: ..

POSTERS
For Depressed Walls
www.RightBrainTerrain.com

•

Roses are Red
Violets are Blue
I couldn't have gotten through
Freshman year without you!
Love, Bobby

Dear Suzie,
Will you be my Valentine?
Johnny

MUSTANG GT 2000
Black Ext./Tan Int. w/ 51,000 mi.
28000 mi on new engine, fully loaded
$7000 worth of MODS I asking
$13,900. Cell (772) 530-5133
1997 lnfiniti J30. 95k miles. Airbag,
ABS, cold A/C, Pwr steering, pwr seats,
pwr windows, pwr mirrors, tilt, Leather
seats (heated), tinted, Bose stereo.
sunroof. 407-$6-0153. $6900 080

BAHAMAS

Students in need of legal service should contact,
either in person or by telephone (407-823-2538),
Student Legal Services in Room 155, Student
Resource Center. All consultations are by appointment
only. No legal advice will be given over the phone.

PARTY
CRUISE
www.Spri11gBreokTravel.com

1-800-:-678-6~86

12191

Include< Po•t, Hotel & °"Parture
Taxes, lronsfers & Tips!
Recognited In 2002 for
OutslCnding Mcrl<b,folace Ethics

~

, Call 407-823:2:-'i38 to set up an appointment_. or visit the . .'
.
.
.
'
'"
··.
~
Srudent Resource Center, room-155,
.
~
·.. "
,
, Monday-Friday 8am-5pm.. . .·. ·
, ·· ;
,·,

•

1
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Internet CorDing
Fall 2005!

WHEN ·IT
. COMES TO
.._____BEDROOMS~

AND
CLOSETS!
"''

Tanning Bed
Corriing Fall 2005

t

.,

-

__.,_
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·· Samurai, rides and ·m ore await in
. revamped Cypress Garden state .·
Do the right thing.
and see Spike Lee -

This·Fruit Cocktail
is mixed nuts

-PAGE 2

-=.:PAGE 8

,.

Da DVD goods is in .
da box ... set, that is
-PAGE 13
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You have to say,-he
makes a good point
· though. He puts out film5 more frequently
than a lot of directors and he doesn't appear
to be runnfug out of things to say. ·
'With 25th Hour, he became one of first
filmmakers fo tackle life in New York after
Sept ll. Not only were the characters in the
film
dealing with the tragedy, but the audiMIKE FERRARO
ence was also still coping, making the film
Staff Writer
that much more cathartic.
.
Last year, Spike Lee released perhaps his
ey Spike Lee fans, guess what?
·
Spike is making an appearance on .most misunderstood film, She Hate Me.
campus this coming week. Tliis Critics and the few audience members that
should reajly attract any fan of the cinema saw it, pretty mueh ripped it a,part limb from
world, especially when .Qlle looks at his limb. Was that necessary? The film does
extensive resume. Love him or hate him, he have flaws but it's better to sit through a
is one of filmmaking's most unique gems, · movie like She Hate Me, so passionate and
full of ideals, than a bad Hollywood movie
and it would be a shame to miss him.
One of the best films of the past 25 years ~t has too much computer-generated crap
is no doubt Spike Lee's Do the Right Thing. or an army of talking Superbabies.
The film did have Q-Tip (of A Tribe
The film was nominated for only two Academy Awards that year, including Original Called Qµest fame), an Enro.q.71.i;ke scandal,
Screenplay, for which it was shafted by l esbians being impregnated,. stabs· at Bush ·
Dead Poets Society. Sure that is only one of and even some leftover Watergate talk. You
the hundreds of shafts that Oscar is respon- don't see this kind of stuff in the new M.
sible for, but this one is perhaps one of the Night flick now, do you? At least Spike isn't
remaking anything or _continuing already
hardest to get over.
·
In 1992, Spike Lee fought ferociously terrible action franchises.
The greatness of Spike Lee is measured
with Warner Bros. to direct MalcolmX. The
budget they offered was so miniscule, Lee · by the fact that he still makes movies like ·
went on Oprah and pleaded for financial She Hate Me and Bamboozled. That is proof
help from celebrities, and many were happy enougp. that he isn't about to lay down to
to oblige. The film is one of his best, and Hollywood standards. We need more writhelped Denzel Washington get his first Best ers and directo~ like him to break up the
Actor nomination. The film did not get a monotony of Hollywood. Let's just hope he
picture nomination or even one for direc- never decides to slow down.
So at 7 p.m. on Feb. 8 in the Pegasus Balltion, yet Gladiator and Chicago somehow
received nominations (even wins for some) · room in the UCF Student Union, do what
for both categories. There truly isn't any jus- Larry Fishburne says and 'Wake up!" Spike
Lee is speaking and no matter what he says,
tice in the Academy world
That doesn't seem to bother Spike, it will definitely be worth your attention.

Director Spike Lee is on
campus to talk about the .
Brown v. Board case

H

The indie is the Thursday arts and entertainment section of the Central Florida
Future, the free independent campu~ newspaper of the University of Central
Florida. Opinions in the indii are those of the individual columnist qnly and not
necessarily those of the editorial staff. All content is property of the indie arid
. may not be reprinted in part or in whole without permission from the publisher.
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Spike Lee's coming to campus to talk about the landmark Supreme Court case of Brown v. Board of Education.
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They're multiplying.
Marilyn Manno will man the
Starting next week with our female side of all things sex with her
Valentine's Day theme issue; we'll be first stint as a love columnist since
debuting not one but two sex and The Independent Journal.
.
love columns. For the first time in
But that's next week. In this issue,
indie hi~tory, a male voice gets to be we have a few trade-offs: a cQuple of
heard talking about something other early "Worst Film of the Year" candithan films, music, video .games, the dates chill next to some essential
Internet and anything else in the pan-· DVD releases, while Neva Dinova
. theon of dorkdom.
.
rocks· us and Sage Francis disapRead next week and you might point~ us.
actually l~arn something.
- JOHN THOMASON
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You have to say,-he
makes a good point
-

Director Spike Lee is on
campus to talk about the
Brown v. Board case
MIKE FERRARO
Staff Writer

H

ey Spike lee fans, guess what?
·
Spike is making an appearance on
campus this corning week This
should reajly attract any fan of the cinema
world, especially when gne looks at his
extensive resume. Love him or hate~ he
is one of filmmaking's most unique gems,
and it would be a shame to miss him.
One of the best films of the past 25 years
is no doubt Spike Lee's Do the Right Thing.
The film was nominated for only two Academy Awards that year, including Original
Screenplay, for which it was shafted by
Dead Poets Society. Sure that is only one of
the hundreds of shafts that Oscar is responsible for, but this one is perhaps one of the
hardest to get over. .
In 1992, Spike Lee fought ferociously
with Warner Bros. to direct MalcolmX. The
budget they offered was so miniscule, Lee
went on Oprah and pleaded for financial
help from celebrities, and many were happy
to oblige. The film is one of his best, and
helped Denzel Washington get his first Best
Actor nomination. The film did not get a
picture nomination or even one for direction, yet Gladiator and Chicago somehow
received nominations (even wins for some)
for both categories. There truly isn't any justice in the Academy world
That doesn't seem to bother Spike,

· though. He puts out film5 more frequently
than a lot of directors and he doesn't appear
to be running out of things to say. · .
-With 25th Hour, he became one of first
ttlrnrnakers io tackle life in New York after
Sept 11. Not only were the characters in the
film dealing with the tragedy, but the audience was also Still coping, making the film
that much more cathartic.
Las~ year, Spike Lee released perhaps his
.most misunderstood film, She Hate Me.
Critics and the-few audience members that
saw it, pretty mucli ripped it a,part limb from
limb. Was that necessary? The film does
have flaws but it's better to sit through a
movie like She Hate Me, so passionate and
full of ideals, than a bad Hollywood movie
th?t has too much computer-generated crap
or an army of talking Superbabies.
The film did have Q-Tip (of A Tribe
Called Qµest fame), an Enron-like scandal,
lesbians being impregnated,. stabs· at Bush·
and even some leftover Watergate talk. You
don't see this kind of stuff in the new M.
Night flick now, do you?At least Spike isn't
remaking anything or .continuing already
terrible action franchises.
The greatness of Spike Lee is measured
· by the fact that he still makes movies like ·
She Hate Me and Bamboozled That is proof
enough that he isn't about to lay down to
Hollywood standards. We need more writers and directors like him to break up the
monotony of Hollywood.Let's just hope he
never decides to sfow down.
So at 7 p.m. on Feb. 8 in the Pegasus Ballroom in the UCF Student Union, do what
Larry Fishburne says and ''Wake _p.p!" Spike
Lee is speaking and no matter what he says,
it will definitely be worth your attention.
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Spike Lee's coming to campus to talk about the landmark Supreme Court case of Brown v. Board of Education.
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They're multipl~g.
Starting next week with our
Valentine's Day theme issue; we'll be
debuting not-one but two sex and
love columns. For the first time in
indie hi~tory, a male voice gets to be
heard talking about something other ·
than films, music, video .games, the
Internet and anything else in the pan:-·
. ·theon of dorkdom.
Read next week and you might
actually learn something.

•

. Marilyn Manno will man the
female side of all things sex with her
first stint as a love columnist since

The Independent Journal.
But that's next week In this issue,
we have a few trade-offs: a couple of
early "Worst Film of the Year" candidates chill next to some essential
DVD releases, while Neva Dinova
rocks· us and Sage Francis disapJ'Oint~ US.

- JOHN THOMASON
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Chris McCarty Band, Matt Mackelcan,
Arthur Woodale (rock}
Feb. 3, 8 p.m., $5-$7
The Social
, 54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Feb.3, 9 p.m., $6
Will's Pub
1850 N.Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Feb. 5, 10 p.m:, $7
Will's Pub, 1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Feb. 3, 9 p.m., $2
Hard Rock Live . ·
CityWalk at Universal Orlando
407-351-5483

SNOOP DOGG
5-n-double-o-p to the D-o--double-g. Back when
Snoop Dogg was still rapping with Dr. Dre on "Gin and
Juice," back when he was still in the LBC, we never
knew that in the 21st century he would continue to
entertain both with mu.sic and movies. From his most
recent club favorite,"Drop It Like It's Hot" to his latest hit
"Let's Get Blown," Snoop has convinced us of his lasting
superstardom. At 7 p.m. today, Snoop will hold a concert
at Downtown Disney's House of Blues in Lake Buena
Vista. This time, he will not be pairing up with sound
producer favorite Pharrell Williams, but will be
collaborating with Chingy ("Right Thurr,""Balla Baby"),
and special guest Slim Thug ("Like ABoss"). Prices range
from $52.50 to $1.10.00.

21+ ID Required
WEDNESDAYS

Open Mic Nlulit
whhRamez

THURSDAYS

·1araoke

SUNDAY

Blues Jam, 4- 8 p.m.

Dave Matthews Tribute Band (rock}
Feb. 5, 8 p.m., $8 ,
The Social54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Blue Collar Addict, Furious! (metal}
Feb.4, 9 p.m., $5
AKA Lounge
68 E.Pine St.
407-839-3707

Voodoo Hodown (rock}
· Feb.5,7p.m.,$2
Chapters on Park
358 N. Park Ave.
407-644-2880

The Hint, After It's Over (indie}
Feb. 4, 7 p:m., $8
0-ZoneCds
1002W.Hwy436 .
407-862-1002

Eddie Money, Twiste~ Sister, Robin
Zander, Michael Bolton, Loverboy, Brian
Johnson,--Oickey Betts, Chuck Negron
Feb.5,5 p.m.,$39.95-$59.75
·Universal Studios at Universal Orlando
1000 Universal Studios Plaz
407-363-8000

Casiopeia (electronic}
Feb.4, 9:30 p.m., $3
Natura ·coffe~ and Tea
12078 Collegiate Way
407-482-5000

Lem, 69 Fingers, The Addie1ions (rock}

Eye Cue, C-Style, Brova Brotha, T-Rexx,
Blood Bros.(hip-hop}
Feb.4, 10 p.m., $6-$8 ·
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Feb. 5, 10 p.m., free
Calico Jack's UCF
11726 E. Colonial Drive
407-249-2526

Reliant K(rock}

Luke Bailey &The Bondsmen, Tony
Macaluso &The Procrastinators (rock}

Willie Nelson (country}
Feb. 6, 2 p.m., $36-$56
Hard Rock Live, CityWalk at Universal Orland.9
407-351-5483

Faun Fables, Sunny, MeccaNISM (rock}
·

Ryan Cabrera, Aslyn, Kyle Riabko (rock}

Feb. 8, 6 p.m., $12
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Strike Anywhere, The Unseen, The Loved
· Ones, Knup (punk}
Feb. 6, 7 p.m., $10
Th~ Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Graham Colton (rock}
Feb. 7, 8 p.m., $8
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

FRIDAY

FriUZZWiki
1oom-c1ose

------ $3 cover--SATURDAY

. · Rouerlee
1opm-c1ose
-J

Audiophile, Kabang (rock}
Feb. 8, 9 p.m., $6
Hard Rock Live
CityWalk at ~niversal Orlando
407-351-5483

Big Ten-4, Hindu CowboJs, Soappbox
Groove (various}

----no cover--SMOKERS WELCOME
CLASS A PLACE

401-211-1665

12727 East Colonial Drive• Orlando, Florida

(At 408 & E. Colonial)

Feb. 8, 7 p.m., free Lulu's Bait Shack
9101 International Drive
407-351~9595

Feb. 8, 5 p.m., $5
Wall Street Plaza ·
Wall and Court Streets
507-849-9904

Feb.6, 10 p.m., $5
Back Booth
37.W. Pine St.
407-999-2570

Feb. 4, 9.p.m., free
Holly and Dolly's
500 E.SR 436
407-834-0069

AnBerlin, lhe Kick, Forever Changed,
Fireflight (rock}

Us, Machine Drum (various}

The Evidents, The Inside (rock}

69 Fingers, Union Made, Power
Movement Project {rock}

Feb. 7, 6 p.m., $5
Will'sPub ·
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Skinny McGee and His Mayhem Makers,
Riverbottom Nightmare Band
(Americana}

Feb.5, 10p.m.,$4
The Peacock Room_
1321 N. Mills Ave.
407-228-0048

Feb.4, 10p.m.,$5
Copper Rocket Pub
l 06 Lake Ave.
407-645-0069

School of Rock (rock} .

Feb. 5, 6 p.m., $13-$15
The Social Pavilion
10 W. Washington St.
407-246-1419

··

Les Dudek (rock}

Feb.4,6:30 p.m., $19.50-$21.50
, House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Feb.5, lOp.m.,$5
Copper Rocket Pub, 106 Lake Ave.
407-645-0069

The Legendary J.C.'s (rock}

Kynda (rock}

Feb. 4, 9 p.m., $8
Will's Pub
1850 N.Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Feb.5, 7 p.m., $17.50-$20
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side ·
407-934-2583

Raw(rock}

Southern Bitch, Holidaysburg (rock}

Feb. 4, 10 p.m., $4
The Peacock Room
1321 N.Mills Ave.
407-228-0048

Bright Eyes, Jesse Sykes &The Sweet
Hereafter, Neva Dinova (rock}

Rory, This Day & Age (indie}
Feb. 9, 8 p.m., $8
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
40n46-1419 -

ART
CAA/OCAL Art Show (opening reception}
Feb. 4, 6 p.m. to 8 p.m., free
. Osceola Center for the Arts
2411 E.Hwy.192
407-846-6257

Ceramic Sculpture of a Very Large Scale
(opening reception}
Feb. 4, 6 p.m. to 8 p.m., free
Millenia Gallery
4190 Millenia Blvd.
407-425-5379

Paul Rosenberger (artist reception}
Feb. 4, 6 p.m. to 8 p.m., free
Osceola Center for the Arts ·
2411 E.Hwy.192
407-846-6257

SUNDAY· FEBRUARY 61H
JAl·ALAI BEGINS NOON
(DOORS OPEN J1:OOAMJ
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Knightcast serves up fresh Fruit Cocktail

ParkAve .ens Jr.: Top 25 for
the week of Jan. 23-29
1. Bright Eyes

I'm Wide Awake, ~t's Morning

2.TheGame

Documentary

3. Bright Eyes

Digit~I Ash in a Digital Urn

4. Plain White T's
All That We Need

5.Ani Difranco
Knuckle Down

6....And You Will Know Us by the Trail of Dead
Worlds Apart

~

·

7.John Legend
Get Lifted

8. Soundtrack
The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou

9.Killers
Hot Fuss

10. Ben Folds
SuperD

MARILYN MANNO /TH~ INDIE

Will Erdmann and Emily Hughart make up the devious duo of Fruit Cocktail, an adult-themed Knightcast show that uses its lack of Internet censorship to push the radio envelope.

11. Kenny Chesney
Be As You Are

12. Ludacris
Red Li9ht District

Hilarious UCF twosome
transcend sexuality on radio

13.Mario

MARILYN MANNO

Turning Point

Staff Writer

66 It's gay-operated," said Emily Hughart

14.LilJon
Crunk Juice

15.Jimmy Eat World
Futures

16. Straylight Run
Straylight Run

17. Green Day
American Idiot

18. Fall Out Boy

.

"It's not a gay show;" The 22-year-old
UCF senior and English major is one
half of a Fruit Cocktail,· Knightcast's newly
popular variety show that broadcasts over the
Internet from IO p.m. to 12 a.m. Tuesday nights.
Last Tuesday at 9:45 p.m., Hughart sat in
the Knightcast studio joined by her partner-inradio Will Erdmann, 22, making no preparations for their show, which is done entirely offthe-cufE
.

'We prank call people," said Erdmann, who
answers only to his nickname "Sonic." .T he
Interpersonal Communications major is
clearly the comic relief on a show that allows
· a much.more adult brand of humor than you
would find on most radio stations. And since
the student-iun Knightcast is a station that
broadcasts .solely from the Internet, the rules
on curse words and politically-incorrect lingo
are a bit more relaxed.
''Are you -gonna do Arthur-the-retard
tonight?'' asked Hughart, referring to one of
Erdmanp.'s skits, in which he prank-citlls randomly selected Blockbuster Videos and pretends to be a mentally handicapped man trying to find a particular film to rent
"Of course," said Erdmann, who was
already responding to instant messages from

listeners on their in;.studio computer. In the
skit, which has become a favorite among their
listeners, Erdmann describes a movie to an
unfortunate Blockbuster employee who desperately tries to gµ.ess which one he is referring to.
"Sonic can't be in the room when he does
it," said Hughart, as she giggled and glanced at
Erdmann. "I laugh so hard that I give it away,
so he has to take the phone outside:'
The UCF seniors, who are only a few short
classes. from graduation, have been friends
since they met, according to Erdmann, "at a
huge gay party:,
'We met through the GLBSU as most of
'us' do;' said Hughart The UCF Gay, Lesbian,

1

- PLEASE SEE

DJ ON i7

Take This: Director's Cut

19. Frankenreiter/JohnsonG. Love
Some Live ·songs

20.T.I.

Another round of wise-ass Grammy predictions

22.Nas

Breaking down Record of
the Year and Song of the
year - they are different

23.Mae

Staff Writer

Urban Legend

21.Jay-1/Linkin Park
Collision Course
Street's Discipline
Destination: B-Sides

· 24. Ditty Bops
Ditty Bops

25. Various Artists

Take Action 4

MICHAEL LAWRENCE
ast week we ~overe~ Best Vi.deo and
Best New Artist. This week, it's Song
of the. Year, which honors the songwriters (not the performei;s), and Record 9f
the Year, which awards the best single on all
aspects. Next week will close with Best
Male, Best Female and Album of the Year.

L

..

-------------..___;,.-~, ~

Record of the Year

if the stance you're .taking proves to be the
"Lefs Get It Started," The Black Eyed successful one. An-anti-Bush song in a year
·Peas: Ugh. As a way of not offending a group that Bush won feels defeating and pitiful.
"Heaven," Los.Lonely Boys: A song about
of people who wouldn't even know how to
be offended, The Black Eyed Peas took the religion that isn't very religious and was able ·
song "Let's Get Retarded" from their album to cross over. It's a ·magnificent achieveElephunk and changed it to the .friendlier ment, but one which will be overlooked
. "Let's Get It Started.,, There's only ·o ne way
''Yeah!," Usher featuring Lil Jon and
Ludacris: How long was this song No. 1 the
to describe that: retarded
"Here We Go Ag3in," Ray Charles and Top 40? Ten weeks? Thirteen? No matter
Norah Jones: Voters tend to tie success into how dumb the song actually was, it proved
this category, and although Charles has had · to be a massive hit and a brilliant career
-a resurgence in popularity because of his move for all involved
· biopic and death, the single didn't get riiuch
Prediction: Grammy voters will say.
play or chart status outside of its little niche.
'~erican Idiot,', Green Day: Political
songs ca..~ be effective and win, but it helps
PLEASE SEE EXPECT ON i7

..

SAGE FRANCIS
AHealthy Distrust
Genre: ~p-hop
Label: Epitaph
.Release date: Feb. 8

•

NEVADINOVA
The Hate YourselfChange
Genre: indie rock
label: Sidecho
Release date: Feb~B

ERASURE
Nightbird
Genre: synth-pop
Label: Mute
Release date: Jan. 25

There are a few things that make a good
hiir,hop record: passion, an intelligent emcee
and beat.s provided by some of the best upand-coming producers. A sample or two
from the Godfather of Soul doesn't hurt
either. Yet, even though white Rhode Island
native Sage Francis provides all of these
things in his new album, A Healthy Distrust,
he lacks the most important component: creativity.
.
A Healthy Distrust is released on premiere punk provider Epitaph, with the label
allowing its punk rock followers to branch
out to hip-hop. Francis does share several
ideals with the more traditional Epitaph
alumni, such as a healthy distrust of our current right-wing government, and he attacks
with a ferocity that ev~n Fat Mike could
appreciate.
However, the label could have found a
better emcee to represent its new advances
in musical diversity. Though his rhymes are

quite skilled, his songs don't seem to carry a
single idea - they're more a string of similar
themes usually connected to a one-line hook.
Despite the fact that he is proclaimed a
genius by many and has even created a valuable amount of street credibility, winning
several big-name rap battles, it doesn't
change the fact that he isn't putting out an
album with worthwhile songs. The beats and
accompaniment, produced by . Danger
Mouse and others, create a dark and bleak
canvas for his words, very similar to one of
his Caucasian contemporaries and obvious ·
influences, Eminem.
Yet most of the beats, with a few exceptions such as the breakdown on "Crumble,"
are unimaginative and repetitive. Spread all .
over the album are old tricks such as the
over-use of piano or distorted electric guitar
to set the mood, all of which have been done
by the real Slim Shady and others countless
times before.

The album opens simplistically, with
The best way to fully appreciate the
new full-length album, The Hate Yourself an acoustic guitar and Bellows' voice setChange, from Omaha, Neb.'s Neva Dinova ting the stage for what is to come with the
is to first f J.!ld someone you care about line, "He wears his hat o'er his eyes I And
and have them list all the qualities they he's trying to keep it on I Says he's sick of
can think of that they find wrong with living his life I And he's tired of being
you. Then find a quiet spot and hit play.
alone." What follows is a record rich in
What will find your ears is 11 songs of . metaphor, equal parts sad about the presself-introspection, 11 songs about the ent arid hopeful for the future, each track
longing in all of us to be something better expanding upon the previous one while at
than we are, and ·n songs twanged with the same time hinting at what is around
alt-country sadness, mixed with melodies the corner.
that seem born in the heyday of the 1990s
· Never is this more apparent than on
alternative scene that will appeal to even the centerpiece to the album, the somber
the most dedicated Ryan Adams fan.
"Can't Wait to See You," which would
What singer Jake Bellows does here is seem right at home on a 1990s mixtape
take all his flaws and sadness, as well as all sandwiched between Mazzy Star and The
his hope for the future, and craft a bril- Cranberries. Next to the up-tempo Midliantly written album that seems to play -western rock of ''A Picture in My Pocket,"
on for well after its 39 minutes.
the two songs mirror each other beauti-

The British duo is back with the requi-.
site squiggles, bleeps and bloops needed to .
make a good synthpop album. Relying
heavily on the Casio keyboard and a collection of generic endearments (everything
from, "Gonna treat you like an angel," to
"What we need is all around us"), Nightbird also features a more somber tone than
the previous Erasure albums. Although .a
buoyant skittering cadence opens ''All This
Time Still Falling Out Of Love," a closer listen to ·the lyrics reveal a sense of despair as
vocajists Andy Bell and Vince Clarke
lament, "'Tis a social disease when I cry."
However, this is by no means a dark
album. "I'll Be There" features both a driv-·
ing up-tempo rhythm and the passionately
hopeful lyric, "The light that we share
gonna light up the sky."
· The head-bobbing melodies make
Nightbird a great album for either driving
around on a sunny afternoon or picking out
khakis at The Gap.

•

fully, bo.th focusing on the classic comingof-age theme of leaving the town where
we were raised. The former documents
the social affects of such a move, while the
latter centers on the personal affects, both
with image inducing lyrics that flow like
the pages of Kerouac.
By the time the chorus fades on "I've
Got a Feeling," marking the end of The
Hate Yourself Change, Bellows has successfully taken the listener on a turbulent
ride through the ups and downs of the
human spirit. And as it is with all great
songwriters, from Woody Guthrie to Bob
Dylan, you can>t help but find a piece of
yourself at every stop along the way.
Catch Neva Dinova on_Saturday with
Bright Eyes and Jesse Sykes & The Sweet
Hereafter at the House ofBlues.
- CHRIS BOWERS

For the most part, and at its best, Boom
Bip's Blue Eyed in the Red Room is pastoral
..electronic music in the vein of Boards of
Canada. Mild electro-tinged hip-hop beats
are overlaid with warm, chiming synths
playing slowly unfolding melodies. It lacks
the refined aesthetic perfection of Boards
of Canada, sure, or the icily austere experimentalism of early Autechre, but it's genuinely pretty; a perfectly serviceable, if
Blue Eyes in the Red Room inessential, soundtrack for an afternoon
Genre: electronic reverie.
The only problems arise when Boom
Label: Lex
Bip
tries to expand his palette. "Do's and
Release date: Feb. 8
Don't's," for example, goes sequentially
through chanting, jazzy finger-snapping, a
circus-like melody and an electric bass
part straight out of The Pixies to no discernable purpose. "The Matter (Of Our
Discussion)" is basically a female-sung
ambient ballad, and while not totally terrible, would've been better left off the
..record.

BOOM BIP

-JAIME JOSHI

•

He promises an ''utter and absolute obligation to never do anything bad, ever" at the
end of "Product Placement:' However, this
album, regardless of the potential contained
in his previous album, 2002's Personal Journals, fails to live up to that promise. The sixth
track, the very amusing ''Voice Mail Bomb
Threat," contains a voicemail message from
a very angry rival emcee put to very peppy
music reminiscent of a Bing Crosby Chrislmas Special. The speaker tells Sage that,
."[his] s*** was cooL but now it's not." Unfor- ·
tunately for Sage, who featured this on his
album as a joke, most would agree with the
ranting - especially since after this track the
album begins to fall off ever more over the
-next nine songs. Another joke within the
album is a prank call where Sage asks, "Is this
a lollypop factory?" If you pick up this album
you'll be the brunt of the joke's punchline:
"... Because ya'll a bunch of suckas:'
- JOHN WAGNER

-BRYAN COX

•

Expect Grammy voters to go west

Kanye West, for "Jesus Walks"
~

FROM i5

"The Reason," Daniel Estrin and Douglas Robb: A r:o.c k band does ~ complete
''yeah" to the lucrative and catchy ''Yeah!" 360 and wears its heart on its sleeve by
Sometimes it's best to go with popular singing a "stick upon your lighters" forconsensus.
mulaic love song. If we were still in the
1980s, this would win hands down.
Song of the Year
"Live ·Like You Were Dying," Tim
"Daughters," John Mayer: A lovely lit- Nichols and Craig Wiseman: A country
tle ditty with a catchy and well-written artist breaks out of his genre, sings a perchorus. If we were still in the 1960s, this sonal song he didn't write and has a
would win hands down.
,
crossover smash that saturates the light
"If I Ain't Got You," Alicia Keys: A FM stations of the world. If we were still
strong female confidently singing a bal- _ in the 1990s, this would win hands ·down.
lad with style and grace. If we were in the
"Jesus -Walks," C. Smith and Kanye
1970s, this would win hands down.
West: Wlfh a ~cal beat that harkens

back to spiritual hymns of ·slaves, this song
aQ.out choosing spirituality over popular
. opinion may be considered controversial,
but really it's an anthem fo~ the Bush times.

Prediction: "They say you can rap

about anything except for Jesus," West
angrily says in "Jesus Walks." He'll get the
award just to be proven wrong and because
he's the golden child of this ·year's awards.
And this category is the one -that can legitimize solfieone as a. serious musician

DJ: Intolerance is unavoidable
FROM

i5
.

and Bisexual Student Union being, ''where
the homos collect," according to Erdmann.
They both admit, however, that the
show is not affiliated with the GI.BSD in
anyway. "This is just us, this is our show,;'
said Erdmann.
.
"Us reaching out to the people," said
Hughart jokingly as she signaled to her
partner that they were about to go on the

air.

·.

The show begins and within a few minutes the phone rings.
"Fruit cocktail," chimes Erdmann. A
man on the other end mumbles something
inaudible and bangs up.
''Was that -Jethro?" Erdmann .laughed
into the microphone as he hung up the
phone. "Jethro, we love you!"
"For those of you who don't know, last
semester we had this recurring caller that
um ... did not take our humor lightly,"
explained Hughart to her listeners while
trying hard not to laugh. "He called us .
threatening our lives and the lives of our listeners, despite the fact that I would say a
good 60 percent of you are straight''
The music started to play, and both DJs
shut off their mies.
''When he first started calling, he and his
.
. friends would threaten our lives and tell us
that they were gonna come shoot us while
we were sleeping," said Erdmann with a
half-hearted chuckle. ''We laughed it off on
the air, but we got freaked out a couple
times:'
.
·The .anonymous caller, nick-named
Jethro by the radio duo, is representative of
one of the reasons they started Fruit Cocktail.
.
.
"They're out there," said Erdmann, .
referring to all of the people,. like Jethro,
· who. are violently intolerant to the gay
lifestyle. ''We tolerate him, and we actually
.
look forward to him calling:'
· "It shows people that these kinds ofpeople do e(cist,'' added Hughart. "People who
are straight will email us and say 'I never
knew you guys had to go ~ough this kind
I

. t}

of stuff':'
''We could have done any kind of shoW," .
said Hughart as her eyes grew serious
behind her glasses. She maintains that
while their sexualities are not the focus of
the show, they are used in a way to touch
upon certain issues that, in their eyes,
haven't gotten enough publicity. And even
though most of the show is fun and game~
it has become an important mouthpiece for
issues in the Orlando gay community issues like Disney's refusal to recognize·the
annual '-'Gay Days" as a real event
The gay holiday that brings in approximately 100,000 people from all over· the
country and millions o( dollars in revenue ·
to the park each June is not promoted by
Disney in any way. According to Hughart,
however, there's been a recent development in regards to this issue.
''Univ~rsal has come to the Gay Days
committee," said Hughart with an optimistic smile. "They promise banners and
·flags and promos ..."
'~d a red carpet down the middle,"
joked Erdmann in a sarcastic tone.
Socially relevant issues aside, the show ·
continued with Arthur the Retard making
his much-anticipated appearance that left
an employee o{ the Winter Park Blockbuster confused but correct in his guess ·
that Arthur was loo.king for the film The

~ Orltiildo InterJUl

Guitar
Music

per day
dreds of Dealers

Other Sister.

There was also ''ll at n:' which is ll questions that Erdmann and Hughart promise
to answer honestly at ll p.m. The questions
range from anything to .their favorite
movies to what a gay person on campus
and in the closet should do, and come from
what has become an army ofloyal listeners. .
Since its first show at the beginning of the
fall semester, Fruit Cocktail- has been
dubbed "Must-see 1V'' by Knightcast station mariager Nick Markovich, and has listeners responding_from as far away as
Maryland and Boston. ·
''We're out there for everyone to listen
to," said Erdmann as· the show began to
wind down. "It's gay-operated but it's for
everyone gay or straight; even Jethro."

Friday, 12-7 PM .
Saturday, ·101-\M - 6. PM
~unday, 10.AM -4 PM

REGISTER FOR
. FREE
VINTAGE GUITAR

ONE WEEKEND ONLY!
D
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Forget demos; get the
full versions for free
The Internet brings free - and ·,
legal - video games right to you
IVANVELEZ
Staff Writer

ame demos and shareware have been
around longer than a lot of gamers
have, but in today's age of broadband
connections and warez (pirated software such as video games); the attractiveness of demo-ing a game seems to have
dropped significantly. Some question the
point of game demos when illegally downloading full games is so much easier albeit riskier.
Fortunately, some publishers and developers have adapted to this trend rather than
Thanks to the magic of the Internet,
firmly standing by the sinking ship of obsoyou can play with things like this in
lete ganre demos. In preparation for the
Anarchy Online.
launch of a new game sequel, these companies have taken a different approach in letting gamers build hype. Rather than releasing an extremely crippled version of the
new game under the guise of "demo," these
companies release-the previous entries in whelming amount of interested gamers
the series for free - the entire games.'
· quickly gobbled up all the available CD keys.
Luckily, the offer for the original Tribes still
Grand Theft Auto
remains.
Don't let yourself miss out on one of the
Wild Metal
games that literally changed the landscape
Grand Theft Auto 2
of multiplayer shooters. .
http://www.rockstargames.com/dassics
Rockstar currently offers three free full ·
games on their "Rockstar. Classics" page. Anarchy Online
Whether or not Wild Metal qualifies as clas- http://www.anarchy-online.com
sic is debatable, but no one can deny the
There's always been a great divide with
impact the Grand Theft Auto series has gamers over paying monthly subscriptions
made in recent years.
·
for massively multiplayer online games.
Gamers can now revisit the humble Combine a monthly investment along with
beginnings of the GTA juggernaut - before deliberately slow-paced game progression
Samuel L. Jackson, before Michael Jackson and some gamers stand adamantly against
- before Rockstar had a budget. The grass- such money vacuums.
roots graphics and audio may not be as
But what holds these gamers back if they
impressive by today's standards, but the can play such a game for free?
gameplay has remained surprisingly similar.
Anarchy Online currently offers anyone
capable of downloading 800+ megs the
Starsiege: Tribes
• opportunity to play online with thousands
http://www.fileplanet.com/promotions/tribes . of other players for free until Jan. 15, 2006.
'Before Unreal Tournament 2004 .a nd even Potential players have the opportunity to
before Halo, Tribes was the true granddaddy become part of one of the first MMORPGs
of sci-fi team-based combat - and it includ- that broke the mold of Tolkien-esque fantaed vehicles. Started originally as a spin-off to sy worlds of knights and dragons. Anarchy's
the mech-combat Starsiege series, Tribes futuristic, sci-fi world Rubi-Ka ditches
took the epic .scope of outdoor battlefields magic and hairy-footed hobbits in favor of
and added the frenetic gameplay of first- nanotechnology and the bulky, pro, person shooters. What resulted was one of wrestler-like Atrox.
the most overlooked yet significant multiAnd if you find yourself enjoying Anarplayer games ever.
chy Online, you can purchase additional
Vivendi Universal Games had also origi- content via expansion packs for a low
nally offered Tribes 2 for free but the over- monthly cost.

G
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COURTESY ANARCHY ONLINE
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Sticking tQ .your political. .
guns, one-bumper at a time

The indie now has full access to the Future's archives, so each week
we're bringing you an old editorial cartoon.· Check out this one from
Feb. 2, 1993. This is aJ.1: the Superbowl coverage you're getting from us.
Sorry, but Sports nlustrated we ain't.

well? Mayeux provides her insight on the Bush
side of the sticker s,itUation. "I don't personally
think that [people are arrogant] when I see the
stickers, but I could see how people. could see
that," she said. "I think people do it out of a little bit
RICKY SURILLO
of gloating, a little bit of prjde and a little bit oflaziStaff Writer
ness to take it off."
For instance, some students just haven't gott~n
t's been nearly three months sin.c_e the presi- - around to taking it off and don'f see a reason to,
dential election, and by now most people are like junior Josh Carroll. '~I'm too lazy to take it off,"
sick of talking.about it. Bush was just inaugu-. .he said. "I like Bush, and I don't feel like scrubbing
rated for his second term, and while 60 million the adhesive off of the glass."
Americans are cheering him on, 51 million are turnZietz looks at it as more of a support issue
ing the other cheek. Though the ·m edia attention rather _than a gloating issue. "Why should [Bush
over the matter has died down significantly, there supporters] be any less entitled than I am to disis still one way to get the message across no matter play their. support? But they need to accept that the
which side yoh supported - political stickers.
Democrats aren't going to -crawl into a hole and
They were everywhere up until Election Day hide for four-years, and the Kerry supporters need
and then just disappeared for the most part. Seems to accept that, this time, we lost, and those who got
logical enough - show support until your eandi- what they wanted have every right to proudly cpsdate wins or loses. for some out there though, just play it."
.
because it was "over" didn't give cause to remove · Pride can come in many forms and -can someany certain sticker from their car. Junior Lauren times even turn to hatred for the opposing side. In
Mayeux kept her Bush sticker on until just recent- .this case, ripping a John Kerry sticker off a car to
ly.
'
the point where it only says "joh" is the situation
"I didn't want to be one of those people who that Zietz experienced.
_
keeps their stickers on for_years, but I didµ't want
"Had it not been ripped off, 1 would have just
to take it off immediately after the election," she kept it on at least until I got a 'Don't Blame Me, I
~aid. "So I thought showing niy support up to the
voted for Kerry' sticker," she said. "I mean: once in
inauguration woµld be good."
a while I see cars that still have Gore/Lieberman
Mayeltx may have kept her sticker on to show stickers on, and I think that's awesome. But since
support, but that didn't mean Kerry supporters - it's basically gone anyway, I'll take it off when I get
couldn't do the same .despite the outcome. Junior arotind to it. It looks stupid, but I pon't get embarJessica Zietz still has ber Kerry sticker on her car.
rassed too easily:'
,
"I'm proud of my political affiliation and the
Avoiding rap.dom acts of vandalism, no matter
candidate I supported, and I'm not ashamed to be a how big or small, are something both sides can
Democrat just because we lost this time," she said. agree on. "They're jlist stickers, I don't know why
There are students on both sides who have kept · they cause people to get so mad," said Mayeux.
their stickers and do it to prove that just because "I've seen and heard about it on both sides, and I've
it's over, it doesn't mean their feelings have heard of people's cars being keyed too:'
changed. Junior Kathlee!_l Mcinnis kept her Kerry
Carroll agrees with Mayeux and adds, "It's pretsticker on for two reasons: "John Kerry is. still ty immature, [you] might as well get over it."
doing things that I politically agree with, and it's a
Mcinnis has a similar view. "I don't think it's
way of being anti-Bush without being obnoxious right; I mean it can be funny but when you get right
- about it, like those 'F*** Bush' stickers. I may not down to it, it's wrong. I would be upset if someone
like_Bush, but there is no need to be ridiculous ripped my Kerry sticker off, _so I wouldn't rip off
about it."
anyone's Bush ~cker. Treat others how you want
· Was it arrogant for Bush supporters to keep to be treated and what not."
their·stickers on their cars, and should Kerry sup~ Zietz offers her own view on the culprits:
porters accept the loss and take their stickers off as "Some people are dicks, plain and simple."

Students show support
long alter Election Day

I

Just because
Bush was
inaugurated for .
a second term
doesn't mean
dissenters aren't
still dissenting
·on their
bumpers. Here's
an example.
What came first,
the Bush-bash or
the Radiohead
title?

•
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The great banyon tree at (ypress Garderis survived the three
hurricanes from last year and now greets newcomers to the
revamped,'adventure
park,' now. with rides.
I

.
F

or 67 years, Cypress Gardens dazzled visitors from around the globe. The park's lush gardens,
Sout_hern belles art~ water-skiers pecame ~ymbols of Florida fun and helped to define the state. as a
_ tourist mecca. Stones and photos by Matt Hedgecock.

'

\

Then, on April 10, 2003, the granddaddy of
· Florida amusement closed its gates. The .
water-skiers and belles packed up their skis ·
and gowns and the gardens came under the
eyes of hungry land developers. Fans of the
old park feared the end was nigh.
However, thanks to the. intervention of
Georgia entrepreneur Kent Buescher,-the filstoric attraction has received a newlease on
life. Boasting a:·$50 million upgrade, 38 new
rides and a slight ~e change, Cypress Gardens Adventure Park is open for business
again -: but are the upgrades enough to keep
crowds coming?
Upon entering the park it becomes apparent that for everything that has changed, just
as much has stayed the same. The main drag
of food and shops are the charming-buildings
from the old park, albeit with new offerings of ·
food and merchandise. The beautiful landscaping - a quality synon~ous with the
park itself - is ever present, as is the beautiful view of Lake Eloise.
A handful of classic rides and attractions
survived the transition The Sunshine Sky
Adventure, a tower that rises 16 stories into
the air and rotates 360 ·degrees, is one of the
only rides to make the cut - though it wa5_the
only exceptional ride the old park had Other
attractions, like the gorgeous Wmgs of Wonder butterfly garden and the intricately
detailed model train diorama, still marvel
Of course, it wouldn't be Cypress Gardens
without the garden5. Fans of flora could very
well spend hours exploring the flourishing
-habitat rich - with orchids, camellias and
chrysantJiemums.
Several flooded paths and felled cypress.
trees serve as _reminders of last year's-hurricanes, which delayed the park's opening by·
several months. Fortunately, the gardens have
lost none of their beauty. Trademark garden
. pieces like the gargantuan banyan tree sur- vived with little damage.
· But enough about the .old:._ what's new?
Most obvious are the new rides added by
Buescher to help liven up the park's image.
'Among them are four rollercoasteis, a water- .
raft ride, a drop tower and a ferris wheel.
Theme park mainstays like buinper cars and a
merry--go-round fill out the rest of the assortment.
'
·
All of the rides are fun, particularly the
rollercoasters, but upon viewing them, one
word comes to mind .:.___ small. Some of the
rides seem to be miniaturized versions of
those found at larger, bigger-budget theme
parks. Others are only a step or two -above
what one might (md at a traveling carnival
(though·these are undoubtedly safer).
This is not to say that the rides are bad.
Bowever, tourists coming fresh froin parks
like Islands of Adventure with its roaring,,
soaring rollercoasters and 3-D hologram tech-

-
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Cypress Gardens success analysis
Cypress Gardens is open again·_:_ but
will it stay that way?
· .,
Some industry analysts have questioned
the new park~ ability to draw enough crowds
to survive. Th~ park's extreme distance from
other major attractions is considered to be
· the cause of its past failure and the biggest
·obstacle to its future success.
"I think that had Cypress Gardens been
closer to central Florida - because it's so difJerent from any other tourist attraction - it
would have made it" said Dr. Abraham .
Pizam,dean of the Rosen College of
Hospitality Management.
''The poor guy [Buescher] has already
_suffered significant financi(;ll losses with the
-hurricanes and everything else, and llnfqrtunately it doesn't bode very well for him,''"
Pizamsaid.
.
Though exact attendance figures are not
available, park representativ~s have described
- attendance as"thrilling." Ajob fair was held
in early January to help add extra employees
to meet the greater-than-expected demand.
One factor that couldnelp the park is its
series of concerts, held at the new Star Haven
· Amphitheater. Parking facilities had to be
. expanded in January to help accommodate
the crowds.
·With more shows, animals and a sepa- '
rate water park coming this year,1ts safe tir~
say that park officials certainly see a bright
future for the revived attraction. Time will tell
_if their dedication will pay off ,
,.,,J

Rides:
Small but enjoyable. The Triple
· Hurricane rollercoaster is especfally fun.

B

Shows:
Energetic and entertaining.
The Ski Show Spectacular is not
to be missed.
_

MATT HEDGECOCK /THE INDIE

The inverted coaster Swamp Thing t~rills visitors to Cypress Gardens. It's one of 38 rides added to the recently reopened park.

nology may be disappointed by this somewhat quaint assortment of rides.
Other additions are several new shows, as
well as new versions ·of the-classic water-ski
and ice-skating shows. Again, the new shmys .
(a Wilsf West ~omedy show and a countrythemed magic show) are small in scale but
enthusiastically preformed and very funny.
The ski and ice shows are still not-to-bemissed classics.
Guests complimented the park on the
attractive environment and nattiral wonders.
. "I like it more as a botanical atmosphere~"
said Christine Gagne of Maitland. "Like that
big banyan tree - that was am~ing."
Others suggested that the new rides lacked
sufficient strength to draw return visits -

crucial to the park's success. - ·
"[The rides] aren'~ anythill.g special," said
An Marie Stewart, also of Maitland. "I wouldn't come here again fm: them" If should be noted that the park is not yet
complete. Upcoming attractions slated to be
completed by spring include a midway, three
new shows and a several animal habitats.
Cypress Gardens Adventure Park is a great
family-friendly park in every sense of the
word - clean, fun and affordable.
However, it's somewhat afflicted by this
status as well ·- the park is too sleepy for college students and other thrill-seekers.
Still, it's comforting to know that a piece of
Florida history has gotten a second chance to
entertain.

Food:
Average theme-park fare.
Good variety, average price, OK
taste.

(

Abnosphere:
The landscaping and gardens are immaculately tendei:I.

Service:
Abundant, generaily friendly staff. Knowledgeable and
helpful.

Overall:
The epitome of a family
amusement park. Clean, wholesome and enjoyable, but just a
little too dull for most people
18-35.
- MATI HEDGJ&OSK
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Don't Seek out

this lazy thriller

COURTESY 20TH CENTURY FOX

Above, Elizabeth Shue gives flowers to a freaky Dakota Fanning, and below it Robert De Niro is forced to answer Charlie's question "Can you see·now?" It's a pertinent query; he had to be somewhat blind to look at this script and agree to make the film.
\

_ Hackneyed technique,
well-worn horror cliches
mar this supernatural,
creepy-youngster movie
GINA S<ANLON
Staff Writer

I

1·

ts 2:06. Time to play Hide and Seek.
New formula. Take a film legend,
the current "in" Hollywood child who
can act, the basic writings of Sigmund
Freud and you get a trendy horror flick
David Galloway (Robert De Niro) and
his little girl Emily (Dakota Fanning) have
just moved into the blissfully quiet
upstate New York countryside after the
~th ofEmily's mother. ·soo~ after, Emily

befriends Charlie, an "entity'' unknown to
the audience that ·begins to perform evil
~
deeds.
After a checklist of tired horror cliches
like kitchen knives, bathtubs, big-breasted
blondes, shadowy hallways and creepy
little children with secrets, the writer
seemed to forget to add one thing: motive.
The biggest gap in this film's plot is the
fact that there seems to be no apparent
reason why these bad things are happening. Not to mention it takes an hour
before anything substantial does.
The one .who suffers continuously
throughout the film is little Emily. Her
experiences seem illogical. The fact that
the writer uses the childhood game, hide
anci seek, as this girl's way of trying to
cope with her surroundings is not only
disgusting, there's no reason behind its
wailnabe psychological sickness.

As far as the characters go, none really
The writer's idea of irony is also terribly cliched - the fact that David is a prac- matter except for the two leads. This is far
ticing psychologist who, in theory, ·should from De Niro's best performance, which
be able to help people with their prob- becomes less and less convincing until it.
lems but can't seem to decipher what's totally plummets in the end. However,
going on in his own daughter's psyche.
there are some amusing moments, thanks
The problem with thrillers like this is to Fanning, like when she comes out
that there seems to be a predetermined dressed like Lydia in Beetlejuice, set out
rhythm that the audience has been to ruin her father's evening. Nonetheless,
exposed to so often that we can all predict it isn't enough to sav~ the· film's endless
when the next scare is coming,_who's bordello of disappointments.
behind the closet door and who is going
The film fails to please up to the very
to ·be the killer's next victim. In recent end. The climax has so many poor The
films like this, there is also a noticeable Shining references that one almost pleads
trend of timing when the next dreaded for De Niro to yell, "Here's Charlie!"
incident should take place with a recurMy advic.e to filmmakers who spit out
ring clock shot. In this case, the time is these movies; give the audience more
2:06 a.m. It's almost like the director is cred~t next time. Don't rely on boring
trying to set a circadian ring in our heads. twists and cheap screams created by ·
Time to get scared. Talk about defeating ·sound effects to carry the story. _Rely on
the entire premise of surprise.
content.
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COURTESY WARNER BROTHERS

James Cagney plays Cody Jarrett in 1949's White Heat, here sitting across from Virginia Mayo.

Buy this gangster ·
box, ya filthy animal!
See 6 ~ollywood cl~sics iri a stellar set
MATT HEDGECOCK
Staff Writer

T

he American public has
always been fascinated
with gangsters, so it's no
surprise that films on the subject have been so popular for so long.
From Howard Hawks' Scarface
to Brian _DePalma's Scarface, the
mobster has held a prominent
placeas one of the silver screen's
most popular archetypes.
So, ill its continuing effort to
completely shame every other
studio's DVD release, Warner
Bros. has hauled out six classic
films from the golden age of the
Hollywood mobster. The Warner Gangsters Collection is a mustown set for anyone who considers themselves to be a serious
movie fan.

1

****•

LittleCaesar(1931)- FourStal'S
Edward G. Robinson stars as
Caesar Enrico Bandello ("Rico!
Little Caesar, that's who!") in the
film that would define the gangster genre and make Robinson a
major star.
The film helped establish the
archetypal ''American dream"
theme that would be present in

virtually every mobster film
after that. In truth, the film isn't
that exceptional.
However, Robinson's master. ful portrayal ·of the power-hungry gangster makes Little Caesar
-one of the screen's most memorable villains.

'*****

The Public Enemy (1931)

James Cagney made a strong
career out of playfug hard-nosed
hoodlums, starting in his breakout movie The Public Enemy
Cagney plays Tom Powers, a
violent, anioral baddie who isn't
above plugging his enemies or
shoving a grapefruit in his girlfriend's eye. Expertly directed by
William Wellman, The Public
Enemy remainS one of Cagney's
best films.

****•

The Petrified Forest (1936)

Before · he became Hollywood's most desired leading
man, Humphrey Bogart got his
start in the movies playing heavies in various crime pictures. •
Though he is, third-billed
PLEASE SEE

GET ON i15
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More Marty
for your money
MGM_finally releases New
York, New York on DVD
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer

The Martin Scorsese Film Collection

BOX OFFICE
U.S. movie revenues for Jan. 28-30
All dollar figures in millio~s .
RA • FILM- WEEKEND GROS~
GRO TO DATE· WEEKS IN RELEASE• SCREENS

1. Hide and Seek- $22.0
$22.0 •One week· 3,003
2.Are We There Yet?-$16.3
$38.5 •Two weeks· i,110
3. Million Dollar Baby- $12J
$21.6 •Seven weeks· 2,010
4. Meet The Fockers- $8.0
$258.4 • Six weeks· 3,006
S. Coach Carter- $8.0
$53.6 ·Three weeks· 2,574
6. The Aviator- $7.6
$681 • Seven weeks • 2,503
7. Radng Stripes- $6.5
$35.1 •Three weeks· 3,185
8.Sideways-$6J
$40.1•15weeks•1,694
9. In Good Company- $6.2
$36.0 •Five weeks· 1,960
10. Assault on Precinct 13- $4.3
$ •Two weeks • 2,297

If you think this Uwe Boll
movie sucks, you'~e not Afone

A

MOVIE TIMES

REGAL WATERFORD LAKES
541 N. At:AFAYATRAIL,407-977-1107

.

9:3012:3oa

Andrew Uoyd Webber's The Phantom of
the Opera (PG-13)
12:50 3:506:4010:00

Are We There Yet? (PG}
12:00 2:50 7:20 9:40

Assault on Precinct 13 (R}
-12:50 4:40no10:1012:Soa

The Aviator (PG-13)
12:004:008:0011:30

The Boogeyman (PG-13)
12:301:20 3:00 4:10 no 8:009:5010:3012:1oa
12:5Qa

Coach Carter (PG-13)
12:30 3:406:5010:20

Elektra (PG-13)
4:2010:40

Finding Neverland (PG)
1:20 7:50

Guiana 1838 (NR)
12:00 3:307:3010:30
PLEASE SEE

.

Alone in the Dark another clunker from Video-game hacK

SOURCE: AP

Alone in the Dark (R}

As a consolation prize for the surprise
victory of Clint Eastwood over Martin
Scorsese at the Director's Guild awards,
MGM has pressed out a new Scorsese box
set that combines some old DVDs, a new
one and a previously released DVD in a
four-disc special edition.
First up is New York, New York, Scorsese's homage to musicals of times past.
~~~~~
The DVD includes commentary by ScorsA'menacing' alien-crocodile-thing is makes a stealthy swipe at an increasingly credibility-deficient Christian Slater. Chomp away!
ese and film critic Carrie Rickey, an intro. duction by Scorsese, 25 minutes of alternate takes and deleted scenes, a photo
gallery and the original theatrical trailer.
Previously released as a bare-bones
disc, the new two-disc Raging Bull: Special
Edition includes no less than three commentary tracks, the first with Scorsese
and editor Thelma Schoonmaker; the second with director of photography Michael
Chapman, producer Irwin Winkler, music
tlie ancient evil that dwells within the spooky
producer Robbie Robertson, producer
MATT HEDGECOCK
dimension.
Robert Chartoff, actress Theresa Saldana,
Staff Writer
Turns out the ancient evil is a bunch of H.R
actor John Turturro, casting director Cis
bominable. Amiss. Atrocious. Awful . Giger alien rip-offs and some Infected from 28
Corman and supervising sound effects
Beastly. Careless. Cheap. Cheesy. Crap- Days Later. Whoopee.
.
editor Frank Warner; and the third by
What follows is some of the most incomprepy. Cruddy. Crummy. Defective. Defiwriter Mardik Martin, writer Paul Schradcient Dissatisfactory.. Dreadful Erroneous. Fal- hensible and inane "action" sequences ever
er, boxer-author Jake LaMotta and LaMotlacious. Faulty. Garbage. God-awful. Gross. committed to celluloid. Hard rock blares as buff - ta's nephew Jason Lustig.
Grungy. Icky. Inadequate. Incorrect. Inferior. morons in tight black T-shirts fend off attacks
The punches d9n't stop there though,
Injurious. Junky. Lousy. Not good. Poor. Rriugh. from poorly rendered CGI monsters. Even·the
with more than six featurettes: Raging
Sad. Skuzzy. Sleaz.eball. Sleazy. Slipshod. Stink- . worst moments from garbage like Van Helsing
Bull: Before the Fight, a documentary on
ing. Substandard. Unacceptable. Unfortunate. .
were infinitely more entertaining than anything
the writing, casting and preproduction of
All these are synonyms for ''bad."
in Alone in the Dark.
the film; Raging Bull: Inside the Ring, an inAll these are synonyms for Alone in the Dark.
The acting is equally as terrible as the direcdepth look at the choreography and the
The only excuse for making a film as stag- tion. Slater does his best impersonation -of
slJaoting of the fight ·scenes; Raging Bull:
geringly bad as Alone in the Dark is a desire to Generic Action Hero No. 2, while Dorff yells
Outside the Ring, with behind-the-scenes
supplant Plaii 9 from Outer Space as the worst every single one ofhis linesAnd just to hammer
stories; Raging Bull: After the Fight, a feafilm ever: And even that isn't a very good reason. home what level of ''talent" we're dealing with,
turette on the sound design, music and
Edward Camby (Christian Slater) is a free- Tara Reid is the film's third star.
impact of the film; The Bronx Bull, a maklance paranormal investigator who got amnesia
It's not surprising the film's auteur is none
ing-of documentary; and De Niro vs. LaMat the age oflO. For reasons that remain uncleai; other than Dr: Uwe Boll, the man responsible for
otta, a shot-by-shot comparison of De
he suspects his amnesia may be linked to an the war crime known as House ofthe Dead. Boll
Niro and LaMotta in the ring. Also includancient race called the Abkani.
has quickly established himselfas a modem-day
ed is actual newsreel footage of the real
Seems the Abkani were into spooky evil Ed Wood, a reputation that is likely to grow with
LaMotta and the original theatrical trailer.
voodoo and stuff - but, in their defense, wasn't each successive release (the three films he is
The Last Waltz, Scorsese's documenevery ancient culture? So Camby sets out to col- ~ently attached to are based on crummy
tary about The Band, has been previously
lect Abkani artifacts to try and solve the mystery video gaines). I suppose providing stoners with
released on DVD but is a very nice incluof his past (note to Camby. I don't care.)
movies watch while high is an admirable goal.
sion in this box set, as it. includes comBut he's not the only one looking for the artiBut then, I wasn't high when I watched this
mentary by Robbie Robertson and Scorsfacts. The menacingly named Professor Hud- film.
ese. It includes the featurette Revisiting
gens (Mathew Walker) wants to collect all ofthe
So we're only about 30 days into 2005 and
The Last Waltz, along with archival outartifacts to open a door to an evil dimension. already critics have a prime · candidate for
takes and an eight-page booklet written by
Why? Well, why not?
'Worst Picture of the Year:" An optimist might
Robertson. Last but not least, Martin
So Camby teams up with the elite govern- look.at this situation and say 'Well, now there'~
Scorsese's Roger Corman exploitation
ment commando group/Gap models,713, led by nowhere to go but up:'
flick Boxcar Bertha is included. This is the
Commander Richards (Stephen Dorff). Their
Except that after watching Alone in the Dark,
barest of the bare, including no more than
mission? Stop Hudgens and save the world from you won't be an optimist anymore.
the trailer.
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When Will I Be Loved: F:ind out _in tlrls provocative ftlm .
Neve Campbell shines in acerbic new take on sexual fre~dom
JOHN THOMASON
indie Editor

' '

A Neve Campbell nude scene...wha?! Why
didn't I know about this?"
·
·
Now that you're reading this, don't get too
excited or you'll be disappointed Ms. Campbell may
indeed be nude in the opening shot-of When Wzll I
Be Loved, James Toback's latest treatise on the inhumanity of humans, but it's decidedly d~eroticized
She takes a mundane shower, masturbates with the
s_h ower head with jtist as rriuch banality, gets out and
goes about her day of casual lesbian trysts and cun- .
ning sexual games that comprise this acidic dcyna.
Campbell plays Vera, the bored daughter of an
affluent family, who shares a New York flat with
streetwise businessman Ford (Fred Weller, somehow playing an even bigger dick than ·his Shape of
Things character). In the opening 30 minutes, they
commit infidelities more times than most people
jaywalk. Vera does it with a random girlfriend,
obscured from us by living room blinds - Toback
denies the pleasure often associated with sueh .
images in film, ensuring that Wzld Things this ain't
Meanwhile, Weller has a four-way with three potential actress/models that's so over-the-top it feels like
it was shot for an aborted Caligul.a remake.
But all this is just trifling nihilism, and just such
malaise-filled observations about our fickle, animalistic nature do not make a good film. The movie really takes off in its final third, when it becomes an indie
spin on Indecent Proposal, with Ford treating his wife
as another bling-bling commodity to sell to an Italian
mogul.
.

Depending oh which chai-acter in this love triangle the viewer encounters; the film analyzes sex as a
bartering tool, a dream fulfillment and a revenge catalyst, and it tackles sex far better than Closer.
- Ford's chauvinism accounts for his utter ignoranc~ of Vera's sexucil experiences and even her
impulses, and during the couple's .uncomfortably
rough lovemaking session, the polar dynamic
between the two characters is· stressed by their
opposite facial expressions, which Toback lingers on
·1onger than most people_would want
Toba:ck's sad and provocative film packs just
.enough of a Neil LaBute-style punch at the end to be
called a latently feminist picture becau5e of the con-_ ·_
trol Vera has in every second~of the experience. For even the most dedicated cinephile, though,
the first 40 minutes may be tough going, as it's basi..:
cally a lot of loose, unconnected plot threads that_.
convey interesting ideas but also ramble in disjointed directions. One involves a white professor
(played by Toback) heading up an African studies
program at a university, who tries to communicate with the real Mike Tyson on the street. Another
find$ Vera running into actress/musician Lori Singer
in Central Park, who presumably improvs a bunch of
lines about her real life. It's hard to tell whY, except
that Toback just Wanted to find a place for Tyson and _
Singer camoos.
. After her brilliant work in The Company, it's still
refreshing to see Campbell doing edgier, non-genre
pictures, and Weller plays-another love-to-hate-him
alpha male. The performances and the complexity of
the love triangle more than make up for Toback's
_
COURTESY MGM
obvious indulgences.
Neve Campbell is a disillusioned housewife exploring her sexual impulses in When Will I Be Lo~g..

Get your garigster ~roove on with _W arner box set .
FROM

i13

behind Leslie Howard and Bette
Davis, Bogart steals the show in
The Petrified Forest as ·the silent,
moody gangster Duke Mantee.
Based on a play, the film
focuses more on the decline of
the self-made intellectuals than
-gangsters, but remains a seminal
mobster and Bogart film
nonetheless.·

****•

Angels with Diity Faces (1938) ·
Cagney returns as Rocky Sullivan, afearless hood admired by
a group of teenage delinquents.
Angels with Dirty Faces
marked the beginning of sociologically minded-mobster films
at Warner Bros. ____:_ movies that
focused more on why someone
became crooked rather than
what they did.

'*****

The film is ably directed by ·
Michael · Curtiz (Casablanca)
WhiteHeat(1949)
_
and costars Pat O'Brien and
The box set is capped off by ·
Humphrey Bogart.
what most filin scholars consider
to be the last Warner Bros. gang- ·
ster movie, White Heat.
A true, legitimate classic film, .
The Roaring Twenties (1939)
White Heat showcases James
- The Roaring Twenties marked
Cagney in perhaps his best role the close of the 1930s gangster
Cody Jarrett, a murderous looney
genre as well as Cagney's last
·with a severe mother complex.
tough-guy film for 10 years The film is rife with classic lines
and a fitting close it was.
and scenes :_ Jarret's exit is easily
The film is a masterpiece of
one ofthe best in the history of cinacting and filmmaking. Director
ema (''Top of th~ world, ma!").
Raoul Walsh handles the film
with a documentary-style realEach film in the set is suppleism, which paillts· a wondrous_ . mented with a commentary by
picture of the decade. ~
various filin scholars and a short
More complexity is demon- ·
strated in the characters. Differ- - · documentary ·about the importance of the film. Also included for
ent -degrees of e.vil are ·e xam- each film are Warner's Night at the
ined, and the film is a refreshing Movies features - a·collection of a·
break from . straight-forward shorts, -cartoons and newsreels
"good-evil" approach of previ.., from the respective year each
ous films.
·
movie was rel~ased.

*****
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Features that
·aren't so special
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BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer

I

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Director and co-writer Ira Sachs celebrates his win of the Sundance Grand Jury award prize for the dramatic feature Forty Shades ofBlue, afamily drama with Rip Torn.

Forty Shades ofBlue a Sundance winner
music scene. Written and directed by Craig Brewer, Hustle &
Flow was produced by John Singleton.
Sundance moviegoers chose directors Heiiry Alex Rubin
take top honors at· Sundance Film Festival
and Dana Adam Shapiro's Murderball, a portrait of the competitive spirit of wheelchair"7bound athletes, the audienceDAVID GERMAIN
award winner for documentaries.
Associated Press
Filmmaker Zeze Gamboa's The Hero, set in the aftermath
he family drama Forty Shades of Blue, centering on a of decades of civil war in Angola, earned ·the grand jury prize
modem Oedipal triangle involving a music producer,· a among world-cinema dramatic contenders.
, Russian wife half his age and his son, won top dramatic .
Shape of the Moon, Dutch director Leonard Retel Helmhonors at the Sundance Film Festival.
rich's portrait of a Christian family in Muslim-dominated
Why We Fight, examining the chronically militant stance of Indonesia, took top honors in the world-cinema documentary
United States over the last half century, took Sundance's category.
.
grand jury prize for documentaries.
"' Danish director Susanne Bier's Brothers, about two siblings
Awards were presented Saturday, with top winners.screen- whose lives are drastically altered when one is deployed on a
ing one last time on Sunday as the ll-day independent film United Nations mission to Afghanistan, received the worldshowcase ~nded in Park City, Utah.
cinema audience honor.
Directed and ·co-written by Ira Sachs, Forty Shades ofBlue
Canada's Shake Hands Wi~h the Devil: The Joun:iey of
stars Rip Tom as the aging husband, Dina Korzun as his Russ- Romeo Dallaire won the audience award for world-cinema
ian bride and Darren Burrows as the estranged son whose visit documentary. Directed by Peter Raymont, the ftlm centers on
hurls their lives into turmoil.
the Canadian military man who had to stand by helplessly durWhy We Fight was directed by Eugene Jarecki, brother of ing the Rwandan genocide because the token U.N. force he led
Andrew Jarecki, whose Capturing the Friedmans won the Sun- was· too small to intervene.
dance documentary prize in 2003.
Special jury prizes for acting were given to Amy Adams,
The audience award for dramatic films, chosen in voting by who plays a childlike Southern waif captivated by h~r worldly
Sundance ftlmgoers, went to Hustle & Flow, the tale of a two- new sister-in-law from up north in Junebug, and to Lou Pucci
bit pimp and drug dealer (Terrence Howard) who enlists an as a teenager whose oral fixation for his thumb causes a ruckus
odd assortment of allies in a bid to break into the hip-hop among his family in Thumbsucker.

Why We Fight, Murderball, Brothers also

as

T
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buy DVDs by the bucketful Yearly, I probably
spend more money on DVDs then I do on food,
rent and prostitutes combined. They're my livelihood (the DVDs, not the prostitutes).
One day, rn probably have to re-examine my life
and the grandiose amount of funds I lump down
monthly on the~ small, round, pie-shaped hellions,
but until n:iY line of credit runs out, rm going to continue to buy myself happy in a DVD-covered frenzy.
There's only one small problem. For a business that is
constantly saying it's booming, DVD manufacturers
are beginning to cut comers, make things on the cheap.
And this is causing enthusiasts like me to scream
''Bloody Murder!" For when it comes to DVDs, its not
just business; this time it's personal
A few weeks ago, I purchased Mean Girls on DVD.
I remember it vividly; it was the same night that Star
Wars came out on DVD, and I ~as the only person at
Wal-Mart that was not there for said DVD. I was there
for another masterpiece, this of the Lohan form.
.After waiting an extra 45 minutes for all the Star
Wars geeks to pay for their DVDs and masturbate all
over the pa<;1<aging, I bought my film. I went home a
happy camper: But the moment I went to open up the
package I noticed that the case wasn't opening as easy
as it should have. There were these two extra tabs, one
above and one below, that prohibited me from opening the case. Since then, fve purchased nearly 50 of these DVDs and I still can't figure out for the life ofme
exactly what these devices might do to make better the
product rm pretty sure that answer is nothing.
·
Another of the things that has been conspicuously left out of more and more Dvp cases is the chapter
insert. In fact, one of the only releases that did include
an insert was Harold and Kumar go to White Castle.
Sadly, Harold and Kumar also included coupons and
ads, which many companies are now including in
place of the chapter insert. I can't imagine the insert
costing more then a penny, so it's hard to think why
films like 21 Grwns,Lostin Translation and Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mmd include no insert and look
pretty bare inside. You have to ask yourself a question:
Ifyou were wearing a tuxedo, would you intentionally
not wear a bow tie because you saved a dollar or two?
No is the answer: You'd look like a cheap moron. ·
On the more mind-boggling side is the new trend
of leaving out the theatrical trailer from an otherwise
stellar DVD release. To name a few, Garden State,
Minority Report, Catch Me if You Can, The Terminal
and 25th Hour have all decided to leave their trailers on
.the floo~ missing the boat oftheir DVD release. It used
to be that even ifthere were no special features on the
disc, you could at least count on the trailer: It's just not .
the case anymore, and it's a shame. Garden State baa
two of the most hypnotic trailers of this or any other
year, and the 25th Hour trailer is a personal favorite of
mine, now lost to the ashes of time.
I don't know. Maybe people prefer their DVDs this
way. Maybe rm just the one square guy, living in a rectangular DVD world, trying to buy happiness of the
circular variety, fearing change and complaining at
will
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Million Dollar Baby secures top directorial award
Eastwood and Weeping
Camel.honored, while
Scorsese gets shafted again
DAVID GERMAIN
Staff Writer

C

lint Eastwood was declared filmmaker of the year by his peers on
Saturday, winning the .Directors
Guild of America honor for the boxing
.Million Dollar Baby.
~
The award solidifies Eastwood's
prospects to ~ his second best-director
prize at the Academy Awards on Feb. Z1. He
previously won the Academy Award and
guild prize for 1992's Unforgiven, which also
was that year's best-picture champ at the
Oscars.
Eastwood's triumph dashed fellow nominee Martin Scorsese's hopes yet again With
the Howard Hughes epic The Aviator, Scorsese earned his sixth guild nomination for
best director, but he has lost every time.
Million Dollar Baby stars Eastwood as a
curmudgeonly boxing trainer and reluctant
mentor to a scrappy fighter (Hilary Swank)
who becomes a champion in the ring before
her life takes a tragic turn. Morgan Freeman
co-stars as an ~boxer and resident sage of
the gym where Swank's character trains.
Eastwood offered gracious thanks to
· Swank and Freeman, saying their presence
made his job as director a delight
.
"I've just got to say that this is a real pleasure, II Eastwood said. "I've worked with
Hilary and Morgan, just fabulous people to
be making a.picture together. All I have to do

FROM
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Hide and Seek (R)
12:101:103:104:001:007:409:3010:4012:3oa

Hotel Rwanda (PG-13)
1:104:207:2010:30

In Good Company (PG-13)
12:20 3:007:1010:0012:4oa

Meet the Fodc:ers (PG-13)
12:20 3:50 6:509:4012:20a

Millior;t Dollar Baby (PG-13)
12:301:00 3:304:30 7:107:5010:2011:30

Ocean's Twelve (PG-13)
12:40

Racing Stripes (PG)
. 12:102:506:40
Sid~ways (R)

12:40 3:.40 7:00 9:50 12:4oa

The Wedding Date (PG-13)
1:003:40 7:009:2012:00a

White Noise (PG-13)
4:107:4010:1012:50a

saga
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Morgan Freeman, Clint Eastwood and Hilary Swank display the Director's Guild of America prize for Million Dollar Baby.
is just sort of stand there and guide .it"
All three performers earned acting nominations for the Oscars.
Million Dollar Baby emerged as a lastminute awards contender. ~twood did not
begin shooting the film until early last summer, and distributor Warner Bros. had
expected it would not be ready for release
until2005.
When Eastwood showed a cut of the film
last fall, studio executives loved it and went
into overdrive to get it ready for December

. REGAL WINTER PARK

Hotel Rwanda (PG-13)
12:40 3:40 6:409-3012:ioa

. 510 N. ORLANDO AVE., 407-628-0163

-Alone in the Dark (R)

In Good Company (PG-13)
12:15 2.:50 5:308:0510:45

10:35

Andrew Lloyd Webber's The Phantom of
the Opera (PG-13)
12:20 3:307:0010:10

Are We There Yet? (PG)
1:304:207:2510:15

AsSault on Precinct 13 (R)
12:35 3:25 6:459:2~12:1Qa

The AViator (PG-13)
12:25 4:00 7:45 11 :20

Boogeyman (PG-13)
11:55a 12:45 2:203:104:505:40 7:308:109:55
10:4012:2Sa

Coach Carter (PG-13)
1:104:157:2010:20

Finding Nevertand (PG)
1:15 4:05 6:50 9:35 12:05a

Hide and Seek (R)
12:0012:55 2:40 3:35 5:15 6:55 7:509:4510:25
12:15a

release to qualify for the Oscars.
The Directors Guilds award is one of
Hollywood's most acCura.te forecasts for ·the
Oscars. Only six times in the 56-year history
ofthe guild honors has .the winner failed to
go on to receive the directing Oscar.
Million Dollar Baby and The Aviator split
key honors at the Golden qlobes. The Aviator took the Globe for best drama while Eastwood received the directing prize for MilJ.ion.
Dollar Baby.
.
The Aviator is considered the nominal

Meet the Fodc:ers (PG-13)
11:Soa 2:30 5:108:0010:45

Million Dollar Baby (PG-13)
12:301:40 3:55 5:00 7:158:1510:3011:30

National Treasure (PG)
12:507:05

Racing S~pes (PG)
12:10 2:45 5:20 7:55

·

1:05 4:257:4010:40

The Wedding Date (PG-13)
· 12:05 2:35 5:057:3510:0012:3oa

White Noise (PG-13)
1:003:50 7:10 9:40 12:0oa

REGAL OVIEDO MARKETPLACE
1500 OVIEDO MARKETPLACE BLVD.,407-977-1107

Alone"in the Dark (R)
3:~9:50

12:20 3:307:1010:30

Are We There Yet? (PG)

Assault on Precinct 13 (R}

3:4510:05 '

.

Andrew Uoyd Webber's The Phantom of
the Opera (PG-13)
12:2012:50 3:00 4:00 6:50 7:40 9"10 10:2012:()()a

Kinsey(R)

Sid~ways (R)

front-runner ·for best picture at the' Oscars,
and before the guild awards, Scorsese· had
been viewed-as a sentimental favorite for the
directing Oscar. But a similar split between
the two films is possible on Oscar night, or
even a sweep of both the best-picture and
director honors for Million_Dollar Baby.
Scorsese received a lifetime-achievemeyt ·
honor from the guild tWo years ago, the same
year he had been considered the sentimental
favorite to win both the guild's directing
prize and the_Oscar for Gangs ofNew York.
First-time feature.-film director Rob Marshall woilnd up winning the guild honor for
Chicago, while the Oscar went to Roman
Polanski for The Pianist.
Scorsese has been nominated for the
. directing Oscar four times previously, losing
each time, and his films also have never won
a best-picture Academy Award
In other guild directing honors, The Story
ofthe Weeping Camel won the documentary
prize over Michael Moore's politicalr:nit
Fahrenheit 9/ll. Directed by Byambasuren
Davaa and Luigi Falorni, The Story of the
Weeping Camel chronicles a crisis over a
camel calf belonging to a family of Mongolian nomads.
Ray director.Taylor Hackford lost the fea- ·
ture-film contest for his Ray Charles portrait,
but Tv winners included Bruce Gowers, '
who won the musical variety honor for
Genius: A Night for Ray Charles. ·
Among other TV recipients were Walter
Hill, honored for series drama for the pilot of
the Western, Deadwood; Timothy Van Patten, chosen for comedy series for the Sex and
the City finale; and Joe Sargent, winner ofthe
smalF·screen movie prize for the me~
drama Something the Lord Made.

12:10 3:30 6:509:4012:3oa

The Aviator (PG-13)
12:00 4:00 7:50 11 :30

The Boogeyman (PG-13)
12:0012:302:303:005:007:007:309:3010:00 •
12:00a

·Coach Carter (PG-13)
12:00 3:106:4010:10

Finding Nevertand (PG)
1:304:407:3010:10

Hide and Seek (R)
12:401:10 3:204:201:00 7:409:401o:io 12:2oa

In Good Company (PG-13)
12:10 3:40 6:309:2012:00a

Lemony Snicket's ASeries of Unfortunate
' Events (PG)
1:004:407:5010:30

Meet the Fodc:ers (PG-13)
12:50 3:50 7:00 9:50

Million Dollar Baby (PG-13)
12:301:00 3:504:307:108:0010:2011:20

National Treasure (PG)
12:10 3:10 6:30 9:40

Racing Stripes (PG)
1:io 4:10 6:509:3012:1oa

Sideways (R}
- 1:104:107:2010:30

The Wedding Date (PG-13)
12:10 2:40 5:107:4010:10

White Noise (PG-13)
12:304:207:2010:0012:3oa

ENZIAN CINEMA CAFE
1300 5. ORLANDO AVE., 407-629-1088

Vera Drake (R)
Friday: 3:30 6:30 9-30
Saturday: 1i:30 3:30 6:30 9-30
Sunday: 12:30 3:30 6:30

D.MAC
39 5. MAGNOLIA AVE., 407-992-1200

DiG!(NR) .
Friday: 3:.10 5:307:1510:00
Saturday: 3:30 5:30 7:30 9:30
Sunday: 3:00 7:15 9:30
Alllisted times are for the weekend and subject to chan~·
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NEAR-LIFE EXPERIENCE

TR~E GEEK LIFE

Listen to the sounds ••• of gaming
· The geek says gfeat video-game music connects with listeners of today
ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ
Staff Writer

I

have never been much of a fan of classical music. Jazz I can listen to for
long amounts of time as long as it isn't
too depressing, and I adore hyperactive
big band music. It's the chamber music I
can't mind, the long drawn out foreign
operas, the real s~rious stuff without
lyrics that I can understand, and especially the music without a human voice to
draw the ear.
Of course, I'm no musician and have
never claimed to be. Qµite the opposite,
C~AZED

INDIE ROBOT

in fact. I am not a connoisseur and I know
it. I mean, Mozart is wonderful and all
that stuff, and Bach is not without his
charms, and who could forget the "Ode to
Joy''?
Yet, the music of the olden times
always seemed so far away and: so
untouchable. They just feel like they have
little t9 do with me. The supposed timelessness is lost on me.
· I doubt I am the only one who feels
·this way. It can be hard for many people
to listen to that stuff sometimes. Not that
I don't see the genius behind it. The
famous composers that call out to us

from the mists of ancient times are gods
who will live on into the dark future of
h~anity and perhaps beyond.
Who will carry on this torch? Who
·will continue to create the masterpeices
that will echo through out the. J.¥story of
humankind? Many of the old symphonies
were written for specific purposes and
events, but in this day and age it seems
the only things written with specific pur.pose~ are for stage, Hollywood, and of
course, video games. My very dear obsession. My lust, and my love, my teacher

DIANNA ZISMAN
Staff Writer

S

hut Up, Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
The announcement of the
Academy Awards nominations brings
with it a number of fine traditions, from
fans griping about the overlooked (Paul
Giamatti lovers, I'm looking right at you
... and in a mirror, 'cause I'm one of you,
but that's neither here nor there), to
Oscar predictions and pools.
But my favorite post-announcement
tradition has always been to reminisce on
the Academy's - and the public's - poor
cinematic choices. Here it is, then, my
ever-changing list of the top 5 overrated
~~rican films.
The ~nglish Patient (1996): The memory of this crapfest winning Best Picture
over Fargo haunts me to this day.
One of the biggest lessons that the
Academy has yet to learn is that movies
about the terminally ill, or the badly
injured, or condemned prisoners, or
nuns, or nuns trying to save the souls of
condemned prisoners are not automatically Oscar-worthy.
However, movies - written by the
Coen brothers and starring Steve. Buscemi, William H. Macy, and Frances
~ormand - about a guy hiring people

II
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MICHAEL LAWRENCE ·
Staff Writer

L

ast week, I wrote a column in
which I joked about tsunamis and
violent lesbians. I have to admit, I
wasn't the ieast bit fearful when I typed
it out and shipped it off to the editors in
chief. I can stand by my opinions and
have always relished my dark sense of
humor. Somehow, I don't think it's going
to be enough this week. As negative as it
sounds, I'm going into this week with
the preconception that I'm going to fail.
Fail miserably. ·
PLEASE SEE WELL-DONE ON i19
I'm going to discuss a touchy subject
about which I have strong convictions.
Based on the way I was raised, I've been
told it's best not to express these convictions, but where else would I do it but here, and to who else would I speak with
but you, my anonymous loyal readers?
I miss Homeboys in Outer Space.
Really badly. I know it's almost been 10
to kidnap his wife for the i:ansom money my ire and makes me want to punch Tom
years, but I'm still not over it. I can't find
are, by their very nature, awesome and Hanks in the face every time I see him.
it on DVD, and I doubt we'll ever see it
should get all the Oscar nods they can
there. The show, for those of you who
handle.
·
·
Citizen Kane (1941): The only nondon't remember or choose to forget, folOscar winner in the bunch, Kane is
lowed the adventures of two dopes travA Beautiful Mfnd . (2001): Russell - noneth~less widely considered the greateling across the galaxy in their brokenCrowe is a good actor, but seeing him est American movie ever, thanks to
-down "space hoopty." They hung out at
Oscar-bait for this entire film took an Welles' innovations (deep focus, ncm-linthe local space bar trading drinks and
average overrated movie and made me __ ear storytelling), most of which are still
stories with Pippin (played by James
hate it.
being improved on to this-day.
Doohan, aka Sc;otty) while being chased
You could almost hear him thinking
But I didn't enjoy Citizen Kane until I
and harassed by gruff bounty Vashti and
"look at me! I'm crazy! Woo! Look at my realized that I should stop genuflecting
still finding the time to go off on differcrazy eyes! Aren't they just the craziest? toward it as a Great Work of Art. .
ent adventures throughout the galaxy. It
· And, also, have you noticed? I'm not parWhen I did that, I was able to recogwas a mix of sci-fi parody and urban
ticularly hot in this movie. 'Cause, see, nize how much fun everyone had while
humor, which, let's face it, hadn't really
normally I'm smokin' ... smokin' like the putting it together.
been done before outside of that Wrath
shrimp I put on the barbie just this momCritics arid academics who promote
of Farah-Khan spoof on In Living Color.
ing, in fact. Have I mentioned that I'm Citizen Kane as a solemn work to be menBut the NAACP got preachy, and the
Australian? Couldn't tell, could you, tioned in hushed and reverent tones do it
show was yanked off the air. It wasn't
between my fine American accent and a disservice by causing it to be forever
cancelled because of low ratings but at
my crazy eyes?"
overrated.
- the behest of a self-interest group. The
same group that made it so that the DisForrest Gump (1994): There aren't
Titanic (1997): This movie winning
ney film Song of the South can't be
words enough in the English language to Best Picture over LA. Confidential is the
released ill the U.S. It was ridding the
express the hatred I feel for this movie.
eternal idiocy of the Academy Awards
world of entertainment for their own
·
Many people see it as a harmless distilled to one perfect example.
benefit. How admirable.
movie about a guy who succeeds in life,
It's a disaster movie that's bogged
They claimed that Homeboys' portraydespite his handicaps, by always attempt- down by a boring, melodramatic love
al of blacks was stereotypical and thereing to "do the right thing." I see it ""as a story.
fore racist. I can see how it can be intermovie in which bad things happen to the
In -fact, if Cameron had given us two
preted that way, but it was a comedy!
only two interesting characters in the hours of a sinking ship without all the
.Comedy revolves around stereotypes.
entire story (Lt. Dan and Jenny).
crap between Leo and Kate, Titanic
That's what makes it funny~ If the Three
What's the message here? That if would have been an infinitely more
Stooges were only stupid enough to get a
you're somewhat cranky and conflicted enjoyable flick.
paper cut and not dumb enough to beat
(Lt. Dan) or an experimenter and con..:
But, no. Apparently, the sinking of a
the ever-lovin' crap out of each other, it
flicted (Jenny) you'll either have your legs huge ocean liner and the loss of 1500 peowouldn't be funny. The show: never took
blown off at the knee or you'll get AIDS ple wasn't dramatic enough for Cameron,
itself seriously. It was 22 perfect minutes
and die?
so we had to see the two.lovebirds traipsof escapism. You know, the kind of thing
That this· tripe was considered better ing around a sinking s)lip while Billy Zane
people look for in a sit9om.
than Quiz Show, Pulp Fiction (!), and The fires at them. Please, give me The TowerShawshank Redemption (!!).only adds to ing Inferno any day over this garbage.
PLEASE SEE HOMEBOYS ON i19

Overblown American cinema
The robot ranks th~ top
five most overrated
films from these parts

This one's for
myhomies

...,..
~
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New·and _shiny, ·just like_your ·grill
CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZ
Staff Writer

FROM

S

ometimes, I actually ·pay enough
attention to the Internet to receive its
blessings in a timely manner. This
week, I was actively working on my research
· paper almost exclusively, which means I was
at my computer and in the position to be easily distracted Thus, I have links that are reasonably new. The downside is: they don't fit
into any kind of theme. But in the interest of
your not receiving the standard "Oh man,
that was so last month" when you send them
to your friends -o n AIM, I present my current
sites of the moment

How To Use Eye Talk
-http://www.koji-honpo.eo.jp/
makeup/movie/eye_talk_300.html
Our friends to the Far East have once
again blessed us with a dose of insanity for
our amusement. This Flash video demonstrates how to use an amazing new product
with two components: glue and a liook.
What are they for, you might ask? They're
called "Eye Talk." The point is to manually
glue your upper eyelid onto itself so that
your eyes will be more round and less
''Asian." Unsurprisingly, societal fashion
tPends have completely disregarded both
health and racial identify in favor of shoving
glue and pink plastic into eyeballs. This is
easily the craziest thing fve seen involving
eyebaJ!s since discovering that whole eyeball-licking fetish. Have fun giving this to
people and watching their face when they
realize what it is about 30 seconds into the
movie.

Homeboys
took a risk
i18

The- creators of Homeboys took a
risk. They tried to do something
ferent and for that they were persecuted by politically correct morons. .
Now don't get me wrong, I think the
NAACP has done mariy great things
· and still has a valid place in society.
There are many steps that need to be
taken to guarantee the same rights
and freedoms for everyone. That's
not going to happen by yanking off a
harmless space comedy.
You want to really make a difference? Get BET off the .air. A network
that claims to represent
entire
demographic by showing five type f
programming. Am I supposed to think
that the only things blacks like watching as a people are church services,
rap videos, reality show rip-offs,
Mario Van Peebles movies from the
1990s· and infomercials? Isn't it infinitely more racisj to create a network
that falsely represents the tastes of its
people and instead only perpetuates
stereotypes and misconstrued notions
than to show two black guys traveling
space with their computer Loquatia?
If a show gets cancelled b~cause
it's not pulling in its expected ratings,
I can accept that. I might be sad that
I'll no longer be able to view it each
week, but I can rest knowing it ~
given its shot, and it didn't work out.
This, on the other hand, sickens me to
this day. you may agree ~th what the
NAACP, but let me ask you this will you still feel that way when a
show you like is taken off the air as a
. means of fulfilling a group's political
agenda?
I told you I'd fail this week. But you
know what? I don't feel so bad anymore.

an

COURTESY EYE TOY

Want to look more 'American'? Stab yourself in your glue-covered eyelid with a pink, plastic fork. It works every time.

send this.site $300, they'll mail you a kit with Clean Your Screen For Free Now
instructions 't o make a mold of your teeth. http://www.clean-your-saeenWhen ,you're done, you mail it back, wait, for-free-now.com/
and soon receive your "grill," a set of gold
Occa5ionally, I like to give you a link that
teeth to fit over your regular teeth. Normal- you can .send to Grandma. In this one, a
ly, people with gold teeth have, like, one or short Flash movie plays of a kitten "cleantwo. But of course, decking out your entire ing'' your screen from the inside. Granted,
Pimp Your Grill
mouth is just that much more blingin' cool it seems to be dirtying it up more than actuhttp://www.pimpyourgrill.com/
style. Silver and gemstone versions are avail- ally cleaning, since cat spit is hardly the
This one also fits into the department of able too. Ifyou get one of these, it will go per- most sanitary of substances, but Grandma
whacked-out fashion, but it's more from our fectly with those ''phat rimz" wallpapers and · won't mind. She'll tell you how it's incredifriends right here. Hip-hop culture seems Sir Mix-A-Lot ring tones you downloaded to bly cute and send it to everyone she knows,
destined to prove that its "look" can be just · your cell phone for $3 from the Jamster com- meaning that through the chain of mail-foras retarded· as that of any other societal mercials on late-night Comedy Central.
warding, you'll receive it from your girl·group, and here's some living proof. If you
friend next month. Awwww!

Well-done bleeps and bloops make the most of 16-bit music
FROfyl

i18

and father and mother all rolled into one. Not td -sound
overly dramatic or anything, of course.
It makes sense that some of the greatest composers of
. this current generation, the Japanese composers, anyway,
should devote at least part of their art to creating the
soundtrack for the lives of animated sprites fighting in life
and death situations. They really knew how to bring out
the best in 16-bit sound, and for that the earliest video
game music composers have my undying respect and
affection.
Nobuo Uematsu, for example, the famed composer of
the incredible music for the always endearing and oh-so-

wonderful Final Fantasy series, makes music so complex,
touching, and eternal that if heard on its own one would
never think a mere childish game that I played in middle
school could have such incredible tonal complexity.
Uematsu _always has at least three different layers to his
music, almost as if there were three distinct songs or
melodies playing at the same time that harmonize like a
ballroom full of synchronized dancers, which happens to
be another repeating pattern in that much beloved series.
His music seems to spread everywhere when you listen
to it, because there are so many patterns dancing all at
once. It feels so vast and all encompassing. _
Other video game composers attempt that legendary
feel in other ways, of course. The Zelda series is almost, if

not more, well known than Final Fantasy and has legions
of followers and sequels, but it has a different feel.
The Zelda games have an innocence about them, a
lightheartedness, that the FF series lacks. Final Fantasy
games are so great and dark and dramatic, like an opera
really. They are dangerous, too. Anything can happen and
anyone can die.. I can't even tell you how many tears I
have shed playing those damn games. The Zelda fran.chise, however, isn't nearly_ as brooding, and the music
Koji Kondo composes for the series reflects that. His
music has a purity to it. It's clean, yet epic all at once.
The music these two composers have created are
timeless to me, and I am sure I am not the only one. Let's
try to keep them alive long after they are gone.
._
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